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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation, I first explore morpho-syntactic

properties in Korean and Russian and attempt to give

plausible explanations for them. I then make an effort to

contribute to the development of the lexicase theory.

Chapter 2 discusses the case system of Korean, its case

forms, case markers, and case relations within the lexicase

framework. It presents subcategorization rules for case

forms, case markers and case relations along with Redundancy

rules. On the basis of these rules, verbs of Korean are

classified and the case frames of Korean verbs are

characterized. Both simple and complex sentences are

included in the verbal classification, and the argument

structures of both simple and extended Korean verbs are

represented explicitly and formally.

In chapter 3, I discuss multiple case form

constructions in Korean in accordance with lexicase

postulates. For the multiple case form constructions, I

propose that grammar in Korean allows to constitute multiple

case form constructions such as MNCs, MACs, and MLCs. When

nominals in a sentence have the same case relations, they

are interpreted as having the same referent. In this case;

only the rightmost NP has a complement case relation and

others have optional adjunct case relation.

In chapter 4, I discuss both morphological and

periphrastic causative constructions. I argue against other

leading theories which analyze morphological causatives as

-----_.- ..-._--- .-_.'.
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having a biclausal structure at some level of grammatical

representation and periphrastic causatives as having

monoclausal structure. I propose that Korean has two

independent causative constructions; morphological

causatives are monoclausal, while periphrastic causatives

have biclausal structures.

Chapter 5 classifies Russian verbs in terms of case

relations. In order to classify verbs, I analyze the

Russian case marking system. Case forms and case markers

are formally represented in terms of a localistic feature

system. In this chapter, Russian impersonal verbs,

partitives, and indefinite genitive constructions are

discussed. I cover these phenomena using the localistic

dependency analysis within a lexicase framework. The

localistic dependency approach employed in this study

combines case markers, case forms, and case relations to

account for the syntactic and semantic facts of the

language.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objectives and Scope

People expect several things, when they utter a

meaningful sentence. Among other things, they immediately

notice that there are, broadly speaking, participant(s) and

event(s) represented in the sentence uttered. Many scholars

have attempted to characterize and formalize participant

roles in verbal actions and states within several different

theoretical frameworks. The current study is devoted to

this topic within the theoretical framework of laxicase, a

version of dependency grammar which was introduced in the

early seventies by Stanley starosta and has since been

developed by him and others.

The main goal of this dissertation is to characterize

case frames of Korean and Russian verbs within the lexicase

model. The second goal is to test whether the theory of

lexicase is adequate to characterize and generalize

morphological, syntactic, and semantic properties of two

languages.

Since the relationship between nominals and a predicate

has been frequently discussed from different perspectives,

diverse terminologies have been introduced in order to

characterize the same phenomena. For example, Fillmorean

case grammarians use the term 'case relations', Chomskyans
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'thematic relations', and relational grammarians

'grammatical relations', when they refer to the relationship

between noun phrases and the predicate in a sentence.

Lexicase uses the term 'case relations' following the

tradition of Fillmorean case grammar. Case relations in

lexicase are notions which have been employed in order to

capture generalizations about the relations between nominals

and the predicate in a clause and about the grammatical

devices which realize them.

In this study, I attempt to introduce, explore, and

develop the theory of lexicase by classifying and

subcategorizing the Korean and Russian verbal systems with

respect to morphosyntactic properties. Data from Korean and

Russian are presented. By applying the theory to two

different and unrelated languages, I explore whether the

theory is adequate to describe and account for the

linguistic facts of the languages. The current analysis

does not propose any comparative analysis between the two

languages, though I present examples from both languages to

display contrasts. These two languages are chosen for the

analysis because Korean is my native language and Russian is

the language that I studied in college. The two languages

are well-known for having rich case systems of quite

different types. Let us consider the following Korean and

Russian examples:
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(1)
a. Mira-ka hakkyo-ey/*-eyse kass-ta.

-Nom school-to/at went-DEC
'Mira went to school.'

b. Mino-ka Mira-luI Waikiki-eyse/*-ey mannass-ta.
-Nom -Acc -at Ito met-DEC

'Mino met Mira at Waikiki.'

c. Ivan vo~el v komnatu /*komnate.
entered into room:Acc/*room:Loc

'Ivan entered the room.'

d. Ivan sidel v komnate /*komnatu.
sat in room:Loc/*room:Acc

'Ivan sat in the room.'

The Korean sentence in (la) shows that hakkyo-eyse cannot

cooccur with the verb ka- 'go', that is, the verb -ka

selects a particular postposition -ey, but not -eyse. The

sentence in (lb) shows that the verb manna- 'meet' can occur

with the postposition -eyse, but not -ey. The Russian

sentence in (lc) shows that voMel 'entered' cannot cooccur

with v komnate 'in the room', while (ld) demonstrates that

sidel 'sat' cannot cooccur with v komnatu 'to the room'. In

this dissertation, the relationship between case markers and

case relations is established, and the sUbcategorizational

case frames of the verbs are explored. The mechanisms for

relating lexical items derivationally to each other is

presented and a formal and expiicit lexical analysis of

syntactic peculiarities of Korean and Russian are pursued.

The organization of the dissertation is now presented.

Chapter 1 proceeds as follows: In section 1.1, the

organization of this thesis is laid out. In section 1.2, I

discuss the transliteration of the data and the phonemic
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systems of the two languages. In section 1.3, the outline

of lexicase theory, including the historical background, is

presented.

In chapter 2, I present the sUbcategorization of Korean

verbs mainly in terms of their case relations. To attain

this goal, in this chapter I also discuss the case marking

system of Korean and present a localistic analysis of the

case markers and case forms.

In chapter 3, I discuss multiple case form

constructions in Korean and the relationship between

identically case-marked nominals.

In chapter 4, I present an analysis of the so-called

argument-changing processes in Korean for which I use the

term "case relation-changing processes" in this study. Case

relation-changing processes are those in which the caseframe

of a verb is changed, that is, a case relation is

subtracted, reinterpreted, or a new case relation is

introduced. Of the many case relation-changing processes

operating in the Korean verb system, causativization is

primarily focused on.

In chapter 5, I present a sUbcategorization of the

verbal system in Russian and a localistic analysis of

prepositions and nominal case inflections.

Chapter 6 summarizes the whole discussion and points

out some contributions made by this thesis. Finally,

unsolved problems are identified for future research.

------- ._--- - ._-.
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1.2 Data

1.2.1 Sources

Korean data are collected not only from the sources

cited herein but also from my own knowledge of Korean as

confirmed by other linguistically oriented native speakers

of Korean.

The Russian data are primarily collected from prior

linguistic literature, textbooks, articles, and

dissertations that appear in the bibliography of this

thesis. All the sources are specified.

1.2.2 Romanization

I adopt the phonemically based Yale romanization system

for the transcription of the Korean data. The table in (2)

shows the inventory of Korean phonemes.

(2)
Consonants: Vowels:

p t c k i ii :i: u

p' t' c' k' e 0 :) 0

ph th ch kh CE a

s h

s'

w Y

I

m n ng
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The table in (3) shows the inventory of characters that

are employed in this dissertation for Korean romanization.

(3)
p, ph, pp, t, th, tt, s, ss, c, ch, cc, k, kh, kk,

m, n, ng, h, i, wi, ey, yey, wey, oy, ay, yay, way,

u, e, ye, we, a, ya, wa, wu, yu, 0, yo, uy.

The Russian language has the phonemic inventory of

consonants and vowels shown in (4). Russian has a

five-vowel system and shows a contrast between palatalized

and non-palatalized consonants (cf. Pulkina and

Zakhava-Nekrasova 1980).

(4)
Consonants: Vowels:
pip' tit' k

bib' did' g i u

flf' sis' 5 x e 0

56 a

vlv' z/z' t

c 6

j
1/1'

rlr'

mlm' nln'

Table (5) displays the inventory of characters that are

used for transliteration of Russian language.

(5)
~p, t, k, b, d, g, f, s, 5, x, 56, v, z, z, j, c,

6, 1, r, m, n, ,
" i, y, u, ju, e, e, 0, a, ja.,
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1.3 Description of the Theoretical Framework

1.3.1 Historical Background of the The~ry

The framework that is adopted in this study is called

lexicase. The name lexicase combines lexicon and case. It

is a localistic dependency grammar. In this section, I

briefly present the historical development of lexicase

theory.

Lexicase was developed for the first time at the

University of Hawai'i around the early seventies by Stanley

starosta, and it has been further developed by Starosta and

his students. A number of Pacific, Asian, and European

languages and one Bantu language have been analyzed and

classified formally within the lexicase framework. Thereby

this theory has been modified, formalized and strengthened.

The theory of lexicase is based on the grammatical

model presented in Chomsky's (1965) 'Aspects of the Theory

of the Syntax' and the case grammar framework proposed in

Fillmore's (Fillmore 1968) 'Case for Case'. Lexicase takes

the position that grammar can be described successfully in

accordance with the lexicalist hypothesis (Chomsky 1970) and

localistic case analysis (Anderson 1971). Though lexicase

shares many assumptions with the three descriptive models

mentioned above, it differs from them fundamentally.

--- - ._~--_._-- ....._--
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1.3.2 The Outline of Lexicase Theory

Lexicase is a type of European-style dependency grammar

(cf. Tesniere 1959, Anderson 1971). It is highly

constrained and formalized. In what follows, I discuss some

assumptions and constraints of the model and the general

organization of the theory.

1.3.2.1 Constraints on the Model

Many constraints are imposed on the lexicase

grammatical theory to reduce the power of the theory.

sta~osta (1988:7-8) states the following reason why a good

theory must be constrained:

Constraints are good, because they are the content
of a theory. An unconstrained theory implies that
all things are possible. such a theory can never
be falsified by observations, and thus has no
empirical content. A constrained theory on the
other hand asserts that certain things are
impossible, and can in principle be falsified by
finding an instance of the supposedly impossible
phenomenon; because a constrained theory can be
falsified, then, it has empirical content.

The most crucial fundamental constraints imposed on lexicase

theory will be discussed in the following sections.

1.3.2.1.1 Non-transformational Theory

The theory of lexicase is a monostratal and

non-transformational. It consequently does not allow

deep/underlying structure and movement rules that increase

expressive power by moving any category anywhere (cf.

Chomsky 1981). Instead of transformational rules, the

-_.,- - ._-----_...__._......._--
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theory allows only lexical rules such as SUbcategorization

rules, Redundancy rules, and Derivational rules, plus

coindexing rules which interpret the syntactic

representations.

1.3.2.1.2 No Phrase structure Rules

Phrase structure

totally eliminated in

(6) PSRs
S ---> NP VP

VP ---> V NP

NP ---> DET N

rules (PSRs) such as those in (6) are

lexicase (cf. Starosta 1979 and 1988).

Instead, dependency representations such as (7) are

generated directly from the lexicon.

(7)
John bought a car.

I
John
Index
+N
+Nom
+prpr
-(+Det]

bought
2ndex
+v
+trns
-[+Acc ]
- [+Nom]
I[+N]
4(+N]

a
3ndex
+Det

car
4ndex
+N
-prlJr
3 [+Det_]

As the tree in (7) displays, in lexicase, the precedence and

dominance relationships between constituents are stated in

terms of contextual features. Contextual features marked on

words state which other words they may, must, or must not

cooccur with. Therefore, phrase structure rules are not
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needed. Contextual features are stated with respect to the

head of the dependent sister and give information about the

environment in which a lexical category can occur. For

example, a proper noun John cannot cooccur with a determiner

as a left sister, a transitive verb bought should occur with

a right and left sister NP, and a common noun car should

cooccur with a left sister determiner. The feature matrix

on each word in (7) tells us the information about linear

precedence and dependency relations between head and regent.

1.3.2.1.3 X-bar Constraints

Lexicase imposes strong constraints on grammatical

representations. These can be paraphrased in X-bar notation

to facilitate comparison with the more powerful Chomskyan

frameworks. The maximal projection of a lexical category

X-zero in a lexicase grammar is an X-single bar. Thus,

NP(=N-one bar) is a maximal projection of Nand S(=VP=V-one

bar) is a maximal projection of V (cf. Starosta 1988:14-7).

Terminal elements in each string must be actual words.

This is one consequence of a non-transformational theory:

No movement is allowed, no empty category is produced, and

since structure is projected from words, no structure can

exist without words to support it. The lexicon contains

only words and possibly stems, but not bound morphemes

(Starosta 1988:43), and actual words are inserted into
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trees. Each lexical word heads its own phrasal

construction.

All node labels such as NP, VP, and PP, etc. are

redundant as a consequence of the X-single bar constraint,

and need not appear in a dependency tree.

1.3.2.1.4 Sisterhead constraint

Grammatical relations that a lexical item bears,

including selectionaljsemantic and agreement relations, are

stated in terms of the head of a construction and its

dependent sister. since lexicase does not allow VP

(V-double bar) or INFL nodes in its grammar and the sUbject

is thus a complement of V, the semantic relationship between

sUbject and predicate can be stated directly in terms of

sUbcategorization features of V. Note the tree in (8):

(8)
The boy came into the room.

The
I

the

room

Each lexical category is a head of its own phrasal node.

The head is also graphically indicated by a vertical line

and the dependents by slanted lines. A horizontal line

represents an exocentric construction, that is, a

construction with more than one head.
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In lexicase, there are two kinds of syntactic

constituents: endocentric and exocentric (starosta 1988:12,

105-7). In (8), the grammatical and semantic relations

obtaining between the verb carne and the rest of the sentence

are stated with respect to its sisterheads boy, into, and

room, not with respect to any other category in the

sentence. The grammatical relations of the nouns boy and

room are stated with respect to their sisterheads the.

Besides the constraints mentioned above, there are

others, such as the One per Sent constraint, which are

mentioned in their appropriate place during the discussion.

1.3.2.2 Lexical Rules and Features

In this section, I discuss lexical rules and features,

whicn are the fundamentals of lexicase grammar.

It is assumed in lexicase that only the information

that cannot be predicted is stored in the lexicon of a

particular language, and that predictable information is

eliminated from the lexicon. The following lexicase flow

chart (starosta 1988:73-4, 1991) will give an idea of the

components of lexicase theory and their articulation:
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(9) lexicase flow chart
Lexicon <------------------11 Derivation Rules

Redundancy Rules---------------T

1
subcategorization Rules ------------1

1 Morphological Rules

Inflectional Redundancy Rules <--------1
/ \

/ \
l. ~.

Phrase-level Linking Rules
Phonological and
Rules Chaining Rules

\ /
\ /
~ .J

Dependency Trees

In the next subsections, functions and properties of each

rule type are discussed.

1.3.2.2.1 Redundancy RU~.'~s

It is assumed that lexical entries in the lexicon

contain only unpredictable features, and that all

predictable and redundant features are supplied by

Redundancy Rules (RRs). RRs playa role in capturing

implicatjonal and markedness relations between features, and

therefore they can simplify the lexical feature matrix by

allowing predictable features to be omitted. For example,

it is true that a verb is always a predicate, and that all

pronouns are always nouns, but not the other way around. To

reflect this fact, a grammar has the following RRs:



(10)
RR-1

RR-2

[+V] --->

[+prnn] --->

[+prdc]

[+N]
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Thus, the feature [+prdc] is predictable by virtue of having

the feature [+V] and it is dispensable in the lexical entry.

In addition to the implicational relations between

features, some contextual features are also stated by the

RRs, as illustrated in (11):

( 11)
RR-3

RR-4

[+V]

1_- +V _-I
+trns

--->

--->

?[+PAT]
?[+Nom]
?[+actr]

[?[+AGT]]

The symbol [?[+F]] means that we expect the particular

feature [+F] to appear on a dependent lexical item. RR-3

says that every verb has the features [?[+PAT], ?[+Nom],

?[+actr]] in its feature matrix. RR-4 states that a

transitive verb has the feature [?[+AGT]].

1.3.2.2.2 SUbcategorization Rules

There are two types of Subcategorization Rules (SRs) in

lexicase, inflectional SRs and lexical SRs (Starosta

1988:76). The first type manifests inflectional relations

between the members of a paradigm. That is, various

inflected forms of words are supplied with proper features

by SRs. In Korean, for example, the fact that a finite verb

---_ .._---- ._-_.. _.---
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is either past or non-past is manifested by inflectional SR

as follows:

(12)
SR-1 [+fint] ---> [±past]

The second type of subcategiruzation rule, lexical SRs,

characterizes the classes and subclasses of words in the

lexicon. In English, for example, words which belong to the

noun class can be divided into pronoun and non-pronoun

subclasses. Non-pronouns can be further subdivided into

proper and common noun subclasses. Then, a grammar should

have the following subcategorization rules:

(13)
SR-2 [+N] ---> [±pr nn]

SR-3 [-prnn] ---> [±prpr]

[+N]

1
I r

-prnn +prnn

r- I r
-prpr +prpr

I I
apple John he

1.3.2.3.3 Derivation Rules

Derivational rules (DRs) are typically non-productive

analogical word-formation rules relating one set of words to

another. New lexical items are created by the application

of DRs, as the direction of the arrow in flow chart (9)

shows. In Korean, for example, morphological passive and

---_ .._--_._-_.....---
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causative verbs are derived by DRs, and the DRs formally

represent the analogical relationships between non-derived

and derived lexemes. DRs can include a phonological

component but sometimes they do not, because zero derivation

does not have any morphological difference between the input

and the output.

1.3.2.2.4 Inflectional Redundancy Rules

Inflectional Redundancy Rules (IRRs) apply to the items

which have been unpacked into inflected forms by SRs (Acson

1979:26). In fact, IRRs playa similar role to RRs in that

they give more information to the feature matrix by

supplying predictable and unmarked features. In spite of

the similar property between IRRs and RRs, they cannot be

combined into one, because RRs precede SRs and IRRs play an

effective role after SRs, as shown in the lexicase flow

chart (9).

In English, it is necessary to have SRs to

sUbcategorize noun cl~sses such as apple, John, and he into

[±prnn] and [±prpr] as shown in (13). After these SRs have

been applied, the IRR in (14) can add more information to

the noun matrix.

(14)
IRR-1 +N

-prpr
+dfnt

--->

This rule states that non-proper definite nouns must cooccur

with a dependent sister which is a definite determiner.
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1.3.2.2.5 Morphological Rules

In lexicase, no affixes are listed in the lexicon as

such, and the base form may be an inflected form. Features

of inflectional affixes are introduced by the Inflectional

Subcategorizational rules and the real attachment of

inflectional affixes is realized by the Morphological rules

(MRS). Thus, MRs are applicable after SRs, which supply

inflectional features to the matrix of lexical items, so

that MRs can look for the proper environment to which they

apply.

(15)
SR-4

MR-2

[+N] --->

--->

[±plrl]

z] / 1_- -prnn -,
+plrl _ (Starosta 1988:88)

By SR-4 in (15), nouns have the feature either [+plrl] or

[-plrl]. After SR-4 applies, MR-2 can add the plural suffix

-z to ~he lexical items which have the feature [-prnn,

+plrl] .

1.3.2.2.6 Linking Rules and Chaining Rules

It is assumed, in lexicase, that each terminal word in

a sentence has its own index. By convention, these numbers

are assigned to the terminal words starting from the

beginning of the string to the end.

Linking rules (LRs) link features properly to get the

right semantic interpretations and create the dependency

structure, thereby forming a complete well-formed sentence.
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The LRs and CRs are different from the others, such as SRs

or RRs, that we have discussed earlier in that they are not

non-contextual lexical/syntactic rules, but rather

interpretive rules which mark the dependency relationship

between pairs of words in a sentence.

LRs give a proper index between the regent and its

immediate dependent, while Chaining rules link words in

different dependency domains. 1 Let us consider the

following examples:

(16)
a. John

1ndex
+N
+Nom
AGT

bought
2ndex
+v
+trns
l[+Nom]
2 [+Acc]

--->l[+AGT]
I 2 [+PAT]
----1 [+actr]

a
3ndex
+Det

car.
4ndex
+N
+Acc
PAT

b. John
1ndex
+N
+Nom
PAT

tried to go.
2ndex 3ndex 4ndex
+V +P +N
-trns -trns
+xtns PAT
l[+Nom] l[+Nom]
l[+PAT] ----I 1 [+PAT]
l[+actr] --->l[+actr]

(17)
LR-1 transitive actor linking (Springer, to appear)

1

- ?[+actr]-I
_ n[+AGT] _

---> [n[+actr]]

CR-1 Infinitival actor control

,- ?[+actr] -I
mndex- -

---> [n[+actr]] \
1

__ n[+PAT] -_I
m[-fint]

1 For the formal properties of LRs and CRs, see Lee
(1989:258-65) and Springer (to appear) .

_..__ ._--_._--. _...._--
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LR-1 says that actor has the same index as an Agent nominal:

The actor is an Agent nominal in the case of a transitive

sentence. CR-1 states that the implied actor of an

infinitival complement is chained to the Patient of its

upward regent predicate.

1.3.2.3 Case in Lexicase

The notion 'case' has long history. From traditional

grammar to contemporary grammar, the notion of case has been

elaborated from different perspectives. Traditional

grammarians considered case from the morphological and

functional point of view, whereas in Fillmorean grammar,

'case relations' were considered as situationally oriented

underlying semantic and syntactic relations between nominals

and verbs. In Government and Binding theory, 'case' is an

abstract property of NPs which is determined in accordance

with configurational structure, and it reflects the position

of NPs in S-structure (cf. Haegeman 1991:141-56).

On the other hand, the notion of case in lexicase is

understood as primarily syntactic and secondarily semantic

relations between nominals and regent predicates or nouns,

and it is perceptually oriented. The notion of case in

lexicase is a combination of case forms, case markers, and

case relations. In what follows, I introduce and discuss

the notion of each case term, and study how these devices
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cooperate with each other to capture generalizations in

languages.

1.3.2.3.1 Case Forms

Case forms of lexicase refer to lexical features, such

as [+Nom] or [+Acc], that appear in the feature matrices of

nouns, prepositions or postpositions, and predicates in

sentences. Case form categories evolved out of Fillmore's

syntactic categories Acc and Nom, which are

transformationally introduced in surface structure primarily

to indicate the grammatical functions Subject and Object

(Starosta 1988:178).

Though case forms in lexicase evolved out of Fillmorean

case categories, they differ from Fillmorean case. In

lexicase, case forms are not transformationally introduced

in surface structure, because lexicase does not have a

deep/underlying level. Inflectional case form features are

supplied by Inflectional SUbcategorization rules. Pure

grammatical case form features such as [+Nom] and [+Acc] are

universal. The feature [+Nom] usually signals the presence

of sUbject and the feature [+Acc] usually signals object in

the case of accusative languages like English and Korean.

Other case forms like locative, ablative, allative,

etc. are formally specified as clusters of localistic

features such as source, goal, terminus, etc. That nouns in

a sentence are subcategorized in terms of case forms is

_._-"._---"--~".".""---
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universal, but the inventory of case forms may differ from

language to language. Case forms are realized in various

ways depending on the: language, for example, by word order,

case inflections, prepositions, or postpositions.

1.3.2.3.2 Case Markers

Case forms are realized by the case markers. Case

markers in lexicase are prepositionsjpostpositions, relator

nouns, verb classes, noun classes, word order, or

morphological inflections on nouns, that is, case markers

can have concrete morphological forms or be purely

grammatical devices, such as word order in English. These

devices are used to enable nouns to show their case

relations. Case markers are the realization of case

relations on nouns. Note the examples in (18):

(18)
a. John loves Mary.

b. Mary loves John.

In (18a), John is a nominative actor subject and Mary is an

accusative patient object NP. It is the case marker that

tells us the role of each NP. The case marker is word order

in this English example. If the order of NPs is altered,

then their roles will change, but each position maintains a

consistent relationship with a particular role.

In Marshallese, certain classes of nouns function as

case markers. These noun classes have inherent localistic

features such as [+lctn) (location) or [+pssd] (possessed),

--- ----~--~..._--
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and thereby signal the presence of certain case relations

and case forms as follows (Pagotto 1987:296-7):

(19)
E-j
3s-PROG

'He's

pad
stay
-trns
+lctv
-drcn
+[+lctn]
?[+PAT]
?[+LOC]

still in the

wot Majel.
still Marshalls

+prpr
+lctn
+Acc
+LOC

Marshalls. '

In (19), the noun Majel has the feature [+lctn] and it is

interpreted as a LOC, though there is no additional case

marker preposition or inflection.

1.3.2.3.3 Case Relations

Case relations (CRs) are, in lexicase, defined by the

syntactic-semantic relations that are maintained between

dependent nouns and their regents. Unlike Fillmorean

grammar, the inventory of case relations in lexicase is very

limited and relations are defined first with respect to

syntactic behavior and then with respect to semantic

behavior (starosta 1978).

Lexicase has only five universal case relations,

Patient (PAT), Agent (AGT), Locus (LOC) , Correspondent

(COR), and Means (MNS). starosta (1988:126) characterizes

each case relations as follows, but these semantic

definitions are peripheral:
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Patient: the perceived central participant in a state
or event (formerly also object or Theme)

Agent: The perceived external instigator, initiator,
controller, or experiencer of the action, event,
or state (formerly also Dative, Experiencer,
Force, Instrument)

Locus:
inner: the perceived concrete or abstract source,

goal, or location of the Patient (formerly
also Source, Goal, or path)

outer2: the perceived concrete or abstract source,
goal, or location of the action, event, or
state (formerly also Place)

Correspondent:
inner: the entity perceived as being in

correspondence with the Patient (formerly
Dative, Experiencer, Range, Increment)

outer: the perceived external frame or point of
reference for the action, event, or state
as a whole (formerly Benefactive,
Reference)

Means:
inner: the perceived immediate affector or

effector of the Patient (formerly
Instrument, Material, vehicle)

outer: the means by which the action, state, or
event as a whole is perceived as being
realized (formerly Instrument, Manner)

CRs in lexicase are perceptual rather than situational

(Pagotto 1987:247-8, Starosta 1988:121-24), and the

inven~ory of CRs is quite limited, as shown above.

The definitions of each CR given above show that the

Patient CR is the central participant in a sentence. The

three CRs LOC, COR, and MNS cannot be the sUbject or object

in a sentence and they can be characterized by the relation

2 In the most recent version of the lexicase theory,
the inner case relation refers to the complement case
relation, while the outer case relation refers to the
adjunct case relation.

--~--~----_..---.~ ...---
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of the central participant Patient. Khamisi (1985:64)

presented a useful illustration showing the relationship

between the five case relations as follows:

(20)
Agent Correspondent
external to~ ~ corresponds with

Patient

Locus~ --------Means
locates accessory to

The diagram in (20) shows that Agent is external with

respect to the central participant Patient, a complement

Locus is a location of Patient, Correspondent is perceived

as corresponding with Patient, and Means is an accessory to

Patient.
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CHAPTER 2

SUBCATEGORIZATION OF VERBS IN KOREAN

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I classify verbs of Korean primarily

in terms of case relations. Section 2.2 discusses the

Korean case marking system in terms of case forms, case

markers, and case relations. section 2.3 deals with the

classification of verbs. This section presents RRs and SRs,

which serve to classify Korean verbs with respect to case

relations. Example sentences are also given with their case

frames.

This thesis is not the first one to classify verbs in

Korean. There has been research on this topic within

different frameworks (cf. Abasolo 1974, Lee 1984). For

example, Lee (1984) showed a classification of Korean verbs

based on theories proposed by Fillmore (1968, 1971), Chafe

(1970), and Cook (1979). As one can notice from the models

he has chosen, the classification of verbs was done

according to the underlying semantic structure of verbs in a

conventional case grammar approach.

In Lee's system, verbs in Korean are divided into

state, Process, and Action verbs, and are further classified

into five different cases: Agent, Experiencer, Benefactive,

Object, and Locative. Thus, he analyzed Korean verbs

adopting the case matrix in (1) which was proposed by Cook

_...__..._-------- ....._--
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(1979). In Cook's framework, for example, the verb kill in

English belongs ~Q ,the Basic Action verbs which have the

Agent and object case.

( 1)

Verb
types Basic Verbs Experiencer Benefactive Locative

-------- ------------ ------------ ------------ --------
state as E, as B, as as, L

be true know have be at
-------- ------------ ------------ ------------ --------
Process a E, a B, a 0, L

die amuse acquire move
-------- ------------ ------------ ------------ --------
Action A, a A, E, a A, B, a A, 0, L

kill say give bring

Lee's approach to verbal classification shares some

basic assumptions with the case relation analysis

implemented in this dissertation. However, in Lee's system

cases are motivated in terms of meanings and extralinguistic

situations, following conventional case grammar and

'theta-theory' practices. His approach does not capture the

language-specific grammatical generalizations about the

relationship between case forms, case markers, and case

relations which result from applying the linguistically

motivated lexicase analysis.

I will show that Lee's analysis is not consistent and

does not capture generalization about syntactic properties

of Korean. Consider Lee's examples (1984:37-8, 57-8):
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(2)
a. Kay-nun chwungsilhan tongmwul i-tao

dog-Top faithful animal is-DEC
'The dog is a faithful animal.'

s

~IaS v
I I
kay i

as
I

(chwungsilhan) tongmwul

b. Hankwuke-ka elyewun kes -un sasil i-tao
Korean -Nom difficult CaMP-Top true be-DEC
'It is true that Korean is difficult.'

s

v
I

sasil i-ta

as

K~2
~

V as
I I

elyewun Hankwuke

In (2a), the copular verb i is treated as a two-place

predicate having two Object cases, while in (2b), the

copular i occurs as a one-place predicate with the

complementizer kes.

This analysis loses generalization by treating i as

having two structures (2a) and (2b). As shown in the trees

above, the V node has i- in (2a), while it has sasil i-ta

'is truth' in (2b). This shows inconsistency. Lee does not

clearly mention the status of sasil 'truth', whether it is a

part of the copular verb i or not. If sasil 'truth' is a

part of the copular verb, it would be difficult to explain

why tongmwul 'animal' in (2a) is not part of the copula.

Lee analyzes the predicate nominal tongmwul 'animal' in (2a)
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as in an Object case relation. Predicate nominals, however,

do not bear any case relation at all in a sentence, because

they function as a predicate in a given sentence.

Let us consider other examples in (3):

(3)
John-un cha-ka censoklyek-ulo kanun-kes -ul poass-ta.

-Top car-Nom full speed-at pass -COMP-Acc saw-DEC
'John saw that car passing at full speed.' [__A, *E, O]/A=E

In (3), Lee (1984:84) analyzes the verb po-ta 'to see' as

having three cases, namely, Agent, Experiencer, and Object.

Moreover, the Agent and the Experiencer are coreferential.

This example demonstrates the implausibility of a

situational semantic analysis, because it is not reasonable

for a verb to assign two different case relations to a

single nominal.

The examples in (4) are cognate-object verbs. Lee

(1984:62-3) analyzes these verbs as follows:

(4)
a. Mary-ka kkwum kkwu -nta.

-Nom dream dream-DEC
'Mary is dreaming (a dream) .

b. Mary-ka chwum chwu -nta.
-Nom dance dance-DEC

'Mary is dancing (a dance).

c. Mary-ka ttwim ttwi-nta.
-Nom hop hop -DEC

'Mary is hopping.

d. Koyangi-ka cam ca -nta.
cat -Nom sleep sleep-DEC
'A cat sleeps (a sleep).

[__E, 0]

[__A, 0]

_A, *0, L] /A=O

[_0]

According to Lee's classification, the verb kkwu-ta 'to

dream' and chwu-ta 'to dance' in (4a-b) have an Experiencer

--_._-- ~ ...._--
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and Agent case, respectively. The verb ttwi-ta 'to hop' in

(4c) has a Locative case. If ttwi-ta in (4c) has a Locative

case, why don't kkwu-ta 'to dream' and chwu-ta 'to dance'

have a Locative case? In (4d), the verb ca-ta 'to sleep' is

classified as a one-place argument verb having an object

case. If the sUbject is a human NP such as Mary-ka cam

ca-nta 'Mary is sleeping', what case relation should be

assigned to Mary, Experiencer, Agent, or Object?

The above examples show that Lee's verb classification

based on semantics is not plausible, and it does not capture

syntactic generalization, in particular, the correlation

between case relations and case markers. Lee's

classification of verbs is moreover confined to single

clause constructions only, whereas the present study include

not only simplex predicates but also extensional complex

predicates which contain an embedded clause.

2.2 Case Marking System in Korean

In order to classify the verbal system efficiently, in

this section I will be concerned with the case marking

system and general syntactic properties in Korean.

Korean is typologically an agglutinative language with

relatively free word order. In dependency terms, Korean is

a left-branching language, with the head of the construction

appearing at the right end. At the clause level, this means

that the element which appears in the final position in a
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given sentence should be a verb. Otherwise, the sentence

would be ungrammatical.

Korean is a language in which the relationship between

nouns and verbs is manifested by case markers on nouns, so

that it is not necessary to fix the linear position of

nominal constituents in a sentence. Thus, the word order in

Korean, as in other morphological case languages, is

relatively free, with some restrictions. This is

illustrated in the examples in (5):

(5)
a. Mino-ka Hawaii-eyse gecko-lul

-Nom -in gecko-Ace
'Mino saw a gecko in Hawaii.'

po -ass-tao
see-Pst-Dec

b. Hawaii-eyse Mino-ka gecko-lul po-ass-ta.

c. Gecko-lul Mino-ka Hawaii-eyse po-ass-ta.

d. *Mino-ka po-ass-ta Hawaii-eyse gecko-lul.

e. *po-ass-ta Mino-ka Hawaii-eyse gecko-lul.

f. *Mino-ka Hawaii-eyse po-ass-ta gecko-lul.

It is possible to shuffle Mino-ka, gecko-luI, and

Hawaii-eyse as in (5b-c), but impossible to move the verb

po-ass-ta 'saw' to any non-final position as in (5d-f).

These examples show that it is possible to switch the

position of the sUbject with an object or other

postpositional phrase without significantly changing the

meaning, but it is not possible to switch the position of

the verb. This phenomenon has often been called (free)

scrambling in transformational analyses. Some linguists,
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such as Saito (1985), treat scrambling as a movement rule in

the Government and Binding framework. However, this kind of

rule is neither available or necessary in a constrained

monostratal dependency framework such as lexicase. Instead,

all the word order permutations are 'base-generated', and

any differences of meaning associated with differences in

word order are accounted for by stylistic interpretive rules

rather than syntactic ones. I do not discuss this matter

further in this dissertation.

Before turning our concern to the case marking system,

it will be convenient to make one thing clear: What is the

grammatical status of the case particles in Korean?

In this section, I give evidence for assuming that

every case-marking element which appears after a nominal,

including nominative and accusative markers, is a separate

word which belongs to the grammatical category postposition

[ +P] .1

Though postpositions in Korean are independent words,

the left-branching structure of Korean PPS and NPs has, as a

consequence, the fact that postpositions always appear to be

bound to the head noun or verb of the immediately preceding

phrasal constituent:

1 There are several conflicting views on this point in
the syntactic analysis of Korean and Japanese. See for
example Han (1987:23-6), Yoon (1990:21) and O'Grady
(1991:4-8) for Korean and Ishikawa (1985:221), Unetani
(1991), and Lee (1989:35-44) for Japanese.
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( 6 )
a. [pp [NP Xli] R ]

b. [pp [s x Y ] R ]

Therefore, in example sentences cited in the literature on

Korean, it is common to see a hyphen between a preceding

constituent and a following postposition, as in (7) below.

One should not be confused by this fact. In (7) and

throughout the rest of the dissertation, the hyphen between

case-marking postpositions and preceding nouns does not

indicate a morpheme or inflection boundary, but rather a

word boundary. The hyphen is used to reflect the

conventions of the Korean writing system, which requires

every P to be attached immediately after the nominal it

marks.

( 7 )
a. Mino-ka

Mino-Nom

b. Mira-luI
Mira-Ace

c. hakkyo-eyse
school-at
'at school'

d. Mino-eykey
Mino-to
'to Mino'

However, the hyphens in (8) do not indicate word boundaries.

Rather, they indicate the boundaries of inflectional

affixes, since 'tense elements', 'sentence enders', and so

forth, are considered to be inflections in this analysis.

These hyphens are marked to assist the reader in
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understanding the examples. They have no linguistic status,

since the Word-and-Paradigrn approach to word formation

assumed in the lexicase framework does not allow or require

words to be represented lexically with internal

morphological boundaries.

( 8 )
cap -ass-ta
catch-Pst-DEC

In summary, a hyphenated sequence can be two separate words,

such as hakkyo-eyse 'at school' or Mino-eykey 'to Mino' in

(7a-b), or one inflected word such as cap-ass-ta 'caught' in

( 8 ) •

In tree diagrams, inflections and postpositions look

fundamentally different, as shown in (9). Inflections do

not have their own node, but a postposition heads its own

node.

( 9 )
a. n eys e

+P
hakkyo
+N
-Nom

b.

cap-ass-ta
+V
+past

Delimiters such as kkaci 'even', mace 'also', and mata

'each' appear after nominals and belong to the grammatical

category postposition. 2 They are not case markers, but

2 With
within a GB
independent
Delimiter.
possible in

regard to delimiters, Yoon (1990:25), working
framework, has suggested that delimiters have an
categorial status, a functional category
This kind of proliferation of categories is not
the constrained lexicase framework.
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function to delimit or specify the preceding constituents

(cf. Yang 1972). Nominative and Accusative postpositions

behave differently from other postpositions in terms of

their distribution with respect to delimiters. Note the

following examples, where (lOa-b) are grammatical sentences,

but (10c-d) are ungrammatical.

(10)
a. Mino-nun hakkyo-eyse-{kkaci/mace}

-Top school-at -even
'Mino takes a nap even at school.'

naccam-ul can -tao
nap -Acc sleep-DEC

b. Mino-nun
-Top

Mira-eykey-{kkaci/mace}
-to -even

sayngil senrnwul-ul
birthday gift -Ac~

cwu -ess-ta.
give-Pst-DEC

'Mino gave an birthday gift even to Mira.'

c. *Mino-ka -{kkaci/mace}
-Nom-even

'Even Mino left Mira.'

Mira-luI ttena-ss-ta.
-Ace leave-Pst-DEC

c'. Mino-{kkaci/mace} Mira-luI ttena-ss-ta.
-even -Ace leave-Pst-DEC

d. *Mino-ka Mira-lul-{kkaci/mace}
-Nom -Ace-even

'Mino deceived even Mira.'

soki -ess-ta.
deceive-Pst-DEC

d' . Mino-ka
-Nom

Mira-{kkaci/mace}
-even

soki -ess-ta.
deceive-Pst-DEC

These examples demonstrate the different distribution of

nominative and accusative markers as opposed to other

postpositions. Other postpositions like -eyse 'at, in' and

-eykey 'to' can be followed by delimiters such as -kkaci

'even' and -mace 'also', but nominative and accusative

markers cannot be followed by such delimiters. Instead,
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these two types of case-marking postpositions can be omitted

when delimi~ers follow.

This distributional difference has sometimes been used

as a justification for treating nominative and accusative

case markers as inflectional affixes, different in kind from

the other Korean case-marking postpositions (cf. O'Grady

1991:4-8). The formal and explicit lexicase analysis, which

traces the different distributions to a difference in the

behavior of localistic case markers (-eyse, etc.) and

non-Iocalistic case markers (nominative and accusative), can

account for the same configuration of elements without

dividing the set of case markers into two distinct and

unrelated sets of elements. 3

The choice of a uniform postposition analysis in this

dissertation is not without problems, but will be considered

justified to the extent that it allows us to capture

language-specific and universal generalizations which have

3 The fact that the nominative and accusative markers
in Korean can be omitted in casual speech supports the
current analysis: inflectional endings should be an
inalienable part of the word. In Korean, the nominative and
accusative markers can be omitted when delimiters are
present, while inflections cannot be dropped. Treating
-ka!i and -ul!lul as different in kind from the other
postpositions may introduce a spurious difference between
actant types; it loses a generalization that I capture. If
-ka!i and -ul!lul are inflections, I may need to introduce
another case form for nouns, the form that is governed by
postpositions, because in this case, nominals appear without
any case inflections in Korean, unlike Russian. Finally,
the fact that nominative and accusative case markers have
phonologically conditioned allomorphs does not necessarily
account for an inflectional analysis for nominative and
accusative, since similar alternations are found elsewhere
among the case markers and delimiters.
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not been stated under the alternative assumption. These

generalizations will be detailed in the following sections.

Having the information mentioned above about Korean, I

discuss case marking system in Korean within the analysis

just outlined. Following lexicase principles, the

case-marking system in Korean can be viewed in terms of

closely interwoven systems of case forms, case markers, and

case relations.

2.2.1 Case Forms in Korean

Case forms in a lexicase analysis are represented as

bundles of localistic lexicar features. In Korean, case

forms are realized as bundles of case-marking localistic

features that appear in the feature matrices of nouns,

verbs, postpositions, or relator nouns. Case forms are in

fact realized by case markers associated with nouns, that

is, by postpositions, or in some instances probably by word

order. For example, -ka/i is a nominative postposition and

when it cooccurs with a noun, the whole phrase can have a

subject relation in the sentence. Similarly, -lul/ul is an

accusative postposition, and when it cooccurs with a noun,

the whole phrase can be manifested as some kind of 'object'

in the sent.ence ,

In lexicase, 'subject' is not a primitive. Rather, a

subject is a nominative-marked nominal bearing the Patient

or Agent case relation, depending on the transitivity of the
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verb, in the case of accusative languages. Note example

( 11 ) :

sakwa-lul cohaha-nta.
apple-Acc like-DEC
-NOW
PAT

likes the apple. '

(11 )
Mino-ka

-Nom
+Nom
AGT
'Mino

In (II), Mino is followed by -ka (nominative) and it is a

subject. However, we cannot say that every nominative NP is

a subject in a sentence.

In lexicase, subject is defined as a nominal which is

either the nominative Patient or nominative Agent. This

means that languages like Korean, which exhibit multiple

nominative constituents in a clause, will be problematic,

because it appears necessary to say that there are multiple

subjects in a clause. This in turn entails multiple

occurrences of the same case relation in a single cla~se, a

violation of the lexicase "One per Sent" constraint.

In lexicase, 'direct object' is also not a primitive.

Instead, direct object is defined as an accusative-marked

nominal bearing the Patient case relation in the case of

accusative languages. In (11) above, sakwa 'apple' is

followed by -luI (accusative) and it is a direct object.

Though this generalization is true in (11), we cannot say

that every accusative NP is an object in a sentence. since

4 According to Stanley Starosta, it is unnecessary to
mark nouns for case relation features, since these are
marked on verbs, but I indicate CRs on nouns for
readability. CRs are not features and I leave off the signs
of plus or minus.
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in lexicase a direct object is defined as the accusative

Patient, if a language exhibits multiple accusative

constituents in a clause, it could be problematic. It could

of course just be a consequence of the fact that the same

case form can encode several different case relations.

However, it could also suggest the existence of multiple

constituents which bear the same complement case relation;

as a consequence, there may exist multiple objects in a

clause. Let us consider the following examples:

(12)
a. Mino-uy

-of
'Mino's

nwun-i khu-ta.
eye-Nom big-DEC

eyes are big. '

b. Mino-ka nwun-i khu-ta.
-Nom eye-Nom big-DEC

'As for Mino, his eyes are big.'

( 13)
a. Emma-ka Mira-uy

-Nom -of
'Emma held Mira's

son-ul
hand-Acc

hand. '

cap-ass-ta.
hold-Pst-DEC

b. Emma-ka Mira-lui son-ul
-Nom -Acc hand-Acc

'Emma held Mira by the hand.'

cap-ass-ta.
hold-Pst-DEC

Constructions such as (12b) and (13b) raise the

following questions: (1) What are the syntactic structures

for the above sentences, including the case relations of

each NP? (2) What are the subcategorizational frames of

verbs? (3) How does the grammar represent the relationships

between the (a) and (b) sentences in (12-13)? (4) How does

the theory represent the dependency relations of

constituents? (5) If there is only one subject or object
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per clause, which of the nominative-marked or

accusative-marked NPs in such constructions are the real

subject or object?

In Chomsky (1965, 1981), the subject is defined as [NP,

S), that is, any NP which is immediately dominated by S. In

RG and LFG, the notion of subject is undefined, that is,

primitive. In lexicase, the notion of subject is definable

as mentioned above, that is, a subject is a nominative

Patient or nominative Agent. From the definition of subject

in lexicase, the sentence in (12b) is problematic, because

there are multiple nominative-marked nominals in a clause

which may bear the same eRs, which (except for LaC actants)

is an automatic violation of the One per Sent constraint.

As for the multiple accusative-marked nominals, it is

only a problem if they mark the same CR, since multiple

accusative constituents are allowed in lexicase if they mark

different CRs, for example, as in 'dative movement'

constructions in English.

In a transformational approach, of course, one may

treat those examples by deriving (12b) and (13b) from (12a)

and (13a) transformationally, because both sentences share

similar semantic content. An analogous approach can be

taken in other multi-stratal analyses such as Relational

Grammar. In lexicase, however, it is not possible to

transform one sentence into another or to derive both from

an identical or similar underlying structure, since lexicase

is a monostratal theory. Instead, a lexicase analysis
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relates semantically parallel sentences indirectly in terms

of lexical derivation rules, as in LFG.

The crucial point I want to mention with regard to the

above discussions is that the sentences in (14) appear to

violate the lexicase One per Sent hypothesis. If

nominative-marked nominals bear the Patient CR in (14a) and

accusative-marked nominals bear the Patient CR in (14b),

then there is more than one nominal having identical CRs in

a single clause, a condition prohibited by the One per Sent

constraint in lexicase.

nwun-i
eye -Nom
+Nom
PAT

eye is big.'

(14)
a. Mino-ka

-Nom
+Nom
PAT
'Mino's

khu-ta.
big-DEC

cap-ass-ta.
hold-Pst-DEC

son -ul
hand-Acc
+Acc
PAT

hand. '

Mira-luI
-Acc

+Acc
PAT

held Mira's

Mino-ka
-Nom

+Nom
AGT
'Mino

b.

Here I just point out the problems. These issues will be

discussed in greater detail later in connection with several

related issues in chapter 3.

Let us consider case forms in Korean. Starosta (class

handout cptadm 129b, 1986) initially analyzed the case form

system in Korean as follows:
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(15) Korean CF system

Nom
I
ka

Prol
I
tongan

Abla
I
eyse

Ace Alla
I I
lul 10

r
+gol

Iii
-loc +loc

Ess
I
ey

(+N]

l-----I- - - - --.r
-~ +~

lr---I---r
-src +src

r- I ,I~
-gol -gol +gol

r-I_ ,
-loc +loc

,Ii
-co +co
I I
Gen Corn
I I
uy wa

hako

In the tree above, the two case forms (+~] and [-~]

([±Nom] in current notation) are purely grammatical

features, while the others are composites of localistic and

semantic features. Thus 'Ablative' is a label for the

feature bundle [-~, +src, -gol] following the above tree.

However, this case form analysis should be slightly revised

in light of our current state of knowledge. For example,

tongan 'during' cannot be considered to be a case inflection

or postposition because it is a defective noun denoting

duration of time.

Starosta considered all case-marking elements of Korean

to be case inflections at that time,' as the top node shows:

Everything is under the node [+N]. However, as has been

noted above, every case-marking element is considered to be

a postposition in the present analysis.
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Case forms of nouns in Korean are either nominative or

non-nominative, while case forms encoded by postpositions

include nominative, accusative, locative, ablative, etc.,

and these can be represented by localistic feature bundles

in the feature matrices of the respective postpositions.

The SUbcategorization rule and the tree in (16) demonstrate

the binary branch of noun case forms assumed in this

dissertation.

(16)
SR-1 [+N] ---> [±Nom]

[+N]

l,-----I---r
-Nom +Nom

2.2.2 Case Markers in Korean

The Korean language can be regarded as one of the

'case-prominent' languages in Li and Thompson's terminology

(1978:460).5 This is because the grammatical relationship

between noun phrases and their regent predicate, including

sUbject and object relations, is mostly manifested by overt

case markers attached to the NPs, unlike languages such as

English. Since these case markers form exocentric

constructions with preceding NP dependents, they are called

postpositions (starosta 1988:105).

5 Li and Thompson (1976:460) also pointed out that
Korean typologically belongs to both the topic- and
sUbject-prominent language types.
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Case markers play a crucial role in realization of case

forms and case relations of nominals. It is the case

markers that link predicate and nominal actants

syntactically and semantically. In Korean, case markers are

postpositions, with relator nouns and some noun subclasses

playing an auxiliary case-marking role. For example, -ka/i

occurs with a dependent NP to signal that the NP is a

nominative subject Patient (in the case of intransitives) or

Agent (in case of transitives), while -eyse occurs with a

dependent noun phrase to signal that the noun has a Locus

actant.

'Mino found the book in the library.'

(17)
Mino

1ndex
+N
+Nom
AGT

-ka
-Nom
2ndex
+P
+Nom

tosekwan
library
3ndex
+N
-Nom
LOC

-eyse
-at
4ndex
+P
+lctn

chayk
book
5ndex
+N
-Nom
PAT

-ul
-Ace
6ndex
+P
+Acc

chac-ass-ta.
find-Pst-DEC
7ndex
+v
+lctn
+trns
1 [+AGT]
2 [+Nom]
3[+LOC]
4[+lctn]
5 [+PAT]
6[+Acc]

The example in (17) is an illustration of Korean case

marking in the lexicase framework. In (17), each noun has

either a [+Nom] or [-Nom] case form and other case forms are

carried by the postposition. Each constituent has its own

index starting from the left-most constituent. To ensure a

well-formed syntactic configuration and proper semantic

interpretations, each indexed dependent word and the

corresponding contextual features on the regent have to be

--_._-_ .. - .._-- -.'--'
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linked properly. The indexing between nominals and verbal

contextual features is performed by rules called Linking

rules (LRs) (cf. Lee 1989:240-257). The LRs will be

introduced in discussion of related issues later.

Relator nouns in Korean are nouns such as mith 'under',

alay 'under', wi 'over', yeph 'side', etc., which may

correspond semantically to prepositions in English, and

which bear relational information for the NPs they command.

Like other nouns, relator nouns have one or more localistic

case form features and can be attached under various

postpositions. Most of these nouns have the inherent

semantic feature [+lctn], which marks the presence of the

LOC case relation, and indicates the specific location of

some nouns.

I analyze Korean postpositions as follows. In (18),

each postposition enters the lexicon with its own inherent

features and contains information according to the

SUbcategorization rules in (19). Since I am concerned

mainly with case markers, delimiters which belong to the

class of postpositions are not included in (18). Delimiters

are not case markers, although they belong to the class of

postpositions.
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(18) SUbcategorization of Korean Postpositions

1
-drct

r-I--r
-dnmc +dnmc

I_I, II,
-anmt +anmt -anmt +anmt

I I I I kkaci 10 pwuthe ka
ey eyse (ulo) ul (i)

eykey eykeyse6 (luI)
10

(ulo)
wauy

1
_- +P -_I

-dlmt

l_l_r
-Nom +Nom

lr------I-----r
-Acc +Acc

l-----I-------,r
-sorc +sorc

lr------1------r
-lctn +lctn

rl--r I---'r
-cmtt +cmtt +drct

ill ~I,
-nstr +nstr -trmn +trmn

The predictable features of case markers are added to

the feature matrices of prepositions by redundancy rules,

and non-predictable features are permanently specified on

the lexical items.

6 -eykey and -eykeyse have mutually interchangeable
synonyms -hanthey and -hantheyse, respectively. They differ
in formality (Sohn to appear).
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(19)

SR-1 ,- +P ] ---> [±Nom]
_ -dlmt

SR-2 [-Nom] ---> [±Acc]

SR-3 [-Acc] ---> [±sorc]

SR-4 [-sorc] ---> [±lctn]

SR-5 [-lctn] ---> [±cmtt]

SR-6 [+lctn] ---> [±drct]

SR-7 [+cmtt] ---> [±nstr]

SR-B [-drct] ---> ,- ±dnmc ]+anmt- -
SR-9 [+drct] ---> [±trmn]

The above SR-1 says that the class of non-delimiter

postpositions is divided into the binary subsets of [+Nom]

and [-Nom]. SR-2 states that non-nominatives are divided

into [+Acc] and [-Acc]. SR-3 says that [-Acc] has either

the feature source or non-source. In SR-4, the non-source

Ps are either locational or non-locational. The

non-locational Ps in SR-5 are either comitative or

non-comitative. SR-6 states that locational Ps are either

directional or non-directional. SR-7 says that comitative

Ps are either instrumental or not. In SR-B, non-directional

Ps are either dynamic or non-dynamic, and animate or

non-animate. Directional Ps are either terminus or

non-terminus in SR-9.

--_.__.--.-'---
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If all the redundant features are eliminated from

postpositions, each postposition will have the following

feature bundle~ in the lexicon:

(20 )
ka/i [P, +Nom]
ul/lul [P, +Acc]
pwuthe [P, +sorc]
lo/ulo [P, +trmn]
kkaci [P, -trmn]
eykeyse [P, +dnmc, +anmt]
eyse [P, +dnmc, -anmt]
eykey [P, -dnmc, +anmt]
ey [P, -dnmc, -anmt]
lo/ulo [P, +nstr]
wa [P, -nstr]
uy [P, -cmtt]

2.2.3 Case Relations in Korean

within the lexicase theory, as discussed in chapter 1,

it is assumed that there is a very limited universal set of

case relations in the languages of the world. This

universal set is composed of five members: Patient, Agent,

LOcus, Correspondent, and Means. 7 Portions of almost fifty

languages have been analyzed within the constraints imposed

by this limited set of case relations, and Korean verbs,

without exception, can be classified felicitously in terms

of this set of case relations.

Lexicase theory makes the standard dependency grammar

distinction between complements (inner case relations) and

adjuncts (outer case relations) (cf. starosta 1988).

7 Khamisi (1985) pointed out that one more CR seems to
be needed to account for the Swahili language.
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Complements are obligatory elements, while adjuncts are

optional. Adjuncts are specified with parenthesis as

optional elements in the feature matrix of the verb, while

complements are not parenthesized, following the traditional

convention in linguistic theory, as shown in (21):

'Mino met Mira at one o'clock in Waikiki.'

(21)
Mino -ka
1ndex 2ndex
+N +P
+Nom +Nom

Waikiki-eyse
3ndex 4ndex
+N +P
-Nom +lctn

hansi-ey
5ndex 6ndex
+N +P
-Nom +lctn

Mira -luI
7ndex 8ndex
+N +P
-Nom +Acc

mannass-ta.
9ndex
+V
2 [+Nom]
4([+lctn])
6([+lctn])
8[+Acc]

In (21), Mino and Mira are linked to the obligatory

contextual features, while Waikiki and hansi 'one o'clock'

are linked to optional features. When a Linking rule is

applied to the adjunct feature [?([+lctn])], another

optional and implied case form feature [?([+lctn])] is added

in the verb matrix (starosta p.c.). The added optional CF

feature takes care of the extra adjunct phrases such as time

or temporal phrases. This approach captures generalizations

about Korean multiple nominative and accusative

constructions, which will be discussed in chapter 3.

In the classification of verbs in this study,

cooccurrence with case relation-bearing complements and

sentential complements will be the primary criterion

employed.

The problem of discriminating between inner and outer

case relations, in other words, complements and adjuncts,
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raises a significant methodological problem. One might say

that complements of a verb are obligatory dependents, and

that adjuncts are the opti.onal nominals in a sentence.

However, this criterion is difficult to apply to Korean

because it is a highly discourse-oriented language, allowing

very free use of elliptical sentences. Native speakers of

Korean are free to omit almost any constituent of a sentence

when the omitted constituent is recoverable from the

context. Thus the question of optionality is quite

different from the situation in languages such as English.

Compare the sentences in (22):

(22)
a. John put *(it) into the bag.

b. Mino-ka (kukes-ul) kapang-ey
-Nom it-Ace bag -in

'Mino put it into the bag.'

neh-ess-ta.
put-Pst-OEC

If it in (22a) is omitted, the sentence is ungrammatical in

English, but Korean allows omission of the corresponding

form kukes 'it', as shown in (22b).

Hasegawa (1988) brings an interesting approach to the

issue of complement and adjunct discrimination based on

discourse. By definition, complements give obligatory

information, which is necessary to complete ('complement')

the meaning of the verb, while the information provided by

adjuncts is optional and supplementary in nature. That is,

complements are in some sense essential and necessary, but

adjuncts are extra. Based on this understanding of the

complement-adjunct distinction, Hasegawa designed a test,
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the so-called Question-pull test, to distinguish complements

from adjuncts in languages with productive zero anaphora

strategies. In this Question-pull test, a linguist can

induce wh-questions from an informant by giving him a single

predicate, whose dependents are all left out.

In conducting the Question-pull test, one expects the

sUbject to be curious about the contents of complements at

an earlier stage than adjuncts. Consequently, the hearer

may ask a question about the missing complements earlier

than the missing adjuncts in the neutral state of

conversation. Consider the examples in (23):

(23)
a. A. sass-eyo. , bought-DEC'

b. B.
A.

mwues-ul-yo?
chayk-ul-yo

'what-Acc-INT?'
'book-Acc-DEC'

c. B. nwu-ka-yo? 'who-Nom-INT?'
A. Mira-ka-yo. 'Mira'

d. B. encey-yo? 'when-INT?'
A. ecey-yo. 'yesterday'

e. B. etise-yo?
A. Ala Moana-eyse-yo.

'where-INT?'
'at Ala Moana'

f. B. way-yo? 'why-INT?'
A. kyocay-lo ssulyeko-yo. 'to use as teaching material'

When an informant is given the utterance in (23a), in which

everything is left out except the predicate, he will

typically ask a question to satisfy his curiosity about

(23b-c) first and then (23d-f) later. Time phrases such as

(23d) are taken to be adjuncts, and so any question asked
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after a question about the time of the action is regarded as

an adjunct, and questions asked before (23d) are assumed to

refer to complements.

Complement and adjunct case relations may also be

distinguished in terms of syntactic properties. In English,

for example, it is natural to prepose the adjunct case

relations, but not the complements case relations as in

(24), unless one wants to make a strong contrastive emphasis

(starosta 1988:128-32).

(24)
a. John lives in a big hotel in New York.

b. In New York John lives in a big hotel.

c. *In a big hotel John lives in New York.

The same property is observed with the parallel Korean

sentences as in (25):

( 25)
a. Mino-nun New York-eyse khun hotel-eyse

-TOP -at big hotel-at
'Mino lives in a big hotel in New York.'

sa -nta.
live=DEC

b. New York-eyse Mino-nun khun hotel-eyse sa-nta.

c. *Khun hotel-eyse Mino-nun New York-eyse sa-nta.

d. *Khun hotel-eyse New York-eyse Mino-nun sa-nta.

When the outer case relation is preposed, the sentence is

grammatical as in (25b); but when the inner case relation is

preposed, the sentence turns out to be ungrammatical as in

(25c-d) .
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There are more syntactic differences between

complements and adjuncts, such as different selection of

phrases by the regent, relative closeness to the regent,

iterability of phrases, or the existence of gaps, and so

forth (O'Grady 1992, class lecture). If we consider all

properties and tests mentioned above, it should be possible

to differentiate complements from adjuncts.

The five case relations are realized by the case

markers in Korean. The combinations between CRs and case

markers are demonstrated in (26).

(26)

AGT PAT LOC COR MNS

ka [+Nom] xxx xxx
luI [+Acc] xxx xxx
pwuthe [+sorc] xxx
10 [+trmn] xxx
kkaci [-trmn] xxx
eykeyse [+dnmc, +anmt] xxx
eyse [+dnmc, -anmt] xxx
eykey [-dnmc, +anmt] xxx xxx
ey [-dnmc, -anmt] xxx
10 [+nstr] xxx
wa [-nstr] xxx
uy [-cmtt] xxx

2.3 Classification of Verbs in Terms of Complement Case
Relations

I have so far discussed the case marking system in

Korean. We have seen that this system can be described in

terms of case forms, case markers, and case relations. In

what follows, I will present a syntactic classification of

Korean verbs, and discuss several issues that have been
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touched on during our general discussion of verbal

classification earlier.

Verbs in Korean can be subcategorized with respect to

the SUbcategorization rules in (27). The rules can

characterize the partial semantic, syntactic, and

morphological properties of verbs in Korean.

(27)
SR-l0

SR-ll

SR-12

SR-13

[+V]

1
__ +V -_I

-cplr

[+prdc]

1_- +V _-I
+cplr

--->

--->

--->

--->

[±cplr]

±trns
±lctn
±crsp
±mode
±xtns

[±fint]8

-trns
-lctn
-crsp
-mode
+xtns

SR-l0 states that verbs have the feature either [+cplr]

(copular) or [-cplr] (noncopular). SR-ll indicates that

verbs with the feature [-cplr] are further divided into

[±trns] (transitive), [±lctn] (location), [±crsp]

(correspondent), [±mode] (mode), and [±xtns] (extension).

SR-12 states that predicates (including but not limited to

8 This rule divides predicates into an infinitive and
finite. In lexicase, an infinitive is defined as a
sUbjectless clause. According to this lexicase definition,
there may not be an infinitive clause in Korean, because
Korean allows zero anaphora. But this may not be true for
all cases in Korean, because there might be the possibility
of sUbjectless clauses. So I maintain SR-12 here.
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verbs) have the feature either finite or non-finite. In

SR-13, the copula is defined as an intransitive extension

verb. When the above five features which appear on the

right side of SR-12 are considered, the logical

possibilities of verb classes will be 32 (2 5) choices,

though one may expect some accidental or systematic gaps

among them.

Before the SRs apply, Redundancy Rules apply and add

more information to the lexical items, as indicated in the

lexicase flow chart in chapter 1. The relevant RRs in this

point are given below. They supply case frames for

complements that are predictable and thus unspecified in the

lexical entries.

(28)
RR-1

RR-2

RR-3

RR-4

RR-5

RR-6

RR-7

[+V]

[+prdc]

[+fint]

[ +V ]+trns

[ +V ]+lctn

[ +V ]+crsp

[ +V ]+mode

--->

--->

--->

--->

--->

--->

--->

[+prdc]

1- ?[+actr]

=11_ ?[+PAT]

[?[+Nom]]

[ ?[+AGT] ]?[+Acc]

[ ?[+LOC] ]?[+lctn]

1=
?[+COR] ]?[+Acc]

1=
[ ? [+ivii~S] ] ]?[+cmtt]
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RR-l claims that every verb has the feature [+prdc]

(predicate). RR-2 says that every verb has a dependent

bearing the Patient case relation. This is a statement of

the Patient centrality postulate. RR-3 states that finite

predicates take a nominative complement. RR-4 shows that

transitive verbs take a complement bearing the Agent case

relation and one bearing the accusative case form. 9 RR-5

says that verbs having the feature [+lctn] take a Locus case

relation and case form [+lctn]. RR-6 states that verbs

having the feature [+crsp] take a Correspondent case

relation and an accusative case form. In RR-7, verbs having

the feature [+mode] take a Means case relation.

The set of possible verb classes generated by these

sUbcategorization rules (SRs) can be represented graphically

in terms of a tree diagram as in (29).10 In the next

subsections, I consider individual verb classes in terms of

their particular features they have.

9 In the remainder of the dissertation, I will follow
case grammar conventions and simply say that a particular
verb 'takes' a particular case relation, as shorthand for
the statement that the verb requires the presence of a
cooccurring complement which bears that case relation.

10 The full classification cannot be shown in one tree
because of space limitations, so it is cut off in the middle
and then connected up later with subtrees following the
capital letters at the ends of the branches.
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(29) Verb subcategorization
[+V]

I r1
-cplr +cplr

1
I r

-trns +trns
I I

1 r -I r
-lctn +lctn -lctn +lctn

r-1----r rl----r r-1--r rl----r
-crsp +crsp -crsp +crsp -crsp +crsp -crsp +crsp

I I I I I I I I
A B C D E F G H I

A)
+V
-cplr
-trns

1-
-lctn
-crsp

1
I r

-mode +mode
I I

1 r 1 r
-xtns +xtns -xtns +xtns

I I I I
A1 A2 A3 A4

B)
+V
-cplr
-trns
-lctn
+crsp

1
I r

-mode +mode
I I

1 r 1 r
-xtns +xtns -xtns +xtns

I
I

I II
B1 B2 B3 B4
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C)
+v
-cplr
-trns
+lctn
-crsp

I -
1 r

-mode +mode

1
I Ir 1 I

-xtns +xtns -xtns +xtns

I I I I
C1 C2 C3 C4

0)
+v
-cplr
-trns
+lctn
+crsp

I -
1 r

-mode +mode
I I

1 r -I r
-xtns +xtns -xtns +xtns

I I I I
01 D2 03 04

E)
+v
-cplr
+trns
-lctn
-crsp

I
1 r

-mode +mode
I I

1 r -I r
-xtns +xtns -xtns +xtns

I I I I
E1 E2 E3 E4
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F)
+v
-cplr
+trns
-lctn
+crsp

I r-l
-mode +mode

I I-I r 1 r
-xtns +xtns -xtns +xtns

I I I I
Fl F2 F3 F4

G)
+v
-cplr
+trns
+lctn
-crsp

I
1 r

-mode +mode

1
I Ir 1 r

-xtns +xtns -xtns +xtns

I I I I
Gl G2 G3 G4

H)
+v
-cplr
+trns
+lctn
+crsp

I
1 r

-mode +mode

1
I Ir 1 r

-xtns +xtns -xtns +xtns

I I I I
Hl H2 H3 H4
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2.3.1 Copula

Verbs are divided into copula and non-copula subtypes.

The branches of non-copula are discussed in the subsequent

sections and in this section I consider copula

constructions. In fact, the establishment of a copula

subclass is not directly related to case relations, because

the feature [+cplr] is not a case relation-linked feature.

However, copula constructions are important in verb

classification, and so it is included in our discussions.

The construction i-ta 'to be', which is mentioned as an

'identificational verb' or 'equational verb' belongs to the

category '[I]' distinguished in (29) by the feature [+cplr].

Note the following examples:

(30)
a. Hankwuk-uy swuto -ka

Korea -of capital-Nom
'The capital of Korea is

Seoul-i -tao
Seoul-is-DEC
Seoul.'

b. Mira-ka Mino-uy tongsayng-i -tao
-Nom -of sister -is-DEC

'Mira is Mino's sister.'

c. Nay
my
'My

d. Nay
my
'My

atul-i yongkamhan kwunin -i -tao
son -Nom brave soldier-is-DEC

son is a brave soldier.'

atul-uy ilum-i Mino-i -tao
son -of name-Nom Mino-is-DEC

son's name is Mino.'

In (30), (a) and (b) are equational sentences in the sense

that A equals B where B is a definite referential noun, and

(c) and (d) are identification sentences in that A is

identified as B where B is an indefinite non-referential
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noun. The copula constructions in Korean are interesting in

that nomindls immediately preceding a copula verb do not

bear any case particle. They appear to be bare NPs.

We expect that this pre-copula nominal should bear the

nominative marker, because in similar constructions, like

the negative copula construction, the nominative marker

appears after a nominal in this position, and hypothesize

that the nominative marker -i is deleted before the copUla

i- to avoid the cooccurrence of two consecutive homophones.

Let us now consider negative copula constructions. In

negative copUla constructions, unlike the positive i-

construction, the pre-copula NP is followed by a nominative

postposition. The negative formant an- between the

nominative marker -i and the copUla i- blocks the deletion

to avoid the cooccurrence of two consecutive homophones.

This is illustrated in the examples in (31):

( 31)
a. Hankwuk-uy swuto -ka

Korea -of capital-Nom
'The capital of Korea is

Pusan-i an -i -tao
Pusan-Nom not-is-DEC
not Pusan.'

b. Mira-ka Mino-uy tongsayng-i
-Nom -of sister -Nom

'Mira is not Mino's sister.'

an -i -tao
not-is-DEC

c. Nay atul-i yongkamhan kwunin -i
my son -Nom brave soldier-Nom
'My son is not a brave soldier.'

an -i -tao
not-is-DEC

d. Nay atul-uy ilum-i Mino-ka
my son -of name-Nom -Nom
'My son's name is not Mino.'

an -i -tao
not-is-DEC
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In Korean, there are two verbal negative constructions,

namely, the -ci anh- and an types. The former is referred

to as the long form negative and the latter is referred to

as the short form negative. The long form negative sentence

is formed by attaching -ci anh- to the verb stem as in

(32b), whereas the short form negative is made by placing an

before the verb stem as in (32c).

(32)
a. Mira-ka

-Nom
'Mira is

yeyppu-ta.
pretty-DEC
pretty. '

b. Mira-ka yeyppu-ci anh-ta.
-Nom pretty-not -DEC

'Mira is not pretty.'

c. Mira-ka an yeyppu-ta.
-Nom not pretty-DEC

'Mira is not pretty.'

Both the long and short forms may occur in copula

constructions. However, the short form negative is regarded

as more natural to native speakers, and the long form

negative copula construction is less common. Note the

examples in (33).

(33)
a. ???Nay

my
'My son

atul-un kwunin i -ci anh-ta.
son -TOP soldier is-not -DEC
is not a soldier.'

b. Nay atul-un kwunin-i
my son -TOP soldier-Nom
'My son is not a soldier.'

an -i -tao
not-is-DEC

Though it is possible by conventional morphological

analysis to separate the internal constituents of the short

form negative of copula ani- into an-i- 'not-be', I consider
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the whole constituent as an independent fossilized word, as

in the case of a pair of al- 'know' and molu- 'don't know'.

This analysis receives some support from the fact that in

the Korean orthography there is no space between the

formants, unlike other negative constructions of noncopula

verbs.

There are many controversial proposals in the analysis

of the copular construction i- in Korean. One might claim

that a noun and i- combine with each other and form a noun

and verb compound. However, this would not be a viable

analysis in a constrained dependency framework, because

modifying elements like relative clauses or definite

determiners can appear before the noun, so that it must

still have the status of a noun.

Kim (1991:212) recently proposed an incorporation

analysis to account for this construction within an LFG

description. According to Kim, a noun phrase (rather than a

noun) combines with the verb -i to create another category,

a verb. Kim's phrasal incorporation analysis however would

not be allowed in lexicase grammar, because lexicase is a

word grammar. Kim's approach also need a postpositional

phrase incorporation, because copula i- appears after a PP

as in (34):

(34)
Nay-ka ku salam-ul a -n kes -un [PP tayhakkyo-eyse
I -Nom that man -Ace know-NMS thing-TOp college -at

-pwuthe] -i -ess-ta.
-from -be-Pst-DEC

'It was from the college that I had known that man. I
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In the lexicase framework, I analyze the positive

copula i- as an extension verb that takes a predicate

nominal. 11 In accordance with the current proposal, I

present the following rules:

(35)
SR-14 [+N] ---> [±prdc]

SR-3 [+prdc] ---> [±fint]

SR-15 [+fint] ---> [±root]

RR-2 [+prdc] --->

1
- ? [+actr] _-I
_ ?[+PAT]

RR-8 [+prdc] ---> [-[+root]]

The positive copula constructions will have the

following syntactic structure, where only the crucial

features are specified:

son is a soldier.'

i-ta
6ndex
+v
+cplr
+fint
-trns
3 [+I'AT]
4 [+Nom]
5[+N]
5 [+prdc]

kwunin
5ndex
+N
+Nom
+prdc
-fint
-root
3 [+PAT]
4[+Nom]

-i
4ndex
+P
+Nom

atul
3ndex
+N
+Nom
1 ( [+COR])
2 ([-cmtt])
PAT

-uy
2ndex
+P
-cmtt

sensayngnim
Index
+N
-Nom
COR
'Teacher's

(36 )

For the negative copula ani-, the following structure

is proposed:

11 Extension verbs take a predicate complement (cf.
section 2.3.7).
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son is not a soldier.'

(37)

an-i-ta
7ndex
+V
+cplr
-trns
3 [+PAT]
4 [+Nom]
5[+N]
5[+prdc]
6[+Nom]

-i
6ndex
+P
+Nom

kwunin
5ndex
+N
+Nom
+prdc
-fint
-root
3 [+PAT]
4 [+Nom]

-i
4ndex
+P
+Nom

atul
3ndex
+N
+Nom
PAT
1 ([+COR])
2 ([-cmtt])

-uy
2ndex
+P
-cmtt

sensayngnim
lndex
+N
-Nom
COR
'Teacher's

The verb ani- is analyzed as a verb which takes a Patient

sUbject, as required for intransitive verbs, and a predicate

nominal complement marked by nominative case form. By the

standard lexicase analysis of non-verbal predicate

constructions, since the predicate nominal complement bears

the feature [+prdc], it does not bear any case relation,

though it does have a case form, in this instance [+Nom].

The i-ta and ani-ta constructions are classified as an

extension copula verb, because these matrix copular verbs

take a predicate as their complement. Copula verbs are

redundantly extension verbs in Korean. In lexicase theory,

it is assumed that every predicate has an implied nominative

Patient actant. Therefore, in (36) and (37), kwunin

'soldier' has an implied nominative feature which is later

linked to the upper clause Patient actor by the infinitival

actor control Linking rule.
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2.3.2 Patient

In this section, I consider various types of sentences

which have a Patient case relation.

2.3.2.1 Patient centrality

aefore going into the main topic, it is appropriate to

mention a major lexicase postulate -- the Patient centrality

hypothesis.

One of the significant assumptions in lexicase is that

every predicate matrix requires the presence of Patient case

relation, regardless of its transitivity. starosta

(1988:128) states that there is a Patient in the case frame

of every verb, where Patient corresponds quite closely to

Halliday's 'medium', as characterized below:

Every process has associated with it one
participant that is the key figure in that
process; that is the one through which the process
is actualized, and without which there would be no
process at all. Let us call this element the
Medium, since it is the entity through which the
process comes into existence ... in a material
process the Medium is equivalent to Actor in an
intransitive clause and Goal in a transitive
clause •.. Except in the special case of the
mediopassive voice ... , the Medium is obligatory in
all processes; and it is the only element that is,
other than the process itself (Halliday 1985:146).

with the Patient centrality postulate, it is possible

to characterize grammars of languages in a simplified way.

An example is the control rule for the interpretation of the

missing sUbject in an infinitival clause. In lexicase, an

infinitive clause is defined as a clause headed by a verb
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inflected for the category [-fint], a category which does

not allow an overt subject. Every verb has the feature of

an implied actor [?[+actr]] in its case frame, and in an

accusative language, the actor corresponds to the

grammatical sUbject, the nominative constituent ([n[+Nom],

n[+actr]]). However, because there is no overt sUbject in a

non-finite clause, there is no element to match with the

feature [?[+actr]] in an infinitival complement. Therefore,

one has to look for an element in the higher clause to match

the implied [+actr] in the infinitive clause. In (38), for

instance, the missing actor of the embedded clause is

controlled by the Patient in both intransitive and

transitive matrix clauses.

(38 )
a. John

lndex
+Nom
PAT

tried
2ndex
+v
-trns

[to
3ndex
+P

go] .
4ndex
+v
-fint
-trns
l[+actr]
l[+PAT]

b. I
lndex
+N
+Nom
AGT

believe
2ndex
+v
+trns

John
3ndex
+N
+Acc
PAT

[to
4ndex
+P

hate
5ndex
+v
+trns
-fint
3 [+AGT]
3 [+actr]
6[+Acc]
6[+PAT]

geckos] .
6ndex
+N
+Acc
PAT
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2.3.2.2 Patient with Intransitive Verbs

In accordance with the Patient centrality postulate,

every verb has an implied Patient case relation, and the

following redundancy rule supplies the features [?[+PAT]]

and [?[+actr]] to all verbal matrices:

(39)
RR-15 [+V] --->

1- ?[+PAT]] -I
_ ?[+actr] _

Let us consider examples in (40) and (41):

(40)
a. NP1

+Nom
actr
PAT

V
[-trns] --->

b. Mino
Mino
1ndex
+N
+Nom
actr
PAT

-ka
-Nom

2ndex
+P
+Nom

talli-nta..
run -DEC
3ndex
+V
-trns
l[+actr]
2[+Nom]
l[+PAT]

'Mino runs.'

(41)
a. NP1

+Nom
actr
AGT

NP2
+Acc
PAT

V
[+trns] --->

'Mira likes apples.'

b. Mira
Mira
1ndex
+N
+Nom
actr
AGT

-ka
-Nom

2ndex
+P
+Nom

sakwa
apple
3ndex
+N
-Nom
PAT

-luI
-Acc

4ndex
+P
+Acc

cohaha-nta.
like -DEC
5ndex
+V
+trns
2 [+Nom]
l[+actr]
1 [+AGT]
3 [+PAT]
4 [-Nom]
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In the case of intransitive sentences such as (40), the

actor is linked to the nominative, while the nominal which

is marked by the nominative case marker has a Patient case

relation, because Agent, which is the first candidate in

subject choice hierarchy, is not available. In the case of

transitive sentences such as (41), the nominative is linked

to the actor, and the Agent is linked to the nominative, in

accordance to the subject choice hierarchy. Note that in a

postpositional language such as Korean, the linking is made

indirectly when a postposition is present (cf. Springer to

appear) •

Note the following examples in (42), where verbs have

the feature [?[+PAT]] and the nominative marked NPs are

specified [+PAT]. The verbs exemplified below in (42a-e)

belong to classes [A1], [C1], [C1], [A3], and [C3],

respectively.

(42)
a. Mira -ka nolayhay-ss -tao [AI]

-Nom sing -Pst-DEC
1ndex 2ndex 3ndex
+N +P +v
+Nom +Nom -trns
PAT l[+actr]
actr l[+PAT]

2 [+Nom]
'Mira sang. ,
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b. Mino -ka totwuk -eykey khukey tanghay-ss-ta. [Cl]
-Nom thief -to big attack-Pst-DEC

lndex 2ndex 3ndex 4ndex 5ndex 6ndex
+N +P +N +P +ADV +V
+Nom +Nom -Nom +lctn -trns
PAT LOC l[+actr]
actr 1 [+PAT]

2 [+Nom]
3 [+LOC]
4 [+lctn]

'Mino was seriously attacked by the thief. '

c. Waikiki-ey kUkcang-i manh -tao
-at theater-Nom is plenty-DEC

lndex 2ndex 3ndex 4ndex 5ndex
+N +P +N +P +v
-Nom +lctn +Nom +Nom -trns
LOC PAT l[+LOC]

actr 2[+lctn]
3[+actr]
3 [+PAT]
4[+Nom]

'In Waikiki, theaters are numerous. ,

d. Mino -ka Mira -wa ssawe-ss -tao
-Nom -with fight-Pst-DEC

lndex 2ndex 3ndex 4ndex 5ndex
+N +P +N +P +V
PAT +Nom MNS +cmtt -trns
+Nom -Nom 1 [+actr]
actr 1 [+PAT]

2 [+Nom]
3 [+MNS]
4 [+cmtt]

[Cl]

[A3]

'Mino fought with Mira. '

e. Mino -ka hoysa -ey bus
company -to bus

lndex 2ndex 3ndex 4ndex 5ndex
+N +P +N +P +N
PAT +Nom LOC +lctn MNS
+Nom -Nom
actr

-10 thongkunha-nta.
-by commute -DEC
6ndex 7ndex [C3]
+P +v
+cmtt -trns

l[+actr]
l[+PAT]
2 [+Nom]
3[+LOC]
4[+lctn]
5[+MNS]
6 [+cmtt]

'Mino commutes to the company by bus.'
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If one looks at lexicase case relations from the

extralinguistic situational point of view adopted in such

frameworks as LFG, GB, or Fillmorean Case grammar, it may

seem strange to assign the Patient case relation to the

sUbject nominals of all intransitive verbs, because these

theories may assign the Agent, the Patient, or some other

role to the sUbject of intransitive verbs. This discrepancy

is due to the fact that the latter theories base their role

assignment primarily (though not completely) on perceptions

of the external situations encoded by the verbs, whereas

lexicase case relations are assigned by linguistic criteria.

Thus, the Patient centrality hypothesis of the current

theory is necessary when syntactic properties are considered

as primary, since this assumption makes it possible to

capture some important generalizations which could not

otherwise be captured, especially generalizations regarding

case marking, semantic scope, control, and lexical

derivation. Thus, the Patient case relation has been

assigned to NPs bearing the nominative case form in the

above examples in accordance with the Patient centrality

postulate and the actor control rule, which construes i:.he

Patient of the upper clause with the missing actor in the

lower clause.

I assigned verbs into the verb sUbcategorization-chart

for Korean in (29). This assignment of verbs, however,

seems problematical in the current lexicase theory, because

Korean exhibits mUltiple nominals marked with nominative
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markers in a single clause. Note the examples in (43),

which each contain more than one nominative-marked phrase

and yet are acceptable to native speakers:

manh-ta.
much-DEC
+V

-i
-Nom
+P

ton
money
+N
+Nom
PAT

has a lot of money.'
'For Mira, money is much.')

+N
+Nom
PAT
'Mira
(Lit.

(43)
a. Mira-ka

-Nom
+P

b. Khokkili-ka kho -ka kil -tao
elephant-Nom nose-Nom long-DEC
+Nom +Nom
PAT PAT
'An elephant has a long nose. ,
(Lit. 'As for elephant, nose is long. ' )

aphu-ta.
sick-DEC

c. Mino-ka
-Nom

+Nom
PAT
'Mino has
(Lit. 'As

pay -ka
stomach-Nom
+Nom
PAT
pain in his stomach.'
for Mino, stomach is sick.')

d. Gecko-ka kkoli-ka ccal-li -ess-ta.
-Nom tail -Nom cut -PSSV-Pst-DEC

+N +P +N +P +V
+Nom +Nom
PAT PAT
'The gecko's tail was cut off.'
(Lit. 'As for the gecko, tail was cut off.')

e. TV -ka Zenith-ka thunthunha-ta. (Yang 1972)
-Nom -Nom strong -DEC

+N +P +N +P +V
+Nom +Nom
PAT PAT
'As for TV sets, Zeniths are sturdy.'

It is claimed in lexicase that (with the exception of

Locus) only one instance of each complement (inner) case

relation is possible in a clause. If the nominals marked

with the nominative marker -ka/i in (43) are all complements
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and have the same case relation as PAT, it would be a

violation of the One per Sent constraint, because each

clause has two PATs and consequently two sUbjects. The

validity of this constraint and the analysis of the above

sentences are discussed in chapter 3.

2.3.2.3 Patient with Transitive Verbs

I discuss transitive verbs in this section. The verb

classes belong to one of the nodes [E], [F], [G], and [H] in

(29) •

In lexicase, transitive verbs are defined as verbs

which have both an Agent and a Patient in their case frames.

In accusative languages such as Korean and English, the

Agent is marked with the nominative case form and the

Patient is marked with accusative case form. The accusative

Patient corresponds quite closely to what is called the

'direct object' in traditional grammar.

Consider the valency of the verbs in (44). In these

examples, the accusative-marked nominals bear the Patient

case relation.

'Mino read a book.'

(44)
a. Mino

lndex
+N
+Nom
AGT
actr

-ka
-Nom

2ndex
+P
+Nom

chayk
book
3ndex
+N
-Nom
PAT

-ul
-Acc

4ndex
+P
+Acc

ilk-ess-ta.
read-Pst-DEC
5ndex
+v
+trns
l[+actr]
l[+AGT]
2 [+Norn]
3 [+PAT]
4 [+Acc]

[El]
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b. Mino -ka Mira -eykey senmwul -ul cwu -ess-ta. [Gl]
-Nom -to gift -Acc give-Pst-DEC

lndex 2ndex 3ndex 4ndex 5ndex 6ndex 7ndex
+N +P +N +P +N +P +v
+Nom +Nom -Nom +lctn -Nom +Acc +trns
AGT LOC PAT l[+actr]
actr 1 [+AGT]

2 [+Nom]
3 [+LOC]
4[+lctn]
5 [+PAT]
6[+Acc]

'Mino gave a gift to Mira.'

c. Mino -ka mangchi-lo changmwun-ul kkay -ess-ta.
-Nom hammer -by window -Acc break-Pst-DEC

lndex 2ndex 3ndex 4ndex 5ndex 6ndex 7ndex [E3]
+N +P +N +P +N +P +v
+Nom +Nom -Nom +cmtt -Nom +Acc 1 [+actr]
AGT MNS PAT 1 [+AGT]
actr 2 [+Nom]

3 [+MNS]
4 [-cmtt]
5 [+PAT]
6 [-Acc]

'Mino broke the window with the hammer.'

d. Mira -ka chinkwu-eykey ton -ul ppayski-ess-ta.
-Nom friend -to money -Acc deprive-Pst-DEC

lndex 2ndex 3ndex 4ndex 5ndex 6ndex 7ndex [Gl]
+N +P +N +P +N +P +V
+Nom +Nom -Nom +lctn -Nom +Acc l[+actr]
AGT LOC PAT l[+AGT]
actr 2 [+Nom]

3[-LOC]
4[+lctn]
5[+PAT]
6[-Acc]

'Mira was deprived of the money by her friend.'

As I noted with regard to a similar phenomenon in

section 2.3.2.2, Korean raises a problem for the One per

Sent hypothesis in lexicase, because Korean exhibits the

multiplication of accusative-marked NPs in a single

transitive clause. Notice the examples in (45-47), in which
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each of the (a) sentences has two accusative-marked nominals

in a single clause.

kwi-Iul cap -ass-tao
ear-Ace hold-Pst-DEC
PAT

by the ears.'

thokki-Iul
rabbit-Ace
PAT

'Mino held a rabbit

(45)
a. Mino-nun

-Top

b. Mino-nun thokki-uy kwi-Iul
-Top rabbit-Gen ear-Ace

PAT
'Mino held a rabbit's ears.'

cap -ass-tao
hold-Pst-DEC

(46)
a. Mira-ka

-Nom
kwutwu-Iul kkaman sayk -ul sass -tao
shoes -Ace black color-Ace bought-DEC
PAT PAT

'Mira bought black shoes.'

b. Mira-ka kkaman kwutwu-Iul
-Nom black shoes -Ace

PAT
'Mira bought black shoes.'

sass -tao
bought-DEC

(47)
a. Mino-nun

-Top
swuhak-ul cekpwun -ul cohaha-nta.
math -Ace integrals-Ace like -DEC
PAT PAT

'Mino likes integrals in mathematics.'

b. Mino-nun swuhak-uy cekpwun -ul cohaha-nta.
-Top math -Gen integrals-Ace like -DEC

PAT
'Mino likes integrals of mathematics.'

As mentioned earlier, if these two nominals both

realize a complement PAT case relation, the sentences are

direct violations of the One per Sent constraint. Each of

these sentences have corresponding non-multiple accusative

constructions, as shown in the (45b-47b) examples. Except

for (46b), all the (b) sentences are possessor

constructions, which has led some scholars to propose a
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possessor ascension hypothesis (cf. Kang 1986, Choi 1988,

and Chun 1986), an analysis which is of course impossible in

a constrained framework such as lexicase. I will discuss

this issue in chapter 3.

There are other types of mUltiple accusative

constructions as shown in (48-49). In these construction,

the dative NP in (48a) and (49a) has an accusative-marked

counterpart in (48b) and (49b). These phenomena will be

discussed in chapters 3 and 4.

(48 )
a. Mino-ka

-Nom
'Mino gave

Mira-eykey chayk-ul
-to book -Ace

a book to Mira.'

cwu -ess-ta.
give-Pst-DEC

b. Mino-ka
-Uom

Mira-luI
-Ace

chayk-ul
book -Ace

cwu -ess-ta.
give-Pst-DEC

(49)
a. Nay-ka ai -eykey wuyu-Iul

I -Nom baby-to milk-Ace
'I fed the baby milk.'

mek-i -ess-ta.
eat-CAUS-Pst-Dec

b. Nay-ka ai -luI wuyu-Iul
I -Nom baby-Ace milk-Ace

mek-i -ess-ta.
eat-CAUS-Pst~Dec

2.3.3 Agent

Verbs in lexicase are marked for the feature

transitivity [±trns] (transitive). By the redundancy rule

below, [+trns] verbs must have an implied Agent.

(50)
RR-16 [+trns] --->

1

- ?[+AGT] -,
_ ?[+Acc] _
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As discussed in chapter I, the Agent NP may have a

semantic interpretation of external instigator, initiator,

experiencer, etc., depending on the properties of the verb

with which it cooccurs. Notice the examples in (51):

(51)
a. Mino-ka

-Nom
+Nom
AGT
'Mino hit

Mira-lul
-Ace

+Acc
PAT
Mira. '

ttayli-ess-ta.
hit -Pst-DEC
+trns

[E1]

b. Mino-ka sakwa-lul cohaha-nta. [E1]
-Nom apple-Ace like -DEC

+Nom +Acc +trns
AGT PAT
'Mino likes apples.'

c. Mino-ka swukcey -lul hay-ss -tao [E1]
-Nom homework-Ace do -Pst-DEC

+Nom +Acc +trns
AGT PAT
'Mino did homework. '

d. Mino-ka Mira-lul koylophi-ess-ta. [E1]
-Nom -Ace bother -Pst-DEC

+Nom +Acc +trns
AGT PAT
'Mino bothered Mira. '

e. Wuli-ka Mino-lul
we -Nom -Ace
+Nom +Acc
AGT PAT
'We elected Mino

pancang -ulo senchwulhayss-ta.
president-with elected -DEC

+trns

president of the class.'

[E3]

In (51), Agent NPs can be interpreted as having various

situational semantic roles.

If I categorize the relations between verbs and their

dependents in terms of situational criteria, then I have to

create more case relations, such as Experiencer, Agent,

cognizer, etc. to accomodate each criterion. In lexicase, I
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primarily depend on syntactic evidence in classifying verbs,

and consequently I can reduce the inventory of

linguistically motivated case relations to five.

Though the nominative-marked NP may be interpreted as

having various situational roles, in the lexicase analysis

of accusative languages, all NPs which have the nominative

case form in transitive clauses such as those in (51) have

the Agent CR. The examples in (51) belong to the classes

[E1] and [E3].

Case relations in lexicase enter into the matrices of

verbs as an implicational feature. Verbs which

sUbcategorize Agent NP are marked [?[+AGT]].12 [?[+AGT]] is

read: 'implies an Agent dependent'.

2.3.4. Locus

Verbs which take a Locus complement have the inherent

feature [+lctn] in their lexical entries. These verbs also

have a [?[+LOC]] feature in their feature matrices. The

Redundancy rule below supplies the implied case relation

feature to these verbs.

(52)
RR-5

[ :ictn ]
---> ,- ?[+LOC] -I

_ ? [+lctn] _

12 The feature [+[+AGT]] was used before. It means
'must cooccur with an Agent actant'. Current lexicase
theory does not use the contextual feature notation any
more, since it is incompatible with the current lexicase
analysis of control constructions, 'movement' constructions,
and the kind of zero anaphora which is so prevalent in
Korean. An Agent actant (in an accusative language) can
appear only as the subject of a transitive verb.
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A nominal is assigned a complement Locus case relation

when it occurs with locational postpositions such as -eyse

'at', -ey 'to', -eykey 'to', etc. The complement LOC case

relation is perceived as an entity designating the source,

path, goal, or location of a Patient, as illustrated in

(53). The referent of the Patient NP moves into, moves

from, locates at, arrives at, or departs from the referent

of the Locus NP. Note that because of the Patient

centrality hypothesis, this generalization applies to both

transitive (53a-c) and intransitive (53d) clauses without

modification. Typically, verbs of locomotion such as o-ta

'to come', ka-ta 'to go', or tochakha-ta 'to arrive' take a

Locus complement CR.

[Gl]kkenayss-ta.
took out-DEC
+v
+trns

wuyu-lul
milk-Acc
+N +P
-Nom
PAT
the refrigerator.'

nayngcangko -eyse
refrigerator-at
+N +P
-Nom
LOC

took the milk out of

+N
+Nom
AGT
'Mino

(53)
a. Mino-ka

-Nom
+P

b. Mino-ka Waikiki-eyse Mira-lul manna-ss -tao [Gl]
-Nom -at -Acc meet -Pst-DEC

+N +P +N +P +N +P +v
+Nom -Nom -Nom +trns
AGT LOC PAT
'Mino met Mira in waikiki. '

c. Mino-ka saycang-ey ayngmwusay-lul katwu -ess-ta. [Gl]
-Nom cage -in parrot -Acc confine-Pst-DEC

+N +P +N +P +N +P +v
+Nom -Nom -Nom +trns
AGT LOC PAT
'Mino put the parrot in the cage. ,
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ttena-ss -tao
leave-Pst-DEC
+V [Cl]
-trns

Maui-Io
-toward

+P+N
-Nom
LOC

month ago.'

cen-ey
ago-in

+P

hantal
one month
+N
-Nom
LOC

ft for Maui oneIe

Mino-ka
-Nom

+P+N
+Nom
PAT
'Mino

d.

Note that the first LOC in (53d), hantal cen-ey, is an

adjunct rather than a complement, and so has the entire

clause in its semantic scope, rather than just the Patient.

In Korean, there are several locative case markers,

that is, postpositions such as -ey, -eykey, -eyse, and

-lolulo. Note the examples in (54):

'Mira played in

[Cl]nol -ass-tao
play-Pst-DEC

-eyse
-at
+lctn
-drcn
+dnmc
-anmt

the park.'

kongwen
park
-Nom
LOC

(54)
a. Mira-ka

-Nom
+Nom
PAT
actr

b. Mira-ka Seoul -ey
-Nom -to

+Nom -Nom +lctn
PAT LOC -drcn
actr -dnmc

-anmt
'Mira went to Seoul.'

ka-ss -tao [Cl]
go-Pst-DEC

c. Mira-ka Seoul-Io ttena-ss -tao [Cl]
-Nom -toward leave-Pst-DEC

+Nom -Nom +lctn
PAT LOC +drcn
actr +trmn
'Mira left for Seoul.'

[Gl]noh-ass-ta.
put-Pst-DEC

pyenci-Iul
letter-Ace
-Nom
PAT

Mira-ka
-Nom

+Nom
AGT
actr

chayksang-ey
desk -to
-Nom +lctn
LOC -drcn

-dnmc
-anmt

'Mira put the letter on the desk.'

d.
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In (54), verbs have the implied case relation [?[+LOC]] and

there is one LOC NP in each sentence. Each Locus NP in

(54a-c) is marked by a different postposition. The

difference in meaning is not a difference in case relation,

as would be assumed in situation-based analyses. Instead,

the difference in meaning is characterized by the different

localistic features in the lexical matrices of the

postpositions themselves, such as [+goal], [+sorc] (source),

[-dnmc] (dynamic), etc., as I have discussed in section

2.2.2.

I pointed out earlier that the locative marker -ey and

dative marker -eykey are grammatically identical but differ

only in terms of animateness.

( 55)
a. Mino-ka Seoul-ey/*eykey

-Nom -to
'Mino went to Seoul.'

Notice the examples in (55):

ka-ss-ta.
went

b. Mino-ka Mira-eykey/*ey
-Nom -to

'Mino went to Mira.'

ka-ss-ta.
went

(55a) does not accept -eykey, whereas (55b) does not accept

-ey. The same phenomenon is observed with -eyse and

-eykeyse. The former is used with inanimate NPs and the

latter is used with animate NPs. These animateness

phenomena are reflected in the sUbcategorization of

postpositions.

In verbs taking Locus CR, there may also be more than

one nominal which is marked with the same case markers.

Notice that in (56a), two NPs are marked with -eyse. I call
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such sentences mUltiple locative constructions (MLCs). The

example in (5Gb) is a possessor construction counterpart of

(56a). The details of verb valencies in MLCs will be

discussed later in chapter 3.

(56)
a. Mira-ka kongwen-eyse

-Nom park -at
PAT LaC
'Mira played under the

namwu
tree
Lac

tree in

mich -eyse
under-at

the park.'

nolassta.
played

PAT
'Mira played under the of the park.'

b. Mira-ka
-Nom

kongwen-uy
park -of

namwu
tree
Lac
tree

mich -eyse
under-at

nolassta.
played

In connection with (56), one can notice that (56a)

differs from (57) in that (57) does not have the locational

relator noun mich 'under'. The sentence in (57) does not

carry the meaning of the specific location, but only means

, at tree'.

(57)
Mira-ka kongwen-eyse

-Nom park -at
PAT LaC
'Mira played at the tree

namwu-eyse
tree -at
LOC

in the park.'

nolassta.
played

Besides these ordinary locational verbs, there are

other verb groups which can be classified into the Locus

verbs. For example, possession-location verbs are also

grammatically Locus verbs. Note the following examples:

(58)
a. Chayktul-i

books -Nom
+N +P
+Nom
PAT
'Books are in

---.- .._-_._-_._....-._--

chaykcang-ey
bookcase -at
+N +P
-Nom -dnmc
LaC -anmt

the bookcase.'

iss-tao
be -DEC
+v

[C1]
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[C1]iss-tao
be-DEC
+v

mikwuk -ey
America-at
+N +P
-Nom -dnmc
LOC -anmt

is in America.'

Mino-ka
-Nom

+P+N
+Nom
PAT
'Mino

b.

c. Koyangi-ka cipwung wi -ey iss-tao [C1]
cat -Nom roof top-at be -DEC
+N +P +N +P +V
+Nom -Nom -dnmc
PAT LOC -anmt
'A cat is on the roof.'

(59)
a. Koyangi-eykey palthop-i iss-tao [B1]

cat -to claw -Nom be -DEC
+N +P +N +P +V
-Nom -dnmc +Nom
COR +anmt PAT
'The cat has claws.'
(Lit. 'To cat, claws exist.')

b. Mino -eykey ayin -i iss-tao [B1]
-to lover-Nom be -DEC

+N +P +N +P +V
-Nom -dnmc +Nom
COR +anmt PAT
'Mino has a lover. '
(Lit. 'To Mino, a lover exists.' )

The sentences in (58a-c) have inanimate locative NPs, while

(58a) has an animate, and (59b) a human locative NP. If the

semantic content of these sentences is considered, (58a-c)

denote the location of the Patient NP and (59a-b) denote the

possessor of the Patient NP. From this semantic difference,

I treat the verb iss-ta 'to exist' as two lexical items.

One is a Locus verb, while the other is a COR verb.

Treating the verb iss-ta as two different verbs can be

supported by the following evidence:

_._.- _---_._-- _-_ ..•.._ .
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(60)
a. Mino-ka Kim sensayngnim-eykey iss -tao

-Nom teacher -at stay-DEC
'Mino stays at Mr. Kim's.'

b. Kim sensayngnim-eykey Mino-ka iss -tao
teacher -to -Nom have-DEC

'Mr. Kim has Mino.'

(60a) has a locational meaning, while (60b) has a possession

meaning.

The semantic focus may be shifted when the position of

NPs in Locus verbs is changed. Notice the following

examples:

Mino-eykey iss -tao
-to exist-DEC
who has a BMW.'

( 61)
a. BMW-ka

-Nom
'It is Mino

b. kwutwu-ka Mira-eykey manh-ta.
shoes -Nom -to many-DEC
'It is Mira who has a lot of shoes.'

(62)
a. Mino-eykey BMW-ka iss-tao

'It is a BMW that Mino has.'

b. Mira-eykey kwutwu-ka manh-ta.
'It is shoes that Mira has a lot of.'

There are several possibilities to explain this phenomenon.

One is a scrambling transformation which is a stylistic

movement rule. This option is not compatible with a

constrained lexicase analysis. The second alternative is to

write a DR which shifts the focus. Third, one could

base-generate both orders and let a semantic interpretation

rule derive the different interpretations based on the word

order differences, where the final position is the focus
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position. In this study, I take the third option and do not

further discuss the word order difference.

Passive verbs take the Locus case relation. In passive

sentences in Korean, the performer is realized with the

locational marker -eykey or -ey depending on the animateness

of the noun phrase. Since the performer phrase is realized

with the locative marker, I classify passive verbs into the

location [+lctn] class. 13

As it has been discussed earlier in this section with

the verb iss-ta and will be discussed in section 2.3.5, some

locative marked nominals are classified as having COR CR.

However, the COR NP is different from the Locus NP in that

the COR NP does not form mUltiple CF constructions, while

the Locus NP does.

In Korean passive constructions, it is noticed that the

locative marked nominal can form multiple constructions, as

can other ordinary Locus NPs, so I classify passive verbs

into verbs taking Locus CR rather than COR CR. Let us

consider the examples in (63):

13 In passive sentences in Korean, the Locus nominals
can be realized with different postpositions: -ey, -eykey,
-ey uyhayse, etc. The first two are one word, but the last
one is not a single word. It is a combination of the
postposition -ey 'by' and the verb uyha-ta 'be based on'.
Though -ey uyhayse seems to change into one word, one can
still consider -ey uyhayse to be a clause, rather than one
postposition. Thus, I do not include -ey uyhayse in the P
class.



(63)
a. Mino-ka

-Nom
+N +P
+Nom +Nom
PAT
'Mino got

mal -eykey
horse-at
+N +P
-Nom -dnmc
LOC +anmt

kicked by the

cha -i -ess-ta.
kick-PASS-Pst-DEC
+v
+pssv
-trns

horse. '
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[Cl]

b. Saywu -ka kolay -eykey mek-hi -ess-ta. [Cl]
shrimp-Nom whale -by eat-PASS-Pst-DEC
+N +P +N +P +v
+Nom +Nom -Nom -dnmc +pssv
PAT LOC +anmt
'A shrimp was eaten by the whale. '

Mira-ka
-Nom

+N +P
+Nom +Nom
PAT
'Mira was

c. cangmikkoch-ey kasi -ey ccil -Ii -ess-ta.
rose -by thorn-by prick-PASS-Pst-DEC

+N +P +N +P +V [Cl]
-Nom -dnmc -Nom -dnmc +pssv

LOC +anmt LOC +anmt
pricked by the thorn of rose.'

Example (63c) shows that a passive agent nominal can form a

mUltiple locus construction. The passive sentences in (63)

can have accusative-marked nominals, as in (64). In that

case, the affectedness of the sUbject nominal is increased.

The sentences in (64) demonstrate that passive constructions

in Korean are not necessarily intransitive.

'Mino got his foot kicked by the

+N
AGT
+Nom

(64)
a. Mino-ka

-Nom
+P
+Nom

mal -eykey
horse-at
+N +P
-Nom -dnmc
LOC +anmt

pal -ul
foot-Ace
+N +P
PAT +Acc
-Nom

cha -i -ess-ta.
kick-PASS-Pst-OEC
+V
+trns
+pssv
+lctn
horse. '

[Gl]

b. Saywu -ka kolay -eykey kkoli-lul mek-hi-ess-ta. [Gl]
shrimp-Nom whale -to tail -Acc eat-PASS-Pst-DEC
+N +P +N +P +N +P +V
AGT +Nom -Nom -dnmc PAT +Acc +trns
+Nom LOC +anmt -Nom +pssv

+lctn
'The shrimp had its tail eaten by the whale.'

_..-_...._-_._-_ ..... ---
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2.3.5 Correspondent

Verbs which take the Correspondent CR have the inherent

feature [+crsp] in the lexical entry. Verbs which take a

Correspondent case relation will have the feature [?[+COR]]

added to their feature matrix by RR-17.

(65)
RR-17 [+crsp] ---> [? [+COR] ]

In Korean, nominals which are marked by the postpositions

-eykey/hanthey, -uy, -ul/lul may bear the COR case relation.

In lexicase, if a constituent is analyzed by syntactic

criteria as bearing the complement Correspondent case

relation, it is perceived as being in some kind of

correspondence with the Patient. If the verb has an implied

complement Correspondent case relation in its case frame,

there is an NP whose referent is perceived as having a close

connection with the Patient NP. 1 4

In Korean, I classify psychological predicates such as

koylop-ta 'be painful', silh-ta 'hate', or mwusep-ta 'be

scared' into Correspondent [+crsp] verbs. The verbs in (66)

have an inherent feature [+crsp] in their lexical entry, and

to the case frame. The

verbs in (66) belong to the class [B1].

(66)
a. Mino-eykey ku chwuek-i koylow -ess-ta. [B1]

-to that memory-Nom painful-Pst-DEC
-Nom +Nom
COR PAT
'To Mino, that memory was painful.'

14 Some of the Dative, Experiencer, or Increment CRs in
early lexicase analyses belong to the COR CR.
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[B1]alumtap -tao
beautiful-DEC

-eykey cangmikkoch-i
-to rose -Nom

+Nom
PAT

roses are beautiful.'

Na

-Nom
COR
'To me,

b.

Mino-eykey
-to

-Nom
COR
'To Mino,

c. kongpwuhaki-ka silh-ess-ta.
studying -Nom hate-Pst-DEC
+Nom
PAT

studying is unpleasant.'

[B1]

These psychological verbs sUbcategorize two nominals which

are marked with lo~ative -eykey and nominative -ka/i marker.

A COR NP is realized as locative marker -eykey, which

is also employed to mark the LOC NPs discussed in section

2.3.4. This illustrates that an identical case marker can

be employed to realize different case relations, not only in

English but in many other languages as well, including

Russian (cf. chapter 5).

In the case of a psychological predicate like (66), the

relation between a Patient NP and a Correspondent NP is not

the location, destination, or possession. Rather it is an

emotional, psychological correspondence. Even though COR NP

and LOC NP are realized by the same case marker, they cannot

be collapsed into one CR. Psychological verbs do not have

the semantic feature [+lctn].

As O'Grady (1991:100-4) points out, the COR NP and LOC

NP behave differently in terms of 'crossover effect'.

(67)
a. Mary-eykey ton -i

-to money-Mon
'Mary needs money.'

philyoha-ta.
need -DEC

(O'Grady 1991:100-1)
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b. John-i Sue-eykey malhay-ss -tao
-Nom -to speak -Pst-DEC

'John spoke to Sue.'

(68)
a. Johni-uy emeni -eykey kUi-ka philyoha-ta.

-of mother-to he -Nom need -DEC
'John'si mother needs himi.'

b. *Johni-uy emeni -eykey kUi-ka malhay-ss -tao
-of mother-to he -Nom speak -Pst-DEC

'Hei spoke to John'si mother.'

In (68a), John and the pronoun he can be coreferential,

while in (68b), they cannot. The above two examples show

that psychological verbs and Locus verbs should be treated

differently. I treat the former as a COR verb, and the

latter as a LaC verb.

The COR relation can also be observed in other

constructions such as a possessor/modifying structures, as

shown in (69), but this kind of COR relation is not

sUbcategorized by verbs, because this type of COR NP is not

a dependent of a verb; rather, it is the dependent of

another noun.
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(69)
Mino-uy tongsayng -i wa -ss -tao

-of younger brother-Nom come-Pst-DEC.
'Mino's younger brother came.'

wa~ss-ta

5ndex
+v-i

4ndex
+P
+Nom

tongsayng
3ndex
+N
1 ([+COR])
2 ([-cmtt])

-uy
2ndex
+P
-cmtt

Mino
lndex
+N
-Nom
COR

Ditransitive verbs such as cwu-ta 'to give' in (70a)

take the COR case relation. Note the examples in (70):

(70 )
a. Mino-ka Mira-luI

-Nom -Acc
+N +P +N +P
+Nom +Nom -Nom +Acc
AGT COR
'Mino gave Mira the

chayk-ul
book -Acc
+N +P
-Nom +Acc
PAT

book. '

cwu -ess-ta.
give-Pst-DEC
+V
+trns

[Fl]

b. Mino-ka Mira-eykey chayk-ul cwu -ess-ta. [G1]
-Nom -to book -Acc give-Pst-DEC

+N +P +N +P +N +P +v
+Nom +Nom -Nom +lctn -Nom +Acc +trns
AGT LaC PAT
'Mino gave the book to Mira. '

(70a) is an example of the so-called double accusative

construction, while (70b) is an ordinary Locus sentence.

(70a) belongs to class [Fl], while (70b) belongs to class

[G1] .

Some causative verbs also take the COR case relation,

as shown in (71). Two nominals marked by accusative -ul in
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(70a) and (71a) do not form the macro-micro relation in the

sense of Yang (1972). Since these mUltiple accusative

marked nominals do not have intrinsic semantic relations,

they are not true mUltiple case constructions (cf. chapter

3). They are derived from dative constructions.

(71)
a. Mira-ka Mino-Iul chayk-ul ilk -hi -ess -tao [F1]

-Nom -Acc book -Acc read-CAUS-Pst-DEC
+N +P +N +P +N +P +v
+Nom +Nom -Nom +Acc -Nom +Acc +trns
AGT COR PAT
'Mira made Mino read a book.'

b. Mira -ka Mino-eykey chayk-ul ilk -hi -ess-ta. [G1]
-Nom -to book -Acc read-CAUS-Pst-DEC

+N +P +N +P +N +P +v
+Nom +Nom -Nom +lctn -Nom +Acc +trns
AGT LOC PAT
'Mira made Mino read a book. '

The relationship between the (71a) and (71b) sentences can

be captured by an analogical derivation rule, which will be

discussed in chapter 4.

2.3.6 Means

A nominal in Korean may be realized as having a Means

case relation when it is marked with the instrumental or

comitative case marker -(u)lo, -wa, or -hako. If the

nominal bears one of the above case markers, the verb may

have the feature [+mode] and the nominal can be perceived as

an immediate affector or effector of the Patient. The

following Redundancy rule introduces an implied feature

[?[+MNS]] to a verbal matrix:



(72)
RR-7 [+mode] ---> , - ?[+MNS] -,

_ ? [+cmtt] _
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In (73), verbs are specified as having an implied complement

Means case relations.

-ul
-Ace

+P
+Acc

-10
-with

+P
+nstr

(73)
a. Mino-ka can

-Nom cup
+N +P +N
+Nom +Nom -Nom
AGT PAT
'Mino filled the cup

kephi
coffee
+N
-Nom
MNS

with cofffee.'

chaywu-ess-ta.
fill -Pst-DEC
+v

[E3]

+N
+Nom
AGT

b. Mira-ka
-Nom

+P
+Nom

sonthop -ul ppalkan
finger nail-Ace red
+N +P
-Nom +Acc
PAT

maynikhyu-lo [E3]
manicure -by
+N +P
-Nom +nstr
MNS

pall -ass-tao
apply -Pst-DEC
+v

'Mira applied red nail polish to her fingernails.'

katukcha -ss -tao
be filled-Pst-DEC
+v

-ulo
-with

+P
+nstr

c. cihasil -i
basement-Nom
+N +P
+Nom +Nom
PAT
'The basement

kilum
oil
+N
-Nom
MNS

is filled with oil. '

[A3]

d. Mira-ka hayspich-ul curtain-ulo kali -ess-ta. [E3]
-Nom sun rays-Ace curtain-with shade-Pst-DEC

+N +P +N +P +N +P +v
+Nom -Nom -Nom +nstr
AGT PAT MNS
'Mira blocked the rays of the sun with the curtain. ,

e. Kyengchal-i sichey -luI huyn chen -ulo tephess-ta.
policeman-Nom dead body-Ace white sheet-with covered-DEC
+N +P +N +P +N +P +V [E3]
+Nom +Nom -Nom +Acc -Nom +nstr
AGT PAT MNS
'The policemen covered the dead body with a white
sheet. '
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f. Mino-ka Mira-hako iltungsang -ul tathwu -nta. [E3]
-Nom -with first prize-Acc compete-DEC

'Mino competed with Mira for the first prize.'

Some of these verbs such as chaywu-ta 'fill', palu-ta

'apply', teph-ta 'cover' etc. allow the alternation of case

frames, as illustrated in (74). Compare (74) with (73).

[Gl]kephi -luI chaywu-ess-ta.
coffee-Acc fill -Pst-DEC
-Nom
PAT
into the cup.'

can-ey
cup-in
-Nom
LOC

poured coffee

(74)
a. Mino-ka

-Nom
+Nom
AGT
'Mino

b. Mira-ka
-Nom

+Nom
AGT

sonthop -ey
finger nail-to
-Nom
LOC

ppalkan maynikhyu-Iul [Gl]
red manicure -Acc

-Nom
PAT

pall -ass-tao
apply-Pst-DEC

'Mira applied red nail polish to her fingernails.'

c. Kyengchal-i sichey-ey huyn chen -ul tephess-ta. [Gl]
police -Nom corpse-on white sheet-Ace covered-DEC
+Nom -Nom -Nom
AGT LOC PAT
'The policemen spread a white sheet over the dead body.'

d. *Mira-ka hayspich-ey curtain-ul kali -ess-ta.
-Nom sun rays-in curtain-Ace shade-Pst-DEC

+Nom -Nom -Nom
AGT LOC PAT

'Mira shaded the sun rays with the curtain. ,

Since the verbs in these patterns have different case forms

and case relations, and since there is no way to predict

which roots occur in both patterns and which do not, they

must be listed as separate entries in the lexicon.
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2.3.7 Extension

I have established verb classes in Korean which have

different case relations, showing example sentences.

However, examples provided so far are simplex sentences.

Now I discuss complex sentences.

There can be a division between verbs according to

whether or not they take a complement sentence. In order to

make a division between predicate complement sentences and

simplex sentences, I employ the feature [±xtns] (extension)

(cf. Pagotto 1985b:4). This feature identifies verbs taking

a predicate complement clause.

There are two types of sentential complements: Noun

complements and verb complements. Roughly speaking, these

two complement types have the structures shown in (75):

(75)
a.

b.

c.

~
I /1 ¥+xtns]
N I V

N

-----;:?1
I I ¥-xtns]
N N

(75a) is a noun complement structure and (75b) is a verb

complement. The tree structure in (75c) is a schematic
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structure for the simplex non-extension sentence. As the

tree structure indicates, in a noun complement structure,

the main verb takes as a complement an extension noun which

in turn takes a verbal complement, while in a verb

complement structure, the main verb is marked [+xtns] and

takes a complement verbal sentence ~s a dependent sister.

In noun complement clauses, therefore, I do not discuss the

main verb's sUbcategorizational case frame again, because

all dependent complements are nouns. Such verbs are not

different from simplex sentences as in (75c) in terms of the

valency of verbs, though the complement extension nouns

themselves may differ in terms of factive noun versus

non-factive noun subtypes (cf. Lee 1989:189-90). In this

study, I discuss only verb complementation constructions

having the structure in (75b).

Let us now consider types of verb complementation.

There are several types of verb complement constructions,

quotative,15 causative, passive, control, and negative, etc.

I present and discuss each type of verb complement

construction.

The element at the end of the first verb, which

functions to connect the main verb and the lower verb, has

been referred to as a 'complementizer' in transformational

15 Quotative complementation is different from the
other types in that the quotative complementizer takes a
full sentence with complete sentence enders.

~------------------._.-----
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studies of Korean. In this study, however, it is analyzed

as a verbal inflectional suffix.

I consider complementizers in Korean to be verbal

inflections rather than postpositions. Postpositions in

Korean can be omissible in casual speech, or replaceable

when delimiters are present, as has been pointed out in

section 2.2. However, complementizers are never omissible

and are (except for quotative -ko) in paradigmatic

alternation with other inflectional suffixes. Therefore, I

choose an inflectional suffixal analysis rather than a

postpositional analysis. As internal components of words,

these elements do not have any grammatical category and are

not listed in the lexicon as independent words, but are

instead introduced by inflectional morphological rules.

I classify extension verbs according to the types of

complements that they take, as shown in the SRs in ( 76) and

the tree diagram in ( 77) .

(76)
SR-17 [+V] ---> [±fint]

SR-18

1=
+V ] [±root]16+fint --->

SR-19

1=
+V ]+root ---> [±quot]

16 There are two kinds of subcategorization rules:
inflectional and lexical. The [±root] feature is
inflectional rather than lexical. Since the [±root] feature
is not lexically marked on the verb, any verb can
potentially appear in an embedded clause and it is possible
to get chains of embedded clauses.
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SR-20 [-quot] ---> [±xtns]

SR-21 [+xtns] ---> [±nfrm]

SR-22 [-nfrm] ---> [±ngtv]

SR-23 [+nfrm] ---> [±cntr]

SR-24 [-ngtv] ---> [±sppt]

(77)

[f]
I

-ko

[e]

I
-tolok

[ d]
I

-key

[c]
I.

-Cl.

r
+ngtv

+v
+fint
+root

l.----------I- - - - - --,r
-quot +quot

1---I- - - r
-xtns +xtns

l,....----I---r
-nfrm +nfrm

1--1 r--1---r
-ngtv -cntr +cntr

r--1---r
-sppt +sppt

I I
[a] [b]
I I

-ko -e

The forms -ko and the like that occur at the ends of the

branches indicate the characteristic inflectional suffixes

on the complement verbs that may take these verbs as

regents.

According to the SRs in (76), verbs are either finite

or non-finite (SR-17). Finite verbs are either root or

non-root (SR-18). Root verbs are either quotative or

non-quotative (SR-19). Non-quotative verbs are either
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extensional or non-extensional (SR-20), while quotative

verbs are redundantly extensional. Non-quotative extension

verbs are first divided into [±nfrm] (information) (SR-21).

Non-information verbs are divided into [±ngtv] (negative)

(SR-22). Verbs having the feature [+nfrm] are divided into

[±cntr] (control) (SR-23). [-ngtv] verbs are divided into

[±sppt] (supportive) (SR-24).

It is necessary to characterize the complement verbs

that extension verbs take, in order to ensure that every

matrix verb will only pick up the correct complement verb.

The tree in (78) is a sUbcategorization tree for the

complement verbs with inflectional complementizers:

(78)
[+V]

I
1 r

-ppst +ppst
I

1 r
-irrl +irrl

I
1 ["

-ntnt +ntnt

r-1-r r-1-r
-drtn +drtn -prps +prps

I I I I
V-e V-ko V-key V-tolok v-ci V-ko

According to the sUbcategorization tree in (78), complement

verbs are divided into [±ppst] (propositional). The

non-propositional verbs are further divided into [±irrl]

(irrealis). The realis verbs are subdivided into [±ntnt]

(intentional). The non-intentional verbs are divided into
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[±drtn] (durational) and the intentional verbs are divided

into [±prps] (propositive ).

I consider each type of extension verb, going from

right to left in the tree (77), with one or more example

sentences for each type, and cross-classifying the head verb

of the example sentence in terms of the subcategorization

tree in (29). In fact, the sUbcategorization trees in (77)

and (78) are expansions of the verb sUbcategorization tree

in (29). Therefore, the features in the lexical matrix of

verbs in the example sentences will be a combination of

features from the trees in (29) which indicate case frame,

and those in (77) and (78) which indicate clausal complement

type.

Let us consider each type of verb. First, in quotative

sentences, the higher verbs such as malha-ta 'to say',

alli-ta 'to inform', pokoha-ta 'to report', kopaykha-ta 'to

confess', mwut-ta 'to ask', cilmwunha-ta 'to ask', etc. take

a complement sentence followed by the quotative

complementizer -ko as in (79):

(79)
a. Mino-ka na-eykey [5 Mira-ka nwun-i khu-ta -ko]

-Nom I -to -Nom eye -Nom big-DEC-COMP

malhay-ss -tao
say -Pst-DEC

'Mino told me that Mira has big eyes.'

b. Mino-ka na-eykey [5 Mira-ka wass-nya-ko]
-Nom I -to -Nom came-Q -COMP

mwul-ess-ta.
ask -Pst-DEC

'Mino asked me whether Mira came.'

--_.__ .... _•.._-_ ..•.._-_....

[C2f]

[C2f]



c. Mino-ka na-eykey
-Nom I -to

[s casin-i ku il -ul
self -Nom that thing-Acc
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[C2f]

hay-ss -ta -ko] kopaykhay-ss -tao
do -Pst-DEC-COMP confess -Pst-DEC

'Mino confessed to me that he did that thing.'

In this construction, the complementizer -ko is also

analyzed as a suffix. Since various sentence enders with

different speech levels are considered to be inflection

rather than sentential particles, and since an inflectional

suffix can in principle follow another inflectional sUffix,

a suffixal analysis for the complementizer -ko would not

raise any formal problem. In such a construction, the

embedded sentence is a root clause which takes tense and

honorific elements along with various full sentence enders

such as declarative and interrogative suffixes. These verbs

belong to the class [f] in (77).

In the sentence (79c), the verb kopaykha-ta 'confess'

belongs to the class [C2f] and will have the following

feature matrix:

(80 )
+v
-trns
+lctn
+root
+quot
+xtns
?[+ppst]

_. -_._------_.. -' ._--
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hayssta-ko
10ndex
+v
+fint
+ppst
+trns
-root

-ul
9ndex

+P
+Acc

-~ /
casin I '1
5ndex ~ndex
+N ku PAT
AGT 7ndex

-eykey
4ndex
+P
+lctn

na
3nd
+N
LOC

-ka
2
+P
+Nom

:~_...._-:;::::::;:==========:::::::::::::==::==::==:=::::::k?co;pa~YkhaYSsta
11ndex
+V
+fint
+lctn
+quot
+root
+xtns
-trns
l[+actr]
l[+PAT]
2 [+Nom]
3 [+LOC]
4 [+lctn]
10[+ppst]

(81)

Mino
1ndex
+N
PAT

'Mino confessed to me that he did that thing.'

Control type verbs such as nolyekha- 'try', seltukha-,

yochengha- 'persuade', and yokwuha- 'ask' belong to the

class [e] in the tree (77). They take a complement clause

followed by a complementizer -tolok, an affix which realizes

the inflectional feature cluster [-ppst, -irrl, +ntnt,

+prps]. The complement clause marked by -tolok is always a

non-tensed clause, as shown in (82):

(82)
a. Mino-ka

-Nom
Mira-eykey [8 ku il -ul ha -tolok]

-to that work-Ace do -COMP
[C2e]

yochenghay-ss-ta.
ask-Pst-DEC

'Mino asked Mira to do that work.'

b. Mino-ka sensayngnim-ul [8 swi -si -tolok]
-Nom teacher -Ace relax-HON-COMP

[E2e]

seltukhay-ss-ta.
persuade-Pst-DEC

'Mino persuaded the teacher to take a rest.'

The complement of this type of extension verb is a non-root

verb and may take the honorific sUffix -si but no tense
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element. It is a finite clause with a zero-anaphor sUbject

rather than an infinitive, because a pronoun casin 'self'

can optionally occur in the missing sUbject position.

The feature matrix for the verb seltukha-ta 'persuade,'

which belongs to the class [E2e], is shown as follows:

(83)
+v
+trns
-quot
+xtns
+cntr
+root
+nfrm
?[+prps]

Mino
lndex
+Nom
AGT
actr

-ka
2ndex
+P
+Nom

~=

=---r----:;:::====~-=====:~n I
seltukhay-ss-ta.
6ndex

-ul swi-si-tolok +V
4ndex 5ndex +trns

sensayngnim +P +V +xtns
3ndex +Acc -ppst +cntr
-Nom -irrl +root
PAT +ntnt -quot

+prps +nfrm
5[+prps]

'Mino persuaded the teacher to take a rest.'

(84)

The matrix verbs toy-ta 'become' and ha-ta 'make'

require a complement clause followed by -key and belong to

class Cd] in the tree (77). The causative verb ha-ta will

be discussed in detail in chapter 4, and I do not discuss it

here. The complement clause of this type of extension verb

is a non-root verb, and may take an honorific suffix but no

tense element] as illustrated in (85). The verb toy-ta

belongs to the class [A2d].



(85)
[8 Mira-ka

-Nom
'Mira got to

New York-ey ka-key]
-to go-COMP

go to New York.'

toy -ess-ta.
become-Pst-DEC
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[A2d]

In connection with the verb toy-ta 'become', I

demonstrate the fact that there are impersonal constructions

in Korean. The term 'impersonal' in the lexicase framework

refers to a class of verbs which do not allow a referential

sUbject. Thus, an impersonal verb occurs either with a

non-referential pleonastic sUbject or with no sUbject at

all. Consider the example in (85). The two verbs ka- 'to

go' and toy- 'to become' are connected by the inflectional

complementizer -key. In this construction, I propose that

the nominative-marked NP is the subject of the embedded

verb, not of the matrix verb toy-. Toy- is analyzed as an

impersonal verb which does not appear with a clausemate

grammatical subject. One piece of evidence for the claim

that it is an impersonal verb comes from the honorific test

described below.

There are a few verbs in Korean that have suppletive

honorific counterparts. For example, ca-ta 'sleep', cwuk-ta

'die', mek-ta 'eat', etc. have the honorific counterparts

cwumwusi-ta, tolakasi-ta, and capswusi-ta, respectively.

Let us consider the examples in (86):

( 86)
a. 8ensayngnim-kkeyse umsik-ul capswusi-key

teacher -Nom food -Acc eat:HON -COMP

toy -ess-ta.
become-Pst-DEC

'It is arranged for the teacher to eat food.'
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b. *Sensayngnim-kkeyse umsik-ul mek-key toy -ess-ta.
teacher -Nom food -Acc eat-COMP become-Pst-DEC

c. *Sensayngnim-kkeyse
teacher -Nom

umsik-ul mek-key
food -Acc eat-COMP

toy -si -ess-ta.
become-HON-Pst-DEC

As (8Gb) demonstrates, the complement verb must agree with

the sUbject in terms of honorificity. Otherwise, the

sentence will turn out to be ungrammatical. (8Ga) shows

that sensayngnim 'teacher' is the sUbject of the lower verb

capswusi-ta 'eat', but not of toy-ta 'become', because the

honorific verb capswusi-ta 'eat' has been used instead of a

plain verb mek-ta 'eat'. (8Gc), on the other hand, shows

that inflecting the matrix verb, toy-ta, for the category

honorific does not make the sentence grammatical. Then, the

structure of (8Ga) should be analyzed as follows:

(87)

:
sensayngnim

------~I" II capswusi-key

-kkeyse I -ul

umsik

toy-ess-ta

with respect to the example in (88), I can invoke a

further principle: A regent impersonal verb is optionally

honorific if its complement is honorific.

(88 )
sensayngnim-kkeyse umsik-ul capswusi-key
teacher -Nom food -Acc eat:HON -COMP

toy -si -ess-ta.
become-HON-Pst-DEC
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It would not be plausible to claim that the whole

capswusi-key clause is a nominalized sUbject of the verb

toy-, since -key does not take a nominative postposition, as

shown in (89):

(89)
*Sensayngnim-kkeyse Mikwuk -ey
teacher -Nom America-to

toy -ess-ta.
become-Pst-DEC

ka-si -key -ka
go-HON-COMP-Nom

The feature matrix for the verb toy-ta will be as in

(90) :

(90)
+v
+mprs
+root
-quot
+xtns
+nfrm
-cntr
-trns
?[-prps]
O[+Nom]
O[+actr]
O[+PAT]

The feature matrix says that the verb is specified with the

feature impersonal [+mprs], which means that it has no

nominative complement in Korean. To account for the case

linking in impersonal constructions, lexicase assigns a zero

index for the contextual features (cf. Lee 1989:251-3).

In the negative type of complement, the matrix verb

anh-ta takes a non-tensed verb complement followed by the

inflectional complementizer -ci, as shown in (91). Anh-ta

belongs to the class [A2c].
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(91)
a. Mira-ka [8 hakkyo-ey ka-ci]

-Nom school-to go-COMP
'Mira did not go to school.'

anh-ass-ta.
not-Pst-DEC

[A2c]

b. Mino-ka [8 ku yenghwa-lul po -ci] anh-ass-ta. [A2C]
-Nom that mOVle -Acc see-COMP not-Pst-DEC

'Mino did not see the movie.'

The feature matrix for the negative verb anh-ta will be as

follows:

(92)
+V
+root
-quot
+xtns
-nfrm
+ngtv
?[+irrl]

ka-ci
5ndex
+V
-ppst
+irrl
-root

-ey
4ndex
+P
+lctn

hakkyo
3ndex
+N
+LOC

-ka
2ndex
+P
+Nom

Mira
1ndex
+N
+PAT

(9:3)~_.-_-------~==::::::::I
anh-ass-ta.

6ndex
+V
+ngtv
+xtns
-nfrm
-trns
l[+actr]
l[+PAT]
2[+Nom]
5[+irrl]

'Mira did not go to school.'

Let us now consider [+sppt] verbs. Verbs such as po-ta

'try', iss-ta 'be', peli-ta 'end up' and cwu-ta 'give,17

take a non-root non-duration verbal complement followed by

the complementizer -e, as shown in the following examples:

17 Note that this is not the only verb cwu- 'give' in
Korean. There is also a homophonous conventional transitive
verb cwu- 'give'.

--- .-_.- --' '---"-'---'
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(94)
a. Mino-ka

-Nom
Mira-eykey [8 ku chayk-ul ilk -e]

-to that book -Acc read-COMP
[C2b]

cwu -ess-ta
give-Pst-DEC

'Mino read the book to Mira for herself.'

b. Mino-ka [8 pwulkoki-lul mek-e] po -ass-tao
-Nom beef -Acc eat-COMP try-Pst-DEC

'Mino tried to eat pwulkoki.'

[A2b]

The feature matrix for the verb cwu-ta 'give' will be as

follows:

(95)
+v
+lctn
+root
+sppt
+xtns
-nfrm
-ngtv
-quot
-trns
?[-drtn]

'Mino read the book to Mira for herself.'

(96)

Mino
1ndex
+N
PAT

cwu-ess-ta
9ndex
+v
+lctn
+xtns
+sppt
-nfrm
l[+actr]
l[+PAT]
2 [+Nom]
3 [+LOC]
4[+lctn]
8 [-drtn]

ilk-e
8ndex
+trns
-drtn
-irrl
-ntnt
-ppst
-root

-ul
7ndex
+P
+Acc

chayk
6ndex
+N
PAT

I
ku
5ndex
+Det

IJ::-I -:~~~x
Mira +P
3ndex +lctn
+N
LOC

-ka
2ndex
+P
+Nom

Let us now consider the non-negative non-supportive

construction. In this construction, the main verb siph-ta

'want' and mal-ta 'end up' takes a complement clause which

--------_._------ --------
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is marked by the complementizer suffix -ko, as illustrated

in (97). These verbs belong to the class [a] in (77).

(97)
a. Mira-ka [8 mikwuk -ey ka-ko]

-Nom America-to go-COMP
'Mira wanted to go to America.'

siph-ess-ta.
want-Pst-DEC

[A2a]

b. Mino-ka [8 ku chayk-ul sa -ko] siph-ess-ta. [A2a]
-Nom that book -Acc buy-COMP want-Pst-DEC

'Mino wanted to buy that book.'

c. Mino-ka [8 mwuncey-lul ilukhi-ko] mal -ass-tao [A2a]
-Nom problem-Acc raise -COMP end up-Pst-DEC

'Mino ended up raising a problem.'

The feature matrix for this matrix verb siph-ta 'to want'

will be as follows:

(98)
+v
-trns
+root
-quot
+xtns
-nfrm
-ngtv
-sppt
?[+drtn]

'Mino wanted to go to America.'

(99)

Mino
Index
+N
PAT

-ka
2ndex
+P
Nom ~~:r:

., ~~dex
-ey +v

4ndex -irrl
mikwuk +P -ntnt
3ndex +lctn +drtn
+N -ppst
LOC -root

siph-ess-ta
6ndex
+v
+xtns
-nfrm
-ngtv
-sppt
-trns
+root
l[+actr]
l[+PAT]
2 [+Nom]
5[+drtn]
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2.4 Summary

In this chapter, I discussed Korean case forms, case

markers, and case relations within the lexicase framework.

SUbcategorization rules for case forms, case markers and

case relations along with redundancy rules were presented.

On the basis of the subcategorization rules of case forms,

case markers, and case relations, the case frames of Korean

verbs were characterized.

Both simple sentences and complex sentences were

included in this verbal classification. For the

classification of simple sentences, the sUbcategorization

trees in (29) were used. In addition; various types of

extension verbs were classified according to the types of

clausal complements they take. The classification of

extension verbs was shown in the subcategorization trees in

(77) and (78). Thus, the argument structures of both simple

and extension Korean verbs were explicitly and formally

represented in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

MULTIPLE CASE FORM CONSTRUCTIONS

3.1 Introduction

In chapter 2, I discussed the types of complements of

verbs, classifying verbs in terms of complement case

relations and dependent clauses. This was done in

accordance with the most fundamental assumption in lexicase

theory -- the One per Sent postulate.

In the discussion, however, I have observed the

phenomenon of multiple identically case-marked nominals in a

single Korean sentence, which is in apparent violation of

the lexicase One per Sent constraint. Now I consider

mUltiple case form constructions (MCCs), constructions in

which nominals which have the same case form occur more than

once in a single clause.

There are several types of MCCs in Korean, as shown in

(1) :

(1)
a. Mira-ka son -i yeyppu -tao

-Nom hand-Nom be pretty-DEC
'As for Mira, her hands is pretty.'

b. Mino-ka thokki-lul twu kwi-lul cap -ass-tao
-Nom rabbit-Acc two ear-Acc hold-Pst-DEC

'Mino heid a rabbit by its two ears.'

c. Mino-ka namwu-ey ppwuli-ey mwul -ul ppwuli-ess-ta.
-Nom tree-to root -to water-Acc spray -Pst-DEC

'Mino sprayed the water on the root of the tree.'

-_._---------_.-._....._---_._-- -
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(la) is a mUltiple nominative construction (MNC), (2b) is a

mUltiple accusative construction (MAC), and (3C) is a

mUltiple oblique/locative construction (MLC). MNCs and MACs

have been widely discussed in the literature, but MLCs have

been less popular topics than MNCs and MACs.

Some linguists use the term double-subject and

double-object constructions to refer to this phenomenon. I

reject this term, however, because there are multiple

oblique constructions, too. By current lexicase

assumptions, there should be only one instance of a sUbject

and an object in a clause, so that double/multiple subjects

or objects should not be possible. In this chapter, I

attempt to demonstrate that Korean data are in fact sUbject

to an analysis which does not violate these standard

lexicase assumptions.

In section 3.2, I examine how previous analyses treat

MCCs, and in section 3.3, I introduce a lexicase analysis

for the constructions. In this section, I show that MNCs

and MACs can be reduced to mUltiple Patient constructions in

accordance with the lexicase postulate, the Patient

centrality constraint.

3.2 Previous proposals

There have been many approaches dealing with MCCs.

Among them, three approaches are most prominent. One

derives MCCs from genitive/possessor constructions by

--------- _.------ ------
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applying transformational rules such as SUbjectivization or

Objectivization (cf. Kang 1985, Kim 1986) or possessor

ascension (cf. Choi 1988). The other treats MCCs as

base-generated topic/theme constructions (cf. Kuno 1978,

Sohn 1986). Finally, there is the 'macro-micro' treatment

(Yang 1972). I discuss these three treatments in order.

3.2.1 Y. Rang's Analysis (Subjectivization Analysis)

Y. Kang (1985:99), working within the framework of GB

theory, claims that all Cases in Korean are structural, and

that Case marking in Korean is optional. He draws the

generalization that if and only if a language has optional

Case marking, it has possessor ascension. For example, he

cites English as an obligatory Case marking language, noting

that English does not h~ve possessor ascension1 and MCCs.

On the contrary, Korean is an optional Case marking language

and Korean has possessor ascension and MCCs.

Kang further assumes that since there is no AGR(eement)

in Korean, a verb is the head of a sentence rather than

INFL, and that there are potentially an infinite number of

projections of a verb. As a consequence, there is an

infinite number of possible arguments in the specifier

position of the projection of the verb. He defines subject

1 Note, however, that English does in fact have
'possessor ascension' constructions:

a. Mary kicked [NP John's face].

b. Mary kicked [NP John] [pp in the face].

~----_._. -_.._--_ ... __..- ..
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as an argument predicated by a projection of a verb.

Consider the tree in (2), where NP1' NP2, and NP3 are all

sUbjects.

(2)
V" "

lr----I-----.r
NP1 V'"

r-I r
NP2 V"

r-1--r
NP3 V'

r-'---r
NP4 V

Kang claims that accusative Case is assigned to an

argument which is a complement of a verb at S-structure,

whereas nominative Case is assigned to an argument in

specifier position of the projection of a verb at

S-structure.

In the tree in (2), NP1, NP2, and NP3 are sUbjects and

get nominative Case by virtue of being located in specifier2

2 The term 'specifier' here appears to have been used
very loosely. In original X-bar theory, the specifier is an
element which appears in the sister position of X' directly
under an X" -- in ZP position as follows:

X"

--------------ZP X'

~'--.~ ""'..
X YP

Thus Kang's analysis requires another open-ended increase in
the already excessive expressive power of GB theory.
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position of the projection of the verb, while NP4 gets

accusative Case by virtue of being a complement of the verb.

Kang derives the mUltiple nominative sentence in (3) by

applying possessor ascension to avoid the Case filter.

since Korean is an optional Case marking language, NPs may

optionally avoid Case assignment. If genitive Case is not

assigned to John in (3b), then it moves to the NP1 position

to get Case, as shown in (3c).

(3)
a. John-i apeci -ka sensayng-i -tao (Kang 1985:97)

-Nom father-Nom teacher -is-DEC
'John's father is a teacher.'

b. V" ,

I r1
NP1 V"

I
"\ r
NP2 v'
I I1 r --->

NP3 N V

I I I
John apeci sensayng-i-ta

c. V",

I
1 r
NP1 V"

1
I r

NP2 VI

I I1 r
NP3 N V

I I I
Johni t· apeci sensayng-i-ta1

This analysis, however, cannot account for MNCs which do not

have the corresponding possessive constructions. If the
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same 'external theta-role' is assigned to all the sUbjects,

this is a violation of the GB Theta criterion (Chomsky

1981), rather analogous to the lexicase One per Sent

constraint (Starosta 1977). If it is not, where do all the

subjects get their theta-roles? Finally, how would Kang

explain mUltiple objects and other mUltiple CF

constructions?

3.2.2 H. Sohn's Analysis (Base Generation Analysis)

There has been another approach to analyze the MNCs in

Korean, a base generation analysis (Sohn 1986, cf. Kuno

1978). H. Sohn (1986), who did not follow a specific

theoretical framework, attributed the MNCs to the Korean

typological characteristic of having the property of

theme-prominence. According to him, languages like English

are sUbject-prominent, and these languages do not allow

MNCs, while theme/topic-prominent languages like Korean

often allow this.

Sohn (1986:179) proposes that the particle ka/i 3 is not

only an optional sUbject marker but also simultaneously a

theme marker, just like the delimiter -nun/un. He claims

that the thematic structures are basic sentence types in

Korean and sUbject-predicate structures are incorporated in

the theme and rheme structure. He postulates the phrase

3 Sohn (1986) uses the term 'particle' to refer to
-ka/i, but he does not take a clear position regarding the
question of whether it is a P or case inflection suffix.

_._-_ .._---_._-- -_ ..._--
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structure rule (PSR) in (4), in which the NP is a theme and

also functions as a sUbject if followed by a VP (Sohn

1986:181). In other words, all sUbjects must be themes, but

not all themes are necessarily subjects.

(4)

S --->
S

NP { }
VP

with respect to the above PSR, Sohn treats John-un and

John-i in (5) both as themes on syntactic and semantic

grounds (for details, see Sohn 1986:193).

(5)
a. John-un kho-ka khu-ta.

-Top nose-Nom big-DEC
'As for John, his nose is big.'

b. John-i kho-ka khu-ta.
-Nom nose-Nom big-DEC

'As for John, his nose is big.'

c. S
I r1

NP S

1
I r

NP VP
I I

John kho khu-ta

In Sohn's analysis, both (Sa) and (5b) have the underlying

structure in (5c), in which kho 'nose' is a sUbject of the

verb khu- 'to be big', and John-un and John-i are the theme

of the rest of the sentence. The two sentences are in

complementary distribution in that -nun/un has a contrastive

reading, while -ka/i has an exhaustive reading. Thus Sohn

claims that MNCs should be base-generated, not derived from
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other structures through thematization or topicalization.

Kuno (1978) also proposes a base generation analysis for the

corresponding Japanese multiple nominative constructions.

If one compare the tree structure in (5c) with Kang's

structure in (2), one can observe the fact that Sohn's tree

allows the recursive expansion of S, while Kang's tree

allows indefinite V projection. That is, in order to

explain MNCs, both Sohn and Kang need special S-external

phrase structure positions to locate extra nominative-marked

NPs. Kang creates multiple specifier positions through the

recursive projection of the verb, while Kuno and Sohn create

mUltiple theme positions through a base-generated theme and

rheme construction.

Basically, I agree with Sohn's claim to the extent that

MNCs are base-generated, not derived from underlying

structures, and that -ka/i is a theme/topic marker in some

instances, rather than a pure sUbject marker. However, Sohn

does not cover any other mUltiple case form constructions

except MNCs. It would not be possible to extend the same

analysis to account for the MACs, because it would be

difficult to say that multiply accusative or locative marked

nominals, which typically appear in the middle of the

sentence, are also theme/topic constituents in the

constituency-based analyses that Sohn and Kuno proposed.
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3.2.3 I. Yanq's Analysis (Macro-Micro Analysis)

In contrast to the previous two analyses, Yang (1972),

working within a generative implementation of Fillmore's

case grammar framework, employed the term 'macro-micro

relation' to describe the relation between identically case

marked nominals in a clause in order to explain the

phenomena of multiplication of case markers.

According to Yang, the macro-micro relation is built on

a semantic concept of non-symmetrical inclusion and is

grammatically realized as multiplication of the same case

marker in the surface structure. This macro-micro relation

refers to a conceptual division of an NP into the whole NP

and a subpart of it. The NP which corresponds to the whole

NP is referred to as a macro NP and the subpart of the macro

NP is called to as a micro NP. To distinguish between

subtypes of the macro-micro relation, Yang introduces the

relations of whole/part, class/member, type/token,

total/quant, and affected/affector, and assigns them the

features [-micro]/[+micro], respectively. The macro/micro

relation is a cover term for the above relations. Thus,

Yang (1972:48) proposes the following recursive NP structure

for the mUltiple case constructions in examples such as (6):

_.-------------- --- .._--
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(6)
NP
I

1 r
NP NP

[-Micro] [+Micro]

1
I r

NP NP
[-Micro] [+Micro]

1
I r

NP NP
[-Micro] [+Micro]

I I
Mary elkwul kho oynccok

'face' 'nose' 'left side'

The major syntactic difference between Yang's and the other

two analyses is that MNCs are analyzed in terms of recursive

NPs, rather than indefinite V projections (Kang) or

recursive theme/rheme structures (Sohn). Yang's

observations of the facts are quite plausible, and I agree

with his basic ideas in that the multiple case-marked NPs

are semantically related with each other in the way he

discussed.

In addition to adopting Yang's basic idea of

macro/micro relations between the identically case-marked

nominals, I take the position, following Sohn's view, that

there are also theme and rheme relations in a sentence which

has mUltiple nominative marked structures. The theme and

rheme constructions will not be formalized in this study

because it is not directly relevant to my goal of

classifying verbs in terms of case relations.
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In the analysis of this construction proposed in this

dissertation, the first nominative-marked nominal is a theme

phrase, which is grammatically an adjunct in dependency

grammar terms, and the second one is a grammatical sUbject,

which is a complement in dependency grammar terms. Thus,

the nominative marker in Korean mayor may not coincide with

the grammatical sUbject, as Sohn (1986:181) has noted.

3.3 possible Lexicase Solutions for MCCs in Korean

3.3.1 MUltiple Nominative Constructions

In this section, I first present several types of MNCs,

in which the relationship between nominative-marked nominals

is either possession (inalienable or alienable) or

non-possession. The fact that these multiple NPs behave

differently in terms of relativization and ~onorification

will be discussed. In relativization, the first NP rather

than the last NP is a 'victim', while in honorification, the

last NP is the one that triggers honorification. 'Equi'

phenomena in complement clauses are also discussed. I

suggest that the subjecthood test with respect to 'Equi'

phenomena is not firm, because Korean appears not to have

pure infinitival clauses. I show the different selectional

restrictions imposed on the last NP in the sequence, as

opposed to the preceding ones. In light of these different

properties, I propose that the last NP is a subject, which

---_.----_._---- --- ---
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bears a complement (obligatory) case relation (Patient in

these cases).

Let us now provide examples of MNCs. Note the

following examples in (7) and (8).

(7)
a. Khokkili-ka kho -ka kil -tao

elephant-Nom nose-Nom long-DEC
'As for an elephant, its nose is long.'

b. Mino-ka sonmok-i kwulk-ta.
-Nom wrist -Nom thick-DEC

'As for Mino, his wrist is thick.'

c. Mino-ka khi -ka khu -tao
-Nom height-Nom tall-DEC

'As for Mino, his height is tall.'

d. Mino-ka apeci -kkeyse kan -i nappu-si -tao
-Nom father-Nom liver-Nom bad -HON-DEC

'As for Mino, his father's liver is bad.'

e. Mira-ka maumssi-ka kop -tao
-Nom mind -Nom pretty-DEC

'As for Mira, her mind is lovely (beautiful).'

f. Mira-ka nwun-i misocis-nunta.
-Nom eye -Nom smile -DEC

'As for Mira, her eyes smile.'

(8)
a. Ku sensayngnim-i sonkapang-i

that teacher -Nom handbag -Nom
'That teacher's handbag is pretty.'

yeyppucangha-ta
is pretty -DEC

b. Sensayngnim-i kay-ka calsayngkyess-ta
teacher -Nom dog-Nom was handsome -DEC
'The teacher's dog was good-looking.'

c. Sensayngnim-i kwutwu-ka patak -i kwumeng-i
teacher -Nom shoes -Nom bottom-Nom hole -Nom

nass-ta.
carne out-DEC

'The teacher's shoe has a hole in the bottom.'
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One can observe several facts from (7) and (8). First,

all of the sentences have intransitive verbs. When multiple

nominals occur with transitive verbs, the sentences will be

unacceptable, as shown in (9):

(9)
a. *Sensayngnim-i kay-ka

teacher -Nom dog-Nom
'Teacher's dog bit Mino. '

Mino-Iul
-Acc

mwul-ess-ta.
bite-Pst-DEC

b. *Mino-ka apeci -ka sensayngnim-ul
-Nom father-Nom teacher -Acc

'Mino's father hit the teacher.'

ttayli-ess-ta.
hit -Pst-DEC

Second, the first and the second NP in (7) have a close

semantic relation, whether it is visible or not, in that the

second NP is in a body part or kinship relationship to the

first one. One cannot normally detach a body part nor

cancel a relationship such as parenthood. Thus, this

relationship has been called inalienable possession in the

literature. In contrast, the sentences in (8) are examples

of alienable possession.

There are more syntactic facts to be observed with

respect to the above examples. First, the first

nominative-marked NP but not the second one is relativized,

as shown in (10):

(10)
a. [kho -ka

nose-Nom
'elephant

kin] khokkili-ka
long elephant-Nom

whose nose is long'

al. ![khokkili-ka kin] kho-ka 4
'nose whose elephant is long'

4 As Dr. Barry Blake (pc.) pointed out to me, there is
nothing wrong syntactically with sentences such as (lOa')
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b. [maumssi-ka kowu-n] sensayngnim-i
mind -Nom pretty teacher -Nom

'teacher whose mind is lovely (beautiful).'

b'. ![sensayngnim-i kowu-n] maumssi-ka
'mind whose teacher is lovely (beautiful).'

The same fact can be observed with respect to the topic

phrase with -nun/un. Note the example in (11):

(11)
a. [kho -ka

nose-Nom
'elephant

kin] khokkili-nun
long elephant-Top

whose nose is long'

b. ![khokkili-ka kin] kho -nun
elephant-Nom long nose-Top

'nose of which an elephant has a long'

This fact can be generalized as follows: The missing NP of

a relative clause is interpreted as a topic/theme NP,

including the leftmost NP of a MNC. The same phenomena can

be observed in Japanese. For this construction, Kuno (1978)

states that the theme NP triggers relativization, but not

the sUbject NP. 5

with respect to the 'Equi' phenomena in MNCs, one can

argue that the first NP is a sUbject. According to O'Grady

(1991:80), Equi phenomena suppress the embedded sUbject NP

and (lOb'). These sentences are unacceptable because they
are not able to get a sensible semantic interpretation.
Thus, these sentences are marked with the symbol I!', which
indicates semantic anomaly.

5 Relativization .phenomenon, however, can be stated
differently according to different analyses. O'Grady
(1991:72-3), for example, argues for the sUbjecthood of the
leftmost NP rather than rightmost NP, because universally
the sUbject NP can be relativized. The analysis of relative
clauses proposed by Kuno and adopted here, suggests that the
connection between subject and relativization is actually
indirect: each language allows a certain subset of NP's to
be topicalized, and the sUbject is universally one of them.
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that is identical to an argument in the matrix clause. The

'suppressed' subject is coreferential with the matrix

SUbject.

Let us consider syntactic phenomena in Equi

constructions. In complement clauses such as (12), the

missing SUbject in the embedded clause is controlled by the

matrix subject.

(12)
a. John tried to go home.

b. Mino-ka [8 cip -ey ka-lyeko]
-Nom home-to go-COMP

'Mino tried to go home.'

ayss-ess-ta.
try -Pst-DEC

c. Mino-ka [8 cip -ey casin-i ka-lyeko]
-Nom home-to self -Nom go-COMP

'Mino tried to go home.'

ayss-ess-ta.
try -Pst-DEC

There is, however, a difference between English and Korean

sentences: In (12a), the English infinitive clause never

allows an overt SUbject, while in (12b) the Korean embedded

clause may allow an overt SUbject as in (12c). According to

the lexicase definition of infinitive, Korean sentences such

as (12b) are not infinitival clauses, because they allow the

pronominal SUbject casin 'self'. Thus, the Korean sentence

in (12b) does not contain an infinitival clause, and the

missing SUbject is interpreted as a zero anaphor.

Let us consider the following examples taken from

O'Grady (1991:80):

----- ..._-------_... --' ..---



(13)
a. Mary-ka

-Nom
[8 elkwul-i yeyppu-e ci -lyeko]

face -Nom pretty-Inf become-COMP
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nolyekhay-ss-ta.
try -Pst-DEC

'Mary tried to become pretty in the face.'

b. I il -ul ha-si -taka, emeni -ka son-i
this work-Acc do-HON-while mother-Nom hand-Nom

kechil-e -ci -ess-ta.
rough -Inf-become-Pst-DEC

'While [she] was doing this work, mother's hands
became rough. '

According to O'Grady, the 'suppressed' sUbject in the

embedded clause is interpreted as the matrix sUbject in

(13a), and the 'suppressed' sUbject is interpret2d as the

left NP in (13b). Therefore, the left NP is a sUbject term.

However, there are examples which behave differently. Note

the following examples:

(14)
a. 8ensayngnim-kkeyse elin ttanim -i

teacher -Nom young daughter-Nom
[8 elkwul-i

face -Nom

yeyppeci -lyeko] nolyekhay-ss -tao
become pretty-COMP try -Pst-DEC

'The teacher's young daughter tried to become pretty.'

a' . *8ensayngnim-kkeyse elin ttanim -i
teacher -Nom young daughter-Nom

[8 e LkwuLs-L
face -Nom

yeyppeci -si -lyeko] nolyekha-si -ess-ta.
become pretty-HON -COMP try -HON-Pst-DEC

'The teacher's young daughter tried to become pretty.'

b. 8ensayngnim-kkeyse elin ttanim -i
teacher -Nom young daughter-Nom

[8 umak
music

kongpwu-lul ha-taka] mikwuk -ey ka-ss-ta.
study -Acc do-while America-to go-Pst-DEC

'The teacher's young daughter went to America, while
studying music. '



b' . *Sensayngnim-kkeyse elin ttanim -i
teacher -Nom young daughter-Nom

[S umak
music
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kongpwu-lul ha-si -taka] mikwuk -ey ka-si -ess-ta.
study -Acc do-HON-while America-to go-HON-Pst-DEC

'The teacher's young daughter went to America, while
studying music. '

The missing sUbject in the embedded clause is interpreted as

the right NP in the matrix clause in (14a) and (14b). The

sentences in (14a') and (14b') show that the left

deferential NP sensayngnim 'teacher' is not a sUbject of the

embedded clause, because the verb does not agree with the

sensayngnim 'teacher' in terms of honorificity.

The point that I make here with respect to Equi

phenomena is that the infinitival clause in Korean is

different from English, because Korean allows zero anaphors

in the complement clause. The other point is that in

complement clauses such as (14), the right NP rather than

the left NP controls the missing sUbject interpretation.

Consequently, one may say that 'Equi' phenomena do not show

that the left NP in MCCs is a real sUbject.

Let us consider honorific phenomena in verbs. In

Korean, the sUbject NP triggers verbal honorification, and

honorification of verbs is sensitive to the rightmost NP in

MNCs, but not to others. with respect to verbal

honorification, the following generalization can be made:

In MNCs, the rightmost NP triggers honorification and so it

is the true sUbject in a sentence. Note the examples in

(15) and (16).
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a. Sensayngnim-i

teacher -Nom
'Teacher's young

elin atul-i
young son -Nom
son sleeps.'
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*cwumwusi jca -nta.
sleep: HONjsleep-DEC

b. Nay chinkwu-ka apenim-kkeyse tolakasij*cwuk-ess-ta
my friend -Nom father-Nom die:HON jdie -Pst-DEC
'My friend's father passed away.'

In (15a) and (15b), sensayngnim 'teacher' and apenim

'father' are deferential nouns, while elin atul 'young son'

is not. In (15a), the honorific verb cwumwusi-ta 'sleep'

cannot be used, whereas in (15b), the plain verb cwuk-ta

'die' cannot be accepted. Therefore, by this criterion the

second NPs elin atul 'young son' and apenim 'father' in (15)

are subjects, not the first ones.

The verbal honorific agreement is often used to test

the sUbjecthood of NPs (cf. Hong 1990). However, in some

cases the results of the test may not be satisfactory

because pragmatic facts may affect honorification, as shown

in (16):

( 16)
Sensayngnim-i meli-ka aphu-(si)-ta.
teacher -Nom head-Nom sick-HON-DEC
'The teacher has a headache.'

In (16), the verbal honorific agreement suffix -si may

optionally be triggered by the first NP in an inalienable

possessive construction. When NPs hold the inalienable

possessive relation and the first noun is a deferential

noun, native Koreans may optionally use the honorific verbal

suffix -si for pragmatic reasons. The deference due to an
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entity may optionally carryover to some inalienable part of

that entity.

Here are more examples where the relation of the first

and the second NPs is of a different type:

(17)
a. TV set-ka

-Nom
'As for TV

Zenith-ka thunthunha-ta. (Yang 1972)
-Nom durable -DEC

sets, Zenith is durable.'

b. Honolulu-ka mango-ka manh -tao
-Nom mango-Nom plenty-DEC

'As for Honolulu, mango is plenty.'

c. Nay-ka kimchi-ka masiss -tao
r -Nom kimchi-Nom delicious-DEC
'As for me, kimchi is delicious.'

These examples cannot be accounted for under the analysis of

sUbjectivization (Kang 1985), which derives MCCs from the

possessive constructions, since the multiple

nominative-marked nominals in (17) do not form

possessor-possessed relationships.

Let me now show a lexicase analysis for the various

mUltiple case form constructions illustrated above. r

propose that the innermost NP, that is, the one closest to

the regent verb, will be interpreted as a 'focus' NP, while

other NPs which are marked by the same case marker will be

interpreted as non-focus NP. The notion of [±focs]

corresponds to Yang's [±micro] which is used to characterize

the intrinsic semantic relations between nominals that are

marked with the same case marker. Consider the examples in

(18) :
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(18)
a. Mino-ka tali-lul tachye-ss -tao

-Nom leg -Acc hurt -Pst-DEC
'Mino hurt his leg.'

b. Mino-ka tali-luI oynccok -ul
-Nom leg -Acc left side-Acc

'Mino hurt his left leg.'

tachye-ss -tao
hurt -Pst-DEC

c. *Mino-ka
-Nom

oynccok -ul tali-luI
left side-Acc leg -Acc

tachye-ss -tao
hurt -Pst-DEC

In general, when people participate in conversation,

they tend to narrow down the scope of the topic, as in

(18b), rather than widening it out. (18a) is a neutral

statement, (18b) is an instance of narrowing down the scope,

and (18C) is a case of extending the scope. Note that (18c)

is not acceptable, because the scope of the topic has been

widened out. The target of this narrowing-down has an

emphatic connotation or focus for speakers and hearers.

Metaphorically, it is the part of the scene which becomes

the central element when a camera 'zooms in'. In spite of

the fact that the order of Korean nominals is in general

ralatively free, it is not possible to change the order of

NPs in MCCs without altering the intrinsic relations between

nominals of the sort mentioned above.

I propose, at this juncture, that the rightmost

constituent in MCCs get the feature [+focs], and that the

remaining NPs be marked [-foes]. This implies that the NP

having the feature [+focs], rather than the one having the

feature [-focs], will be regarded as the complement of the
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predicate in the given sentence; the preceding NPs are

treated as adjuncts.

In this study, I propose that the MCCs are an artifact

of focusing nominals in a sentence. For example, in the

example (la) in this chapter, in order to denote the fact

that 'Mira is pretty', one may say Mira-ka yeyppu-ta 'Mira

is pretty' without specifying what in particular is pretty

about her. In that expression, since there is only one

nominal, the only nominal, Mira-ka, receives focus. On the

other hand, if people want to mention what in particular is

pretty, such as 'hands', they may say Mira-ka son-i

yeyppu-ta 'Mira's hands are pretty'. In this expression,

Mira-ka is not focused any more, but son-i 'hand-Nom' is a

newly focused phrase. Thus, the rightmost NP in MCCs is a

focus phrase, while other NPs with the same case form are

non-focus phrases.

To accommodate this phenomenon into the grammar, I

propose that nouns have an inflectional feature [±focs].

This feature is not an inherent feature of nouns, so it is

not specified in the lexicon, but is introduced by

inflectional SRs. When multiple NPs appear bearing the same

case form, the last NP in the series will bear the feature

[+focs], and all the rest one will be marked [-foes]. The

constraints are formalized as follows:

(19)
SR-10 [+N] ---> [±focs)



RR-11 [+V] ---> 1- ?I-+PAT -I -I
+focs- - --
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-1= +PAT ] [ +PAT ] -,
SR-11 [+V] ---> +focs +focs <--- a

- -1=
+PAT

=1 [ +PAT ]+focs -foes <--- b-

SR-l0 says that all nouns have either the feature

[+focs] or the feature [-foes]. RR-ll states that every

verb has a [+focs] Patient. SR-ll constrains the

distribution of the focus nominals. The distributional

constraints of these nominals are stated in terms of

contextual features of their common regent verb. The first

part of the SR-ll blocks the occurrence of two focused

nominals which are both marked PAT, and the second part of

the rule blocks the occurrence of two PAT nominals if the

focused nominal precedes the non-focused one.

The SR-l1 technically allows sequences of any number of

non-focused PAT phrases, if they are followed by a focused

PAT nominal. Since all PATs will have the same case form of

either Nom or Ace, depending on the transitivity of the

clause, one can expect an indefinite number of nonfocused

phrases marked with the identical case marker; there is no

syntactic ban on the number, only pragmatic or semantic

restrictions. Note, however, that this is only the

beginning of a solution, since I have not confronted the

problem of mUltiple case relations. This problem, and the
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associated question of semantic interpretation, will be

discussed later.

Note that SR-11 also covers MACs. The rule in (19) can

account for both MNCs and MACs in Korean, because of the

Patient centality postulate in lexicase. Hence, by the

lexicase analysis, the MNCs and the MACs can be reduced to a

single unified phenomenon, multiple Patient constructions,

and the restriction against MNCs in a transitive clause is

an automatic consequence. I need, however, to formulate

another rule to cover MLCs.

In lexicase, it is noted that Locus, Correspondent, or

Means phrases may appear in any single sentence if they are

adjuncts. In the theory, an optional locational feature is

present in every verb matrix to account for the fact that a

verb can occur with an optional Locus phrase. Thus RR-14

below specifies that every verb has an obligatory Patient

and an optional Locus adjunct.

(20)
RR-12 [+fint]

RR-13 [+trns]

RR-14 [+V]

--->

--->

--->

1=
?[+Nom]

=1? ([ +Nom])

?[+Acc]
?[+AGT]
? ( [+Acc] )

?[+PAT]
? ( [+lctn] )
? ( [+LOC] )

RR-12 says that a finite predicate must have a

nominative-marked dependent nominal and it can also expect a
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nominative-marked dependent adjunct. By RR-13, a transitive

verb must have an Agent and an accusative-marked nominal,

and can have an accusative-marked adjunct. RR-14 states

that a verb must have a Patient, and can expect a locational

Locus adjunct. The three rules are necessary to account for

the MNCs, MACs, and MLCs. In particular, RR-14 is also

necessary to cover the fact that every sentence can have an

adjunct Locus NP.

The rules in (20) ensure that verbs may have an

explicit contextual CF and CR feature for each adjunct, and

that verbs have the complement CF and CR features

appropriate to their classification. consider the example

in (21):

'Mira saw a movie at night.'

( 21)
Mira -ka

-Nom
1ndex 2ndex
+N +P
+Nom +Nom
AGT

pam -ey
night-at
3ndex 4ndex
+N +P
-Nom +lctn
LOC

yenghwa-lul
movie -Ace
5ndex 6ndex
+N +P
-Nom +Acc
PAT

po -ass-tao
see-Pst-DEC
7ndex
+V
+trns
l[+AGT]
2 [+Nom]
3 ( [+LOC] )
4 ([+lctn])
5 [+PAT]
6[+Acc]
? ([+LOC])
? ([+lctn])
? ([+PAT])
? ([+Acc])

In the example above, the optional adjunct phrase

pam-ey 'night' is linked to the optional features of the

verb matrix, which are guaranteed by the RR-14 in (20). The

verb matrix must always contain an open feature slot for
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another adjunct, after all linking rules have been applied,

in order to allow other adjunct Locus phrases. This is

accounted for by requiring the linking rules to introduce a

new open contextual feature each time an adjunct is linked.

When linking proceeds between regents and dependents, it

occurs from the regent in an outward direction, and

complements are thus linked before adjuncts by universal

convention.

Similarly, in MNCs, non-focus adjunct phrases which

have been marked with nominative CF are accounted for by the

redundancy rules in (20). With SR-10 in (19) and RR-12 in

(20), non-focus adjunct nomina Is with a Patient CR can be

explained nicely. Note the following example:

'As for Mino, the bottom of his shoe has a hole.'

(22)

-ka
2ndex
+P
+Nom

nass-ta
9ndex
+v
-trns
1([+PAT])
2 ([+Nom])
3([+PAT])
4([+Nom])
5([+PAT])
6 ([+Nom])
7 [+PAT]
8 [+Nom]
?([+Nom])
? ([+PAT])

-~ndex ~ndex
+P kwumeng +P
+Nom 7ndex +Nom

+N
+Nom
PAT
+focs

-ka
4ndex
+P patak
+Nom 5ndex

+N
+Nom
PAT
-foes

kwutwu
3ndex
+N
+Nom
PAT
-foes

Mino
lndex
+N
+Nom
PAT
-foes

Thus, the nominal kwumeng 'hole' bears a complement Patient

CR and is linked to the obligatory feature in the verb.

After the linking rule has linked the [+focs] nominal with

the obligatory contextual feature on the regent verb, the

--- ------------- --------
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verb matrix will have the same optional contextual feature

of CF and CR, analogous to the optional Locus phrases, as

mentioned earlier. A linking rule which links optional

elements will cover any extra nominative-marked NPs.

This approach has several advantages. First, it avoids

increasing the expressive power of the theory unduly, in

that it saves us from violating the one-bar constraint (cf.

chapter 1) and confirms the lexical leaf constraint. For

example, as discussed before, Kang (1985) permits an

indefinite number of verb projections to create a

potentially indefinite number of verbal Spec positions,

which is a violation of the succession principle of the

original form of X-bar syntax (cf. Pullum 1985, Kornai and

Pullum 1990), not to mention the more stringent one-bar

constraint in standard dependency theory.

Second, I can continue to maintain the One per Sent

postulate, which states that only one instance of the same

complement CR is possible in a clause. In (22), the verb

matrix shows that it has only one complement CR Patient,

which is shown by an obligatory contextual feature

[?[+PAT]]. The other nominative-marked NPs get an optional

CR, [?([+PAT])], that is, they are adjuncts and thus not

covered by One per Sent. Thus, by this proposal MNCs are in

fact not a violation of the One per Sent constraint, because
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all nominative marked nominals but the rightmost one in

these constructions are treated as adjunct phrases. 6

In the solution I propose, it is not necessary to

increase the expressive power of the theory by adopting

Kuno's and Sohn's recursive S approaches, which allow S to

branch recursively into [S NP S] and treats MNCs

configurationally as a [S NP S] 'theme' structure. 7

Furthermore, I can expand the same dependency approach to

the other MCCs, such as MACs and MLCs, which is not possible

in configurational subject-specific approaches.

I have discussed the MNC construction and introduced a

new feature [±focs] to capture the relation between

identically marked noun phrases. However, there are other

types of MNCs which need further explanation. Notice the

following examples:

6 Recently an interesting proposal has been made by
Mailing and Kim (1991) with regard to mUltiple case marking.
According to M & K, there are two types of nouns in Korean,
relational and nonrelational. The relational nouns have an
(implicit) possessor. Nouns for body parts and kinship
terms belong to the class of relational nouns. The
relational nouns have an open position for an implicit
possessor, or an unsaturated argument structure.

The crucial point in M & K's generalization is that the
verb has only one thematic role in MCCs and it will be
assigned to the 'part' NP. The 'whole' NP gets theta-role
via the part NP. Consequently, the part- and whole-NP will
get the same theta-role with respect to the verb. Most
importantly, only the innermost NP receives an obligatory
thematic role from the verb.

Though the theoretical frameworks employed by M & K and
the current study differ fundamentally, this latter point is
common to both approaches toward analyzing MCCs. That is,
only the innermost NP is an obligatory argument of the verb.

7 This approach violates the one-bar constraint, since
[s NP S] is a configuration which lacks a lexical category
as a head.
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a. Haksayng-i sey -myeng-i

student -Nom three-CLSS -Nom
'Three students came.'

wa -ss -tao
come-Pst-DEC
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b. Ku tosi-ka phakoy -ka toy -ess-ta.
that city-Nom destruction-Nom become-Pst-DEC
'That city came to be destroyed.'

(23a) is a 'quantifier floating' construction and (23b) is a

predicate nominal structure. For the quantifier floating

structure such as (23a), I apply the same principle that I

have used for the other MNCs mentioned above. The numeral

phrase is identified as a subject that has the [+focs]

feature, while the first NP has the [-foes] feature as

follows:

(24 )

-i
2ndex
+P
+Nom

haksayng
lndex
+N
-foes
+Nom
PAT
'Three students

seymyeng
3ndex
+N
+focs
+Nom
PAT

came. '

-i
4ndex
+P
+Nom

wa-ss-ta
5ndex
+v
-trns
1([+PAT])
2 ([+Nom])
3 [+PAT]
4 [+Nom]

Sentence (23b), on the other hand, I consider to be one

of the predicate nominal structures, as discussed in chapter

2. Thus, the verb toy-ta 'become' sUbcategorizes a

dependent predicate noun. This predicate noun does not bear

any CR with respect to the verb. This structure is similar

to the ani-ta 'to not be' structure that I have discussed in

the previous chapter in that it takes a predicate nominal

complement, which has a [-root] feature.

------- --- --~ ---
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-ka
3ndex
+P
+Nom

-ka
5ndex
+P
+Nom

toy-ess-ta
6ndex
+v
-mprs
+xtns
-trns
2 [+PAT]
3 [+Nom]
4[+N]
4 [-root]
4 [+prdc]
5 [+Nom]

phakoy
4ndex
+N
+Nom
+prdc
-root
2 [+PAT]
3 [+Nom]

tosi
2ndex
+N
+Nom
PAT

I
kwu
1ndex
+Det

(25)

The verb toy-ta 'become' takes Sino-Korean predicate

nominals as well as pure Korean words. The predicate

nominals, though marked by the nominative case form, never

trigger -kkeyse marking or verbal honorification on the

regent verb toy-tao The Nom-marked PP immediately preceding

the verb toy-ta is not a sUbject but is a non-referential

predicate nominative noun complement of the. regent verb.

The verb toy-ta can also form MNCs, as shown below. In

(26), han pwupwun-i 'one part-Nom' is a sUbject having the

feature [+focs], and the other NPs are [-foes] NPs having

optional [+PAT] CRs.

(26)
Kuwait-ka swuto -ka

-Nom capital city-Nom
seccok-i
west -Nom

han pwupwun-i
one part -Nom

phakoy -ka
destruction-Nom

'One part of Kuwait's
destroyed. '

toy -ess-ta
become-Pst-DEC
capital city's west's side has bEen

There are other types of MNCs which have not been

discussed in the above sections. For example, the so-called

_..__ .._------_. _....._---_ .._-_...
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'transitive adjectives,8 (cf. Kuno 1978, Kang 1985) allow

mUltiple nominative-marked nominals. Though this

construction is superficially similar to the other MNCs in

that several nominals appear to be marked with the

nominative marker, they are very different syntactically and

semantically. As I have mentioned previously, Kang (1985)

treated verbs such as coh-ta 'be good' and mwusep-ta 'be

scared' as transitive adjectives which have to be s~ecified

in the lexicon somehow differently from ordinary verbs, in

that the verb takes a nominative-marked object as a

complement.

As Kuno (1978:76-7) pointed out for Japanese, MNCs with

psychological predicates are different from other MNCs.

First, MNCs with psychological predicates do not have

corresponding possessive constructions, but may have a

locative version. Thus, the possessive sentence such as

(27b) is not acceptable.

(27 )
a. Mino-ka

-Nom
IMino is

Mira-ka salangsulep-ta.
-Acc be lovely -DEC

fond of Mira.'

b. *Mino-uy
-of

Mira-ka salangsulep-ta.
-Nom be lovely -DEC

c. Mino-eykey Mira-ka salangsulep-ta.
-to -Nom be lovely -DEC

'Mino is fond of Mira.'

8 Though positing the grammatical category 'adjective'
cannot be justified for Korean, I will continue to use the
term 'transitive adjective' for these constructions for the
sake of convenience.
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Second, the second NP marked by -ka/i never triggers

verbal honorification and -kkeyse marking. Note the

following examples, in which (28b) and (28c) are

ungrammatical.

(28)
a. sensayngnim-kkeyse Mino-ka kwiyewu -si -ess-ta.

teacher -Nom:HON -Acc be lovely-HON-Pst-DEC
'The teacher is fond of Mino.'

b. *Mino-ka Kim sensayngnim-kkeyse coh -ass-tao
-Nom Kim teacher -Acc:HON like-Pst-DEC

'Mino likes teacher Kim.'

c. *Mino-ka
-Nom

Kim sensayngnim-kkeyse
Kim teacher -Acc:HON

coh -usi-ess-ta.
like-HON-Pst-DEC

Third, the first and the second NPs do not form a

macro-micro pattern semantically.

with respect to 'transitive adjectives', I propose that

the first -ka/i marked NP is a subject, while the second

-ka/i marked NP is an object (cf. chapter 2). This means

that there are two homophones -ka/i in Korean, but they play

a different role in the grammar, similar to Lee's (1989:43)

conclusion and also to Kuno's (1973:81) conclusion that the

ga in the corresponding Japanese construction is an

accusative postposition homophonous with the nominative

postposition. Accordingly, the -ka/i in Korean will be

labelled as [+Acc] when it appears in this construction.

The psychological verbs thus have the following structure:
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a. Nay-ka Mira-ka

I -Nom -Acc
'I dislike Mira.'

silh -tao
dislike-DEC
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a' .

nay
1ndex
+N
+Nom
AGT

-ka
2ndex
+P
+Nom

Mira
3ndex
+N
-Nom
PAT

-ka
4ndex
+P
+Acc

silh-ta
5ndex
+v
+psyc
+trns
1 [+AGT]
2 [+Nom]
3 [+PAT]
4[+Acc]

b. Nay-eykey Mira-ka silh -tao
I -to -Nom dislike-DEC
'To me, Mira is hateful.'

b' •

Na
1ndex
COR
-Nom

-eykey
2ndex
+P
+lctn

Mira
3ndex
+Nom
PAT

-ka
4ndex
+P
+Nom

I
silh-ta
5ndex
+v
+crsp
-trns
l[+COR]
2[+lctn]
3 [+PAT]
4[+Nom]

For the locative version such as (29b), I propose that

this verb be a homophonous verb, separate from (29a).

Notice the tree in (29b'), in which the verb is specified

with the feature [+crsp] and [-trns]. That is, the verb has

the dependent Correspondent and Patient NPs. The

locative-marked NP is different from the ordinary Locus NP.

The relation between the COR NP and the verb is not a

location, destination, source, goal, or direction. Rather,

this NP holds the relation of Correspondent to the Patient
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NP. Therefore, I assign the Correspondent CR to this

locative-marked NP. The psychological predicates have a

dependent COR NP complement marked by a locative case form.

Though this construction may look similar to other

MNCs, in fact they are very different in their syntactic and

semantic properties. In sentence (29a) , the two NPs which

are marked by the same shape of case marker -ka do not form

a [±focs] relation, since both are obligatory complements of

the predicate, in which the first NP bears the Agent CR and

the second NP the Patient CR. Note that the second NP can

form MCCs, as predicted by the Patient centality analysis.

This is shown in (30), where the rightmost NP is a true

complement which has a Patient CR and the other one is a

non-focused NP which is linked to an optional CF and CR.

(30)
Nay-ka
I -Nom
'I like

Mira-ka malkun miso -ka
-Acc innocent smile-Ace

Mira's innocent smile.'

kwiyep-ta.
cute -DEC

-ka
2ndex
+P
+Nom

Nay
1ndex
+N
+Nom
AGT

Mira
3ndex
+N
-Nom
PAT
-foes

-ka
4ndex
+P
+Acc I

malkun
5ndex
+v

miso
6ndex
+N
-Nom
PAT
+focs

-ka
7ndex
+P
+Acc

kwiyep-ta.
8ndex
+V
+psyc
+trns
1[+AGT]
2[+Nom]
3([+PAT])
4 ([+Acc])
6[+PAT]
7[+Acc]
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3.3.2 MUltiple Accusative and Locative Constructions

I have so far discussed several types of sentences

which form MNCs. Now I will examine two other kinds of

MCCs, MACs and MLCs.

3.3.2.1 MUltiple Accusative Constructions

Korean exhibits MACs. The constructions possess the

same macro-micro relation that MNCs have. Note the

following sentences in (31), where double accusative

nominals are exemplified:

( 31)
a. Mira-nun Mino-Iul son -ul

-Top -Acc hand-Acc
'Mira pinched Mino's hand. '

kkocip-ess-ta.
pinch -Pst-DEC

b. Sensaynim-i Mino-Iul meli-Iul ssutatum-ess-ta.
teacher -Nom -Acc head-Acc stroke -Pst-DEC
'The teacher stroked Mino's head.'

c.

d.

Mino-ka namwu-Iul kaci -luI
-Nom tree -Acc branch-Acc

'Mino cut the tree's branch.'

Emeni -ka atul-ul ppyam-ul
mother-Nom son -Acc cheek-Acc
'Mother slapped her son's cheek'

ccall-ass-ta.
cut -Ast-DEC

ttaylye-ss -tao
hit -Pst-DEC

e. Mino-ka tali-luI oynccok -ul
-Nom leg -Acc left side-Acc

'Mino hurt his left leg.'

tachye-ss -tao
hurt -Pst-DEC

The sentences in (31) may have corresponding possessive

constructions. The first and second NPs marked as

accusative maintain the relation of possessor and possessee.

However, MACs like MNCs, are not confined to this possessive

relation. Notice the following examples. These examples
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show that the relation between the two NPs marked as

accusative is not necessarily a possessive one.

(32 )
a. Mino-ka computer-luI IBM-ul sa -ss -tao

-Nom computer-Acc IBM-Acc buy-Pst-DEC
'Mino bought an IBM computer.'

b. Mino-ka sanswu-Iul kophaki -luI cal ha-nta.
-Nom math -Acc multiplication-Acc well do-DEC

IMino does mUltiplication in math well.'

c. Mino-ka
-Nom

Hanauma Bay-eyse mwulkoki-Iul yeltaye -luI
-at fish -Acc tropical fish-Acc

nolansayk-ul po -ass-tao
yellow -acc see-Pst-DEC

IMino saw yellow tropical fish at Hanauma Bay.'

Applying objectivization (a type of possessor ascension

transformation), which derives MACs from possessive

constructions, would not be adequate to cover the full range

of MACs, because sentences such as (32) do not form

possessive constructions. One cannot consider MACs as a

type of topic/theme construction, either, because they do

not constitute an [NP S] theme and rheme structure in the

sense of Kuno (1973, 1978) and Sohn (1986).

As for the MACs, I apply the same principle that I have

done for MNCs. That is, the true object is the rightmost

accusative marked NP, which is specified for the feature

[+focs]. This NP is linked to the regent verb's obligatory

contextual feature and is assigned the complement Patient

CR, whereas any other accusative-marked NP that is specified

for the feature [-foes] is linked to the optional contextual
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feature and bears an adjunct Patient case relation. Note

the tree in (33):

(33)

-ka
2ndex
+P
+Nom

Mino
lndex
+N
+Nom
AGT

tali
3ndex
+N
-Nom
PAT
-focs

-lul
4ndex
+P
+Acc

oynccok
5ndex
+N
-Nom
PAT
+focs

-ul
6ndex
+P
+Acc

tachi-ess-ta
7ndex
+v
+trns
l[+AGT]
2 [+Nom]
3([+PAT])
4 ([+Acc])
5[+PAT]
6[+Acc]

'Mino hurt his left leg.

As shown in (33), the verb is a transitive verb, which has

AGT and PAT CRs. Mino-ka and oynccok-ul get AGT and PAT,

respectively, and are linked to the verbal matrix by a

linking rule, whereas tali-luI gets an optional Patient CR.

One may still argue that the present analysis, which

regards the rightmost NP as a complement, is incorrect,

because the NP that gets passivized is the leftmost NP (cf.

O'Grady 1991:71-2). Note the following examples:

(34)
a. Kanhowen-i Mino-lul phal-ul mwukk-ess-ta.

nurse -Nom -Acc arm-Acc bind -Pst-DEC
'The nurse bound Mino's arms.'

b. Mino-ka kanhowen-eykey phal-ul mwukk-i -ess-ta.
-Nom nurse -by arm -Acc bind -PASS-Pst-DEC

IMino had his arms bound by the nurse.'

c. *Phal-i kanhowen-eykey Mino-lul mwukk-i -ess-ta.
arm -Nom nurse -by -Acc bind -PASS-Pst-DEC
'The arms were bound on Mino by the nurse. '
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d. Mino-ka kanhowen-eykey phal-i mwukk-i -ess-ta.
-Nom nurse -by arm -Nom bind -PASS-Pst-DEC

'Mino had his arms bound by the nurse. '

As the examples in (34) show, Korean allows the left NP Mino

to be passivized as in (34b), but not the right NP phal

'arm' as in (34c). In the light of the universal

characterization of passivization (Perlmutter and Postal

1983), one can argue that in (34a), the left NP Mino is a

real object, but not the right NP phal 'arm'. However, this

is not always true. Note the following examples:

(35 )
a. Mino-ka

-Nom
mwulkoki-Iul yeltaye -luI
fish -Ace tropical fish-Ace

nolansayk-ul po -ass-tao
yellow -ace see-Pst-DEC

'Mino saw yellow tropical fish at Hanauma Bay.'

b. *Mwulkoki-ka
fish -Nom

Mino-eykey
-by

yeltaye -luI
tropical fish-Ace

nolansayk-ul po -i -ess-ta.
yellow -ace see-PASS-Pst-DEC

c. *Nolansayk-i
yellow -Nom

Mino-eykey mwulkoki-Iul yeltaye -luI
-by fish -Ace tropical fish-Ace

po -i -ess-ta.
see-PASS-Pst-DEC

d. Mwulkoki-ka
fish -Nom

Mino-eykey yeltaye -ka
-by tropical fish-Nom

nolansayk-i po -i -ess-ta.
yellow -Nom see-PASS-Pst-DEC

(35b) and (35c) show that neither the leftmost nor the

rightmost NP get passivized. Thus, the objecthood test

based on the passivization would not be an absolute
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condition. In this point, I do not have good explanation

with respect to the Korean passive constructions. Rather, I

point out that sentences such as (35) undermine the claim

that the rightmost NP is a real object.

The problem comes from thinking of passivization as a

transformational rule, so that each NP in the passive must

have a counterpart in the corresponding active clause. In a

lexicase analysis, passivization is a lexical rule, and

there is an 'adversative passive' construction in Korean and

Japanese9 which adds an 'affected' sUbject to the

construction without changing the transitivity. since there

is an intrinsic semantic connection between the affectee

sUbject and the Patient in this construction, the semantic

affect is similar to the interpretation of a MAC.

This current analysis would predict that more MCC NPs

can be added to phal-ul 'arm-Ace' in (34b) but not to

Mino-ka 'Mino-Nom'. Note the following example:

9 There are similar adversative passive constructions
in Japanese. These constructions in Japanese can be
analyzed as follows (starosta p.c.):

Hanako ga sensei ni musuko 0 butareta.
teacher son was-hit

Nom Lev Ace +trns
AGT COR PAT +pssv
'Hanako was beaten up her son by the teacher. ,

Note that the verb butareta has the the feature [+trns] and
[+pssv] .
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(36)
Mino-ka kanhowen-eykey phal-ul oynccok-ul

-Nom nurse -by arm -Acc left -Acc

mwukk-i -ess-ta.
bind -PASS-Pst-DEC

'Mino had his left arm bound by the nurse.'

As discussed in section 3.3.2, psychological verbs can

form MACs as follows:

(37)
Nay-ka Mira-ka malkun miso -ka
I -Nom -Acc innocent smile-Acc
'I like Mira's innocent smile.'

kwiyep-ta.
cute -DEC

-ka
2ndex
+P
+Nom

Nay
1ndex
+N
+Nom
AGT

Mira
3ndex
+N
-Nom
PAT
-focs

-ka
4ndex
+P
+Acc

malkun
5ndex
+Adj

miso
6ndex
+N
-Nom
PAT
+focs

-ka
7ndex
+P
+Acc

kwiyep-ta.
8ndex
+v
+psyc
+trns
1 [+AGT]
2 [+Nom]
3 ([+PAT])
4 ([+Acc])
6 [+PAT]
7 [+Acc]

There are sentences that have mUltiple accusative

nominals, but whose NPs do not maintain a [±focs] relation.

The accusative-marked nomina Is do not have an intrinsic

semantic relation to each other. Notice the following

examples, which have corresponding locative constructions

rather than possessive constructions:

(38)
a. Mirio-ka Mira-luI cangmi-Iul senmwulhay-ss -tao

-Nom -Acc rose -Acc present -Pst-DEC

a' . Mino-ka Mira-eykey cangmi-Iul senmwulhay-ss-ta.
-to

'Mino presented roses to Mira as a gift.'
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b. Mino-ka pyek-ul paint-luI chilhay-ss -tao
-Nom wall-Acc paint-Acc apply -Pst-DEC

b'. Mino-ka pyek-ey paint-luI chilhay-ss-ta.
wall-on

'Mino applied paint to the wall. '

c. Mira-ka Mino-Iul pap -ul mek-i -ess-ta.
-Nom -Acc rice-Acc eat-CAUS-Pst-DEC

'Mira fed Mino rice.'

c'. Mira-ka Mino-eykey pap-ul mek-i-ess-ta.
-to

'Mira fed rice to Mino. '

The sentences in (38) are ditransitives and they will be

discussed in chapter 4. I briefly mention them here. Those

sentences are accounted for by introducing a 'dative' DR,

which is the lexical counterpart of a dative movement

transformation. since a DR creates new lexical word, the

output of DR will enter the lexicon as a new word. The

following are the sample trees for the sentences in (38a-c)

and (38a'-c'):

(39)
a.

'Mino presented roses to Mira as a gift. '

-ka
2ndex
+P
+Nom

-luI
6ndex
+P
+Acc

Mino
1ndex
+N
+Nom
AGT

Mira
3ndex
+N
-Nom
COR

-luI
4ndex
+P
+Acc

cangmi
5ndex
+N
-Nom
PAT

senmwulhayssta
7ndex
+v
+crsp
+trns
1 [+AGT]
2 [+Nom]
3 [+COR]
4 [+Acc]
5[+PAT]
6[+Acc]
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'Mino presented roses to Mira as a gift.'

-lul
6ndex
+P
+Acc

b.

Mino
1ndex
+N
+Nom
AGT

-ka
2ndex
+P
+Nom

Mira
3ndex
+N
-Nom
LOC

-eykey
4ndex
+P
+lctn

cangmi
5ndex
+N
-Nom
PAT

senmwulhayssta
7ndex
+V
+lctn
+trns
l[+AGT]
2 [+Nom]
3 [+LOC]
4 [+lctn]
5 [+PAT]
6[+Acc]

3.3.2.2 MUltiple Locative Constructions

There are multiple locative constructions in Korean.

Notice the following examples:

( 40)
a. Mino-nun Waikiki-eyse

-Top -at
'Mino met Mira at the

beach-eyse Mira-lul manna-ss -tao
beach-at -Acc meet -Pst-DEC

beach in Waikiki. '

b. Mino-nun Mira-eykey panci-lul
-Top -to ring -Acc

sonkalak-ey
finger -to

kkie cwu -ess-ta.
put give-Pst-DEC

'Mino put the ring on Mira's finger.'

c. Mino-nun Mira-eykey mok -ey lay-lul kele cwu -ess-ta.
-Top -to neck-on lei-Acc hang give-Pst-DEC

'Mino hung the lei around Mira's neck.'

d. Mino-nun
-Top

cengwen-ey namwu-ey
garden -in tree -on

ppwuli-ey mwul -lul
root -on water-Acc

ppwulye-ss -tao
spray -Pst-DEC

'Mino sprayed water onto the roots of the tree in the
garden. '

--- .__.- ... _-- ._ ..__ .



e. Mino-nun aphmatang -ey
-Top front garden-at
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oynccok -ey kwithwungi-ey
left side-at corner -at

( 41)

-ka -ey -ey -ul
2 4 10

Mino cengwen namwu mwul
Index 3ndex 5ndex 9ndex
+N +N +N +N
+Nom +lctn +lctn +Acc
AGT -foes -foes PAT

LOC LOC

cungkemwul-ul swumkye-ss -tao
evidence -Ace hide -Pst-DEC

'Mino hid evidence in the corner of the left side of
the front garden. '

In chapter 2, I assigned the LOC CR to some NPs that

are marked with the postposition -eykey. In this study, I

allocate the same CR LOC to the recipient. It seems that

nominals marked with -eykey and -ey are perceived as having

the same relation with respect to the predicate -- location,

destination, possession of Patient. The only difference is

animateness. Thus, -eykey and -ey are grammatically

equivalent and will be labeled with [+lctn]. They are

animateness-conditioned allomorphs.

A sample tree for MLCs is shown in the following:

ppwuli-ess-ta
Ilndex
+v
+trns
+lctn
l[+AGT]
2 [+Nom]
3 ( [+LOC]
4 ( [+lctn] )
5([+LOC]
6 ([+lctn])
7 [+LOC]
8[+lctn]
9 [+PAT]
10[+Acc]

'Mino sprayed water onto the roots of the tree in the
garden. '
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since the locative-marked nominals hold the usual intrinsic

semantic relations to each other, the rightmost locative

noun gets the [+focs] feature, while the other locative ones

have a [-foes] feature. The LR will index the proper NPs to

the proper contextual features on the verb and the sentence

will have the right semantic interpretations.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, I discussed MCCs in Korean in

accordance with lexicase postulates. For the MCCs, I

proposed that Korean grammar allows MCCs such as MNCs, MACs,

and MLCs. When nominals in a sentence have the same case

relations, they are interpreted as having the same referent.

When they have the same case relation, only the rightmost NP

has a complement case relation and the others have optional

adjunct case relations. In such constructions, the

rightmost constituent has the [+focs] feature, and others

have the [-foes] feature. The correct distribution of

[+focs] and [-foes] nominals in MCCs is constrained by a

Redundancy rule. By analyzing Korean MCCs in this way, I

can confirm the theory of lexicase without violating the one

bar constraint, the One per Sent constraint, and the

monostratal constraint. The dependency grammar requirement

that each dependent be indexed with a contextual feature in

its regent's matrix is also maintained.

-_..-._- ---------- -_. ----
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CHAPTER 4

CASE RELATION-CHANGING PROCESSES IN KOREAN

4.1 Introduction

I have so far discussed types of verbs in Korean in

terms of their case frames. Against this background, in

this chapter I explore case relation-changing phenomena such

as causativization.

Case relation-changing processes, which have also been

called argument-changing processes in different analyses

(cf. Baker 1988, Marantz 1984), have been discussed in terms

of configurational structures, that is, whether causative

and passive constructions are biclausal or monoclausal, and

whether or not morphological causatives and syntactic

causatives are synonymous. Yang (1972, 1974), for example,

argues for biclausal status for Korean morphological

causatives and for the synonymity of morphological and

periphrastic causatives, while Shibatani (1973, 1975) and

Song (1978) argue against the biclausal and synonymity

analysis. In the current study, I take the position that

morphological and periphrastic causatives have different

constructions for reasons which will be discussed in section

4.2.

On the basis of the discussion in previous chapters, I

attempt to capture generalizations about causative

constructions by introducing Derivational rules and

_...__...._------ .-' ----_ ..__....
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Morphological rules and showing the changes in valency of

the input and output.

In section 4.2, causative constructions are discussed.

In the subsections of 4.2, I characterize the causative

constructions, discuss their syntactic and semantic

properties, consider the types of Korean causative

constructions and their properties; review previous

analyses, and finally present the lexicase analysis for each

construction. section 4.3 summarizes this chapter.

4.2 causative constructions in Korean

4.2.1 Characterization of causative Constructions

In this subsection, I characterize causative

constructions. Linguists have presented many different

perspectives on causative constructions. For example,

Shibatani (1976:239-40) defines causatives as follows:

(1)

a. The relation between the two events is such
that the speaker believes that the occurrence of
one event, the 'caused event'; has been realized
at t2, which is after ti, the time of the 'causing
event' .
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b. The relation between the causing and the
caused event is such that the speaker believes
that the occurrence of the caused event is wholly
dependent on the occurrence of the causing event;
the dependency of the two events here must be to
the extent that it allows the speaker to entertain
a counterfactual inference that the caused event
would not have taken place at that particular time
if the causing event had not taken place, provided
that all else had remained the same.

The characterization that Shibatani presents is mainly based

on the semantic situational properties of causative

constructions, or as he called it the 'causative situation'.

Basically, I do not object to Shibatani's definition, but I

suggest that in addition to the semantic characterization,

we also need to consider the syntactic properties (see Song

(1990:105) for criticism of Shibatani's position).

I now discuss the syntactic properties of causative

constructions. Consider the following morphological and

periphrastic causative constructions in Korean:

(2 )
a. Mira-ka wul-ess-ta.

-Nom cry-Pst-Oec
'Mira cried.'

b. Mino-ka Mira-luI wul-li -ess-ta.
-Nom -Acc cry-CAUS-Pst-Oec

'Mino caused Mira to cry. I

c. Mino-ka Mira-luI wul-key hay -ss -tao
-Nom -Acc cry-COMP cause-Pst-OEC

'Mino caused Mira to cry.'

(2a) is not a causative sentence, while (2b) and (2c) are

causative sentences. (2a) does not involve a causing

activity. It is a description about an event which has been

performed by an actor. (2b) and (2c) involve a causing
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action: The actor causes the action of 'crying' by the

Patient. Thus, it may first be pointed out that two

actants, causer and causee, must be involved in causative

sentences.

As we compare sentence (2a) with (2b) and (2c), then we

will notice that (2a) and (2c) contain a new causer that is

not present in (2a). Furthermore, the causative sentence in

(2b) bears the extra causative formative -Ii immediately

after the verb root and (2c) involves a verb complement

embedded under the matrix causative verb ha-.

I can now extract the following properties of causative

constructions from the exemplary sentences in (2).

(3) Characterization of causative constructions in Korean

a. There should be a causer and a causee in the
semantic content.

b. causative constructions have corresponding
non-causative constructions.

c. causative constructions are formed by
affixational or zero derivation in morphological
causatives and complementation in periphrastic
causatives.

From the second characterization, I can limit our causative

constructions to the morphological and periphrastic

causatives, excluding the suppletive causatives such as kill

in English and ponay- 'send' in Korean. In the generative

semantics perspective, the verbs such as kill and ponay- may

be semantically decomposed into 'CAUSE to die' or 'CAUSE to

go', respectively, and these verbs would then be included as

causative verbs. However, these abstract semantic primes
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cannot be ~epresented as terminal nodes in the constrained

lexicase theory; consequently, kill or ponay- cannot have a

corresponding non-causative sentence, and also these verbs

are not derived by syntactic or morphological operations.

4.2.2 Types of causative constructions in Korean

In this subsection, I discuss various types of Korean

causative constructions and their properties. Korean

causative constructions are primarily divided into

morphological and periphrastic causatives.

4.2.2.1 Morphological causative constructions

Morphological causative constructions in Korean have

been also called affixal, short, direct, or lexical

causative constructions. All these different names in fact

characterize morphological causative constructions well:

Morphological causative constructions are formed by

attaching a causative affix after a verb stem. These

constructions are shorter than syntactic causative

constructions. with respect to the causing action,

morphological causatives are direct rather than indirect,

and these constructions are called lexical, because

morphological causative verbs are lexicalized independent

words.

The morphological causative construction is a single

clause which includes a verb derived from a non-causative by
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a lexicon-internal process which changes the case frame and

modifies the stern by suffixation. In Korean, -hi may be the

typical causative sUffix, but it is not an independent

underlying element from which the other suffixes are

realized. The causative morpheme -hi has several

allomorphemic variants, such as -i, -ki, -Ii, -kwu, -wu, and

-chwu. These variants are partially but not completely

predictable from phonological information alone.

Let us consider the following morphological causative

sentence:

(4)
a. Mino-ka Mira-luI wus -ki -ess-ta.

Mino-Nom Mira-Acc smile-CAUS-Pst-OEC
+Nom +Acc
AGT PAT
'Mino caused Mira to smile.'

b. Mira-ka wus -ess-ta.
Mira-Nom smile-Pst-OEC
+Nom
PAT
'Mira smi led. '

(4a) is a morphological causative sentence, where the

causative verb is formed by attaching the causative suffix

-ki after the verb stem wus- 'to smile'. (4b) is the

corresponding non-causative sentence. The non-causative

verb wus- in (4b) is an intransitive verb. In a lexicase

analysis, it is a verb which requires a Patient subject

marked with the nominative case form. The causative verb

wuski- in (4a) is the corresponding transitive verb, which

requires an Agent sUbject and a Patient object marked with

the nominative and accusative case forms, respectively.
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For such sentence pairs in Korean (and in many other

languages), the accusative Patient in the causative sentence

matches the nominative Patient of the corresponding

non-causative sentence.

Now let us consider causative constructions formed from

transitive verbs. In case of causative constructions

derived from transitive verbs, the grammatical mapping

between the two constructions is somewhat more complicated.

Note the following examples:

(5)
a. Mira-ka meli-lul pis -ess-ta.

-Nom hair-Acc comb-Pst-OEC
AGT1 PAT
'Mira combed her hair.'

b. Mino-ka Mira-eykey
-Nom -Oat

AGT2
'Mino combed Mira's

meli-lul
hair-Acc
PAT
hair. '

pis -ki -ess-ta.
comb-CAUS-Pst-OEC

pis -ki -ess-ta.
comb-CAUS-Pst-OEC

Mira-luI meli-lul
-Acc hair-Acc

PAT
combed Mira's hair.'

Mino-ka
-Nom

AGT2
'Mino

c.

(5a) is a transitive sentence which has an Agent and a

Patient. For native speakers of Korean, (5b) is a natural

and unmarked causative sentence, where the causee carries

the dative case marker1 -eykey. (5c) is a causative

sentence where the accusative marker -luI appears on the

causee nominal, resulting in two accusative-marked nominals

in the clause. Sentences such as (5c) have been called

1 Though in the current study, we consider it to be an
animate locative marker, it will sometimes be glossed as Oat
for ease of discussion.
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double object or double accusative constructions by

linguists (cf. Park 1981, 1982). Thus, one can recognize

from (5b) and (5c) that the causee nominal shows a case form

alternation between dative and accusative markers.

In the sentences in (4) and (5), morphological

causative sentences are formed with a causative verb which

is suffixed by a causative suffix (in this case -ki) , they

involve causer and causee, and they have corresponding

non-causative sentences. The morphological causative

sentence entails the realization of the resulting caused

action performed by the causee.

In this study, I attempt to account for the above

phenomena which exhibit case form alternations.

4.2.2.2 Periphrastic causative constructions

Periphrastic causative constructions (PCCs) have also

been called long, indirect, syntactic, or clausal causative

constructions. The PCCs have a biclausal structure made up

of an embedded (finite) clause marked by the complementizer

-key and a causative matrix verb ha 'to do', mantul- 'to

make', or sikhi- 'to have'. There is, however, a

controversial analysis whereby the Korean periphrastic

causative results from a clause union, which means it is a

single clause (Gerdts 1986, 1987). However, every aspect of

PCCs supports a biclausal analysis. I discuss evidence for

the biclausal analysis in section 4.2.3.2. Prior to that, I
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first discuss properties of each type of periphrastic

causative construction.

4.2.2.2.1 -key ha- 'cause to do' Causatives

Consider the following examples:

( 6 )
a. Mino-ka Mira-lul wus -key hay -ss -tao

Mino-Nom Mira-Ace smile-COMP CAUS-Pst-DEC
'Mino caused Mira to smile.'

b. Mira-ka wus -ess-ta.
-Nom smile-Pst-DEC

'Mira smiled.'

In (6), the complementizer -key and the matrix verb ha- in

the periphrastic causative correspond to -ki, which is a

morphologically conditioned variant of -hi, in the

morphological causatives in (4a), and the two causatives

share the same verb stem wus- 'to smile'. Whether or not

the complementizer -key has semantic content is a debatable

issue. H. Sohn (1973) and Patterson (1974) note that the

complementizer -key can be interpreted as 'in such a way' or

'so that'. Song (1990:53) also notes that -key has its own

meaning of purpose or goal, marking a purposive subordinate

clause, unlike a semantically empty complementizer such as

English that, which only functions as a clause boundary

marker. In this study, I do not discuss the status of -key,

but I treat it as a kind of inflectional verbal suffix on

the ground that it is quite productive.
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Not all periphrastic -key ha- causatives have

corresponding morphological causatives; some verbs do not

have a morphological causative form at all. Note the

examples in (7):

( 7 )
a. Mino-ka na-eykey Mira-luI manna-key hay -ss -tao

-Nom I -Dat -Acc meet -COMP CAUS-Pst-DEC
'Mino made me meet Mira. '

b. *Mino-ka na-eykey Mira-luI manna-hi -ess-ta.
-Nom I -Dat -Acc meet -CAUS-Pst-DEC

The -key ha- causative sentence in (7a) is grammatical, but

the morphological causative in (7b) is ungrammatical. This

gap is accidental and there is no principled way to predict

this phenomenon. This property supports a lexical

derivation analysis, since lexical derivation is typically

non-productive. The -key ha- causative is very productive.

Any verb can have a corresponding -key ha- causative

construction, regardless of whether it is stative or

nonstative, transitive or intransitive, while the

morphological causative formation is less productive.

4.2.2.2.2 -key mantul- 'make to do' Causatives

In addition to the -key ha-, -key mantul- also serves

as a PCC. The causative -key mantul- is similar to -key ha

in terms of configurational structure and productivity. The

literal meaning of the verb mantul- is 'to make', and the

verb mantul- occurs in simple transitive constructions just
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as English 'make' does. Thus, this causative corresponds

closely to the English 'make' causative construction.

(8)
a. Mino-ka na-eykey Mira-luI

-Nom I -Dat -Acc
'Mino made me meet Mira. '

manna-key mantul-ess-ta.
meet -COMP CAUS -Pst-DEC

b. Nay-ka Mira-luI manna-ss -tao
I -Nom -Acc meet -Pst-DEC
'I met Mira. I

The -key mantul- causative constructions also exhibit

case form alternations on the causee nominals, as do -key

ha- causatives. Note the following examples, where the

causee has Dat, Acc, and Nom marker:

(9)
a. Mino-ka na-eykey Mira-luI

-Nom I -Dat -Acc
'Mino made me meet Mira. '

manna-key mantul-ess-ta.
meet -COMP CAUS -Pst-DEC

b. Mino-ka na-Iul Mira-luI manna-key mantul-ess-ta.
-Nom I -Acc -Acc meet -COMP CAUS -Pst-DEC

C. Mino-ka nay-ka Mira-luI manna-key mantul-ess-ta.
-Nom I -Nom -Acc meet-COMP CAUS -Pst-DEC

4.2.2.2.3 -key sikhi- 'force to do' Causatives

With respect to the verb sikhi- 'to ma~e tu QU', it

should be pointed out that the verb sikhi- serves as the

matrix verb of a syntactic causative as well as an

independent ditransitive verb. Note the following example:

(10)
a. Mino-nun na--eykey

-Top I -Dat
'Mino made me meet

Mira-luI manna-key sikhi-ess-ta.
-Acc meet -COMP make -Pst-DEC

Mira. '



b. Mino-nun na-eykey ku il -luI
-Top I -Dat that work-Acc

'Mino made me do that work.'

sikhi-ess-ta.
order-Pst-DEC
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c. Nay-ka Mira-luI manna-ss -tao
I -Nom -Acc meet -Pst-DEC
'I met Mira. I

(lOa) is similar to the syntactic causatives -key ha- and

-key mantul- in terms of its configurational structure and

productivity. (lOb) is an example of the independent

non-causative usage of the verb sikhi-.

The -key sikhi- causative also shows the three case

form alternations of the causee nominals, as shown in (11).

( 11)
a. Mino-nun na-eykey

-Top I -Dat
'Mino made me meet

Mira-luI manna-key sikhi-ess-ta.
-Acc meet -caMP make -Pst-DEC

Mira. '

b. Mino-nun na-Iul Mira-Iul manna-key sikhi-ess-ta.
-Top I -Acc -Acc meet -CaMP make -Pst-DEC

c. Mino-nun nay-ka Mira-luI manna-key sikhi-ess-ta.
-Top I -Nom -Acc meet -CaMP make -Pst-DEC

4.2.3 Previous Research on causatives in Korean

4.2.3.1 Morphological Causative Constructions

4.2.3.1.1 Merger Analysis

A proposal has suggested that morphological causatives

can be accounted for in terms of a morphological merger

theory (Marantz 1984, Park 1986). The merger theory was

proposed by Marantz to explain the nature of grammatical

---_._-_..
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relations of languages, and was adopted by K. Park (1986) to

account for Korean morphological causative and passive

constructions. It is a version of the Government and

Binding theory. As a result, Marantz's theory maintains

various fundamental assumptions of GB theory, though he has

slightly different views in some aspects.

Marantz attempts to provide the theory to connect

semantic roles and grammatical relations in sentences. He

proposes different levels of representation for the

gr3mmatical structure of a sentence, l-s structure,

s-structure, surface structure, and phonological structure.

The following is a model of grammar proposed by Marantz

(1984:7) :

(12)
l-s structure

Move alpha <-------general principle

1
surface structure ------ s structure

I
phonological structure

The l-s structure contains the logico-semantic

relations which hold between constituents of a sentence.

The s(yntactic) structure of a sentence represents the

grammatical relations between a verb phrase and its sUbject

or the relation between a verb and its object, and the

surface structure shows phrase structure constituents and

the structural relations of constituents, string adjacency

----------- ------------
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and morphology-connected relations of case marking and

agreement.

with respect to causative constructions, Marantz

(1984:261) defines the morphologically derived causative

constructions as follows:

First the head verbs are morphologically derived
causative forms. Second the causative verb
formation process that produces the derived
causative verbs is productive. Third, although
they contain two logical clauses, the causative
constructions under discussion constitute a single
surface sentence. Finally, the semantics of the
derived causative constructions is predictable,
conveying the basic meaning 'causer causes that
5' .

Morphological causative constructions in Korean do not meet

the second characteristic in his definition, because Korean

morphological causatives are not productive.

Marantz claims that inasmuch as the causative affix

shows on the root verb at the surface, the morphological

merger between root and affix must take place at some level

of syntactic representation, at I-s, or at s structure. He

cites a causative sentence from Chi-Mwi:ni, provided here in

(13), to illustrate morphological merger that takes place at

s structure (Marantz 1984:267).

(13 )
Mwa:limu ~ -wa-andik-ish -iz-e wa:na xati.
teacher 5P-OP-write-CAU5E-T/A children letter
'The teacher made the children write a letter.'

Marantz (1984:268-9) states that in Chi-Mwi:ni, the

merger takes place at s structure. The causative affix -ish

is located under the matrix verb node at the pre-merger s
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structure as in (14). After the merger, the derived

causative verb shows -ish on root verb andik, as shown in

(14) and (15):

(14)

mwa:limu
teacher

wa:na
children

wa:na
children

xatiwa:na

after merger
S

lr-----'-----.,r
NP VP

l:----I-~r
V NP NP

rl-r
V p

mwa: 1 imu I I
-andik-ish

(15)

After merger takes place, the derived causative verb becomes

a single word and complex causative verb heads its own

clause as shown in (15).

Park (1986), following Marantz's framework, attempts to

account for transitivity alternation phenomena such as

causative and passive constructions in Korean. He assumes

that affixes carry features of their own argument
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structures, including transitivity features, and they enter

the lexicon as independent lexical entries in the same way

lexical words do.

Park claims that the causative sUffix -hi (with its

allomorphs) has two distinct syntactic functions. First, it

can behave as a real causative verb like make and cause in

English and -sase in Japanese. Second, it can also

participate in transitivity alternations when attached to a

certain set of verbs.

In addition to the above assumptions, Park also claims

that the causative suffix and the passive sUffix in Korean

are in fact identical lexical sUffixes, and therefore they

do not have distinct lexical entries. Park (1986:36) posits

just one lexical entry with two subentries for both

causative and passive affixes, as in (16).

(16) Lexical entry for causative and passive affix

i kWi

~itiVe]
.r>:

V S 'cause' (caused)
[-logical sUb] [+logical sub]

If the left branch of the subentries in (16) is chosen, by

virtue of having the feature [-log sub], it turns out to be

a passive word; while if the right branch is chosen, it will

be a causative word.

Park represents the lexical entry of the causative verb

ul-li- 'cry-CADS', as in (17):
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(17)

(0»
a.
D-str

b.
S-str:

'cause' (X 'cry'
V, [+log sub]

1-----1
- - - - - ,

'cry' (0) 'cause' (caused)
[-log sUb) [+log sub]

[+transitive]

1---1----1

[-transitive) [+transitive)

c.
Phonological Form:

ul-i

1--_1_--1

ul i

On the basis of adverbial modification, which may cause

ambiguous readings in a sentence, Park assumes that some

derived causatives in Korean have an embedded proposition,

while the others constitute a single clause at D-structure,

depending on the verb stem to which the causative affix is

attached. For the sentence in (18), he posits aD-structure

as in (19), since the insertion of the adverb olaytongan

'for a long time' does not cause an ambiguous reading.

(18)
John-i kong-ul olaytongan kwul-li -ess-ta.
John-Nom ball-Acc for a long time roll-CAUS-Pst-Dec
(i) 'John rolled the ball for a long time.'
(ii) '*John caused that the ball rolled for a long time.'
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(p.29)
kong
'ball'

S-----------NP ~

NP V3

~
V1 V2
I I

kwulu hi
'roll' 'CAUS'

John

(19)

After morphological merger takes place at D-structure, the

S-structure for the morphological causative sentences

becomes a monoclausal sentence.

I agree with Park's claim that the causative morpheme

can participate in transitivity alternations when attached

to a certain set of verbs. However, his claim that it

behaves as a real causative verb is not tenable except in a

circular sense. The causative suffixes in Korean do not

behave as verbs. First, they do not appear as independent

verbs elsewhere but appear only to be suffixed to quite a

limited set of verb stems as causative verb formatives.

Furthermore, they do not have any properties that ordinary

verbs have. For example, they cannot be negated,

passivized, honorified, and so forth.

Park's claim that the causative and passive suffixes in

Korean are identical lexical suffixes is not plausible,

either, because (1) if a given sequence of phonemes has two

different meanings and two different distributions, it must

constitute two different lexical entries, in accordance with

the standard Saussurean sign criterion; and (2) most

causative and passive verbs, which are morphologically

--- -.-.----- .
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derived, are not ambiguous between causative and passive

meaning. Only a few verbs are ambiguous.

Park's attempt to reduce causative and passive

formatives to one abstract formative seems to raise

problems. For one thing, as he noticed, morphological

causative and passive morphemes do not coincide with each

other. There is no principled way to predict the

distinctness that is shown in (20). The verb in (20a) is a

causative verb having the causative suffix -i, while (20b)

is a passive verb having the passive suffix -hi.

(20)
a. mek-i-ta
b. mek-hi-ta

'eat-CAUS-DEC'
'eat-PASS-DEC'

Second, causative forms do not necessarily have

corresponding passive forms, and vice versa, as (21) shows.

Consequently, the claim that one abstract verb has two

subentries is almost vacuous.

(21)
a. swum-ki-ta 'hide-CAUS-DEC'

*ppayss-ki-ta 'deprive-CAUS-DEC'

b. *swum-ki-ta
ppayss-ki-ta

'hide-PASS-DEC'
'deprive-PASS-DEC'

Another claim of Park's -- that some causative verbs

have monoclausal sources, while others are biclausal, as

shown in (18) and (19) -- raises problems, because it is not

clear how this fact can be specified in the grammar and how

overgeneration can be avoided. Furthermore, under Park's

view, every causative suffix has its own argument structure.
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since D-structure is determined by the argument structure of

the lexical item, the logical sUbject of the causative

suffix must be present in the I-s or D-structure of the

causative constructions. This fact contradicts his

assumption if he posits double sources in D-structure, mono

and biclausal, for the causative sentences.

The assumption made by Marantz and Park differs from

that in lexicase. The grammar of lexicase is a word grammar

and only an independent word can enter the lexicon, so

affixes never have a chance to enter the lexicon.

4.2.3.1.2 Incorporation Analysis

In this subsection, I outline Incorporation Theory as

proposed by Baker (1988), and discuss whether this theory is

able to account for the Korean morphological causative

constructions. I conclude that Incorporation Theory would

not be appropriate in accounting for morphological causative

constructions in Korean.

According to Baker, the level of D-structure is a

representation of thematic structure. In order to

characterize this level of D-structure, he proposes the

Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH). The UTAH

states that identical thematic relationships between items

are represented by identical structural relationships

between those items at the level of D-structure (Baker

1988: 46) .
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On the basis of the UTAH, Baker attempts to account for

Chichewa (a Bantu language) causative constructions.

Chichewa shows two types of causative constructions,

unincorporated (22a) and incorporated (22b).

(22)
a. Mtsikana

girl
'The girl

ana-chit-its-a kuti mtsuko
AGR-do-make-ASP that waterpot
made the waterpot fall.'

u-gw-e.
AGR-fall-ASP

b. Mtsikana anau-gw-ets-a mtsuko.
girl AGR-fall-make-ASP waterpot
'The girl made the waterpot fall.'

since the two sentences in (22) have identical thematic

relations, Baker (1988:47-9), in accordance with the UTAH

hypothesis, proposes that the two sentences have identical

underlying structures, as shown in (23): Mtsikana 'girl' is

an agent of the matrix verb its 'make' and mtsuko 'waterpot'

is a theme of -gw- 'fall' in both sentences. 2

Mtsikana
'girl'

(23)
S

l----I-----,r
NP VP

-r-I r
V S

I -r-I_ ,
its NP VP

'make' I I
mtsuko V

'waterpot' I
gw

'fall'

2 According to stanley starosta (p.c.), fall would be
an unaccusative verb in a Chomskyan analysis. If so, then
waterpot should be the object of the verb rather than the
subject. For details, see Rosen (1984).
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The causative sentence in (22b) is a result of verb

incorporation, that is, -gw- 'fall' in the lower clause

moves to the matrix verb -its- 'make' to be incorporated and

the result is a morphological causative sentence.

The surface structure of (22b) will look roughly as in

(24). The verb -gw- 'fall' moves left to the verb its

'make', leaving its trace.

Mtsikana
'girl'

(24 )
s

l----I----r
NP VP

l,----I----,r
V s

,'I r--1---r
V' V NP VP
1

1
I I I

gw ets mtsuko V
'fall' 'make' 'waterpot' I

ti

Baker's incorporation and Marantz's merger theory seem to

share the same idea in that the causative morpheme is an

independent verb at some non-final level of syntactic

representation.

Baker's claim is that because morphological causatives

have corresponding syntactic causatives, where both have the

identical thematic relations, morphological causatives must

undergo head to head movement, that is, the lower verb moves

to the higher verb. 3

3 Baker says that incorporation is a subcase of
Move-Alpha, where the bar-level feature of Alpha is taken to
be zero. If this is the case, then it means that
Incorporation should obey the conditions on Move-Alpha, such
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Let us now consider whether Incorporation Theory can be

relied on to account for the Korean morphological causative

constructions. In accordance with Baker's UTAH, the

sentences in (25) will have the identical underlying

structure. (25a) and (25b) will have a biclausal

O-structure, as illustrated in (26a) and (26b),

respectively:

(25)
a. Mino-ka

-Nom
'Mino fed

Mira-eykey
-Oat

Mira food. I

pap -ul
food-Ace

mek-i -ess-ta.
eat-CAUS-Pst-OEC

b. Mino-ka Mira-eykey pap -ul mek-key ha -yess-ta.
-Nom -Oat food-Ace eat-COMP CAUS-Pst -DEC

'Mino caused Mira to eat food.'

( 26)
a. S

I
I

I
NP I'

I
I

I
VP I

I
I

I
CP V
I
C'

I
I

I
IP C

I
I

I
NP II

I
I

I
VP I

I
I

I
Mino NP V

Mira I I
pap mek i ess-ta

as the ECP and SUbjacency. However, his claim about verb
incorporation would not work unless he makes some revisions,
because the trace left behind after movement would not be
properly governed (cf. Jeong 1988).
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b. S

I
I

I
NP I I

I
I

I
VP I

I
I

I
CP v
I
CI

I
I

I
IP C

I
I

I
NP II

I
I

I
VP I

I
I

I
Mino NP V

Mira I I
pap mek key ha yess-ta

Korean causative constructions differ from those in

Chichewa in that Korean does not have the relationship

between incorporated and unincorporated causatives. In

Chichewa the same causative verb itsjets, which is a

phonological varient, are used in both unincorporated and

incorporated constructions, as in (22), but Korean uses the

totally different causative verb ha- and affix -hi-. Thus,

I cannot consider that (25a) is derived from (25b) by

applying head to head movement, because the syntactic

causative construction employs the causative verb -ha, while

the morphological causative construction employs suffixes,

-i-, -hi-, -ki-, etc. Therefore, I have to posit that

Korean has two different types of causative constructions,

morphological and periphrastic.

The claim that (26a) is not an appropriate structure

for morphological causatives can be supported by the
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honorific phenomenon. Some verbs in Korean exhibits a

contrast between honorific and plain verbs as in (27):

(27) honorific plain
cwumwusi- ca- 'to sleep'
tolakasi- cwuk- 'to die'
kyeysi- iss- 'to be'
capswusi- mek- 'to eat'

When the subject noun is a de~erential noun, the

honorific verb should be used, as the example in (28) shows:

(28)
Halmenim -kkeyse cwumwusin-ta/*ca -nta.
grandmother-Nom sleep:HON-OEC/sleep-OEC
'Grandmother is sleeping.'

Honorific phenomena turn out differently for

morphological and periphrastic causatives. The -key ha-

causative in (29) uses the honorific verb capswusi-, not the

plain verb mek-, whereas the morphological causative in (30)

uses the plain verb mek-, not the honorific verb capswusi-.

Korean never uses honorific verbs with morphological

causatives, even though the causee is a deferential noun,

but can use periphrastic causatives in the same situation.

What this means is that the causee in morphological

causative sentences cannot be the sUbject of the verb

(embedded verb in Baker's sense).

(29)
a. Mira-ka halmenim -kkey pap -ul capswusi-key

-Nom grandmother-Oat food-Acc eat -COMP

hay -ss -tao
CAUS-Pst-OEC

b. *Mira-ka halmenim-kkey pap-ul mek-key hay-ss-ta.
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( 30)
a. Mira-ka halmenim -kkey yak -ul mek-i -ess-ta.

-Nom grandmother-Dat medicine-Ace eat-CAUS-Pst-DEC
'Mira feed the medicine to grandmother. '

b. *Mira-ka halmenim-kkey yak-ul capswusi-i -ess-ta.
eat:HON -CAUS-Pst-DEC

An additional point which shows that (26a) is not the

right structure is related to the case forms of the causee

nominal. In syntactic causatives, the causee nominal can be

marked with various case forms such as nominative, dative,

and accusative, as I noted in section 4.2.2. However, in

morphological causatives, the causee is never realized with

the nominative marker. If it is true that morphological and

periphrastic causatives have the same structure, then it

would be difficult to explain why the causee nominals in the

two constructions would behave differently in terms of case

marking. Therefore, one cannot expect that the causee can

be a sUbject of the embedded verb at any level of

representation in morphological causatives. There are other

difficulties with treating Korean morphological causative

constructions in terms of Incorporation Theory, but they

will not be discussed further here. (For details, see Jeong

1988.)

4.2.3.2 Periphrastic causative Constructions

with respect to previous analyses of the PCCs, two

major claims have been outlined: A monoclausal approach

(cf. Gerdts 1986, 1987) and a biclausal analysis (Cho 1987,
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Lee 1990). I now review the monoclausal analysis, an

approach different from the position taken in the current

study.

Gerdts (1986, 1987) proposes within a Relational

Grammar framework that Korean -key ha- causatives involve

causative Clause Union. That is, at the initial level of

syntactic structure -key ha- causatives are biclausal, but

at a later level, they are monoclausal, formed by Clause

Union, which means that each element in the downstairs

clause is assigned a relation in the upstairs clause.

In this study, I will argue against the Clause Union

analysis in terms of adverbial modification and pronominal

appearance in embedded subject position.

As Lee (1990) has mentioned, conflicting time adverbs

can not appear more than once in a clause, as the following

examples show:

(31 )
a. *Mino-ka

-Nom
'Yesterday

ecey chayk-ul olul sa -ss -tao
yesterday book -Acc today buy-Pst-DEC
Mino today bought a book.'

b. *Mino-ka ecey tongsayng-ul onul ul -li -ess-ta.
-Nom yesterday sister -Acc today cry-CAUS-Pst-OEC

'Mino yesterday made sister cry today.'

The sentence in (31) is ungrammatical, because conflicting

time adverbs have occurred twice in a clause. (31b) shows

that morphological causatives are a monoclausal sentence by

this criterion.
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As the following grammatical example shows, however,

the conflicting time adverbs can appear twice when there is

a clear clause boundary:

(32)
Mino-ka ecey na-eykey

-Nom yesterday I -to
olul chayk-ul sa -keyss-tako
today book -Acc buy-will -DEC

yaksokhay-ss -tao
promise -Pst-DEC

'Mino yesterday promised me that he will bUy the book
today. '

Now let us consider the grammaticality of the causative

sentence that is used with two conflicting time adverbs.

(33) shows that the periphrastic causative construction

allows conflicting time adverbs to appear.

(33)
a. Mino-ka ecey na-ka onul chayk-ul sa -key

-Nom yesterday I -Nom today book -Acc buy-COMP

hay -ss -tao
CAUS-Pst-DEC

'Mino yesterday made me bUy a book today.'

b. Mino-ka ecey na-eykey
-Nom yesterday I -Oat

sa -key hay -5S -tao
buy-COMP CAUS-Pst-OEC

onul chayk-ul
today book -Acc

c. Mino-ka ecey na-lul
-Nom yesterday I -Acc

sa -key hay -ss -tao
buy-COMP CAUS-Pst-DEC

onul chayk-ul
today book -Acc

Therefore, it can be claimed that the -key ha- causative

constructions have an internal clause boundary.

Consequently, the Clause Union analysis for Korean causative

constructions is not adequate.
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Another argument is related to the occurrence of

(pro)nominals in the embedded sUbject position in causative

constructions. Note the following examples:

(34 )
a. Mira-ka Mino-eykey ku-ka 0 -key

-Nom -Oat he-Nom come-COMP
'Mira made Mino (he) come.'

hay -ss -tao
CAUS-Pst-OEC

b. Mira-ka
-Nom

Mino-Iul ku-ka 0 -key hay -ss -tao
-Acc he-Nom come-COMP CAUS-Pst-OEC

(34a) and (34b) allow pronominal ku 'he', which refers to

the causee in the embedded sUbject position. This proves

that there is a clause boundary in the periphrastic

causative constructions, since otherwise these sentences

would be a violation of the binding condition on the

appearance of a pronoun and its antecedent.

Based on evidence mentioned above, I propose that the

Korean periphrastic causative constructions has a biclausal

structure and reject the Clause Union analysis. 4

4.2.4 Lexicase Treatment

A lexicase analysis for Korean morphological and

periphrastic causative constructions will be presented in

this section.

4 Cho (1992) proposes an incorporation analysis for
Korean PCCs. However, such analysis will be problematic,
because Korean has overt complementizer -key. As Li (1990)
has noted, languagaes with overt complementizer do not have
incorporation.
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4.2.4.1 Morphological causative construction

I have shown how other analyses would handle the Korean

morphological causatives. Now, I offer a lexicase approach

to account for Korean causative constructions.

In the lexicase framework, a grammatical structure is

fully specified in the lexicon. The lexicon is a list of

exceptions and an inventory of all those elements of a

language which cannot be predicted. The lexicon contains

actual rather than potential words. Derivational and

inflectional affixes which are not minimal free forms, that

is, 'words' in the classic Bloomfieldian sense, do not have

an entry in the lexicon, and do not have their own branches

in a syntactic representation tree. In fact, since lexicase

morphology is WP (word and paradigm) rather than IA (item

and arrangement), the approach used in structuralist and

Chomskyan grammar, morphemes as such are not listed in a

lexicase grammar at all.

These are two major assumptions which are fundamentally

different from the IA assumptions of the other theories

mentioned above. Thus, in Korean, affixes such as -hi

'passive morpheme' or -ess 'past tense' exist in the grammar

only as unbracketed parts of stems and words or as elements

introduced by DRs or MRs, as follows:



(35)
DR-l

MR-2

+v
+trns
@Fi
1 [+AGT]

+v
-trns
@Fi
+lctn
+pssv
1[+LOC]

hi]

ess]/[+past]

182

DR-15 allows the creation of new intransitive passive verbs

ending in -hi by analogy with transitive verbs. In DR-1, Fi

is a set of one or more non-contextual features and @ is

either + or - the sign of each of the features. The

integer before the contextual case relation feature is used

to index an NP to state a correspondence between the

different case relations in the matrices of the verbs.

Thus, in this example, the Agent NP of the active transitive

verb corresponds to the Locus NP of the derived passive

verb. MR-2 adds the suffix -ess to verbs for the

inflectional feature [+past]. Thus neither Passive nor Past

needs to be listed as a separate entry in the lexicon, and

since neither rule introduces a boundary marker, passive and

past tense forms do not have internal structure. All

derived forms are listed in the lexicon. The only

exceptions are those words whose existence, form, and

meaning are totally predictable by rule, such as English

words derived by participial -ing and nominalizing -ness.

5 We are now replacing the fletched arrow >---> used in
previous lexicase analyses by':' to emphasize the fact that
DRs are non-directional/bidirectional analogical patterns.
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In accordance with the lexicase triune sign analysis,

each lexical entry has three parts, sound, meaning, and

distribution. The distribution of individual lexical items

is represented by contextual features. Features are the

basic descriptive mechanism in lexicase. Generalizations

about relationships between lexical items are captured by

similarities among feature matrices of lexical entries. For

example, in DR-1 the sharing of the feature [@Fi] reflects

the semantic relationship between the derived and nonderived

verbs.

The lexicase version of dependency grammar is

monostratal, so sentences cannot be related by

transformational rules applying to a shared underlying

syntactic representation. Instead, two sentences are

related to the extent that they share identical or regularly

corresponding lexical items or regularly corresponding

features on related lexical items. For example, active and

passive sentences can be related by a lexical rule which is

derivational: The rule states that in Korean the AGT NP of

the active verb corresponds to the LOC NP of the passive

sentence, and that the derived passive differs in the

semantic feature [+pssv] from the corresponding active verb.

The relationships between sentences are captured by

lexical rules, and there is no deep structure in lexicase.

Morphological causative verbs in Korean are derived in the

lexicon. Let us now consider how a lexicase analysis can

handle the Korean causative constructions.

---_._-_...._._-
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First, I consider the argument structure for a

ditransitive verb such as cwu- 'to give'. Note the

following examples:

cwu-ess-ta.
+v
+trns
+past

chayk-ul
+N
+Acc
PAT

Mira-eykey
+N
+Lcv
LOC

( 36)
a. Mino-ka

+N
+Nom
actr
AGT
'Mino gave a book to Mira.'

cwu-ess-ta.
+v
+trns
+past

chayk-ul
+N
+Acc
PAT

Mira-luI
+N
+Acc
COR

Mino-ka
+N
+Nom
actr
AGT
'Mino gave Mira a book.'

b.

The difference between the case marking of the two sentences

in (36) can be captured by the different case relations.

Mira-eykey in (36a) bears the Locus relation to the verb,

marked by the Locative case form in Korean, while Mira-luI

in (36b) has the Correspondent relation to the verb, marked

by the Accusative case form. Since the case frames are

different in the two sentences, and since not all triadic

verb roots can occur in both patterns, the verb cwu- 'to

give' has two separate entries in the lexicon, cwu-l and

cwu-2. I should regard (36a) and (36b) as having different

perspectives, since two sentences are different in that

(36a) has a neutral meaning, where each NP has equal status

and no NP is especially emphasized, while (36b) has a

meaning focused on Mira, In (36a), Mira is treated as the

destination of. the book, whereas, in (36b), Mira is regarded

as more directly affected by the action.

--_.__._.' --._---- .----- .
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The analysis I propose in this chapter is based on the

analysis proposed within a lexicase framework by unetani et

ale (1987) for grammatically parallel Japanese sentences, as

illustrated in (37) and (38):

(37)
John ga sensei ni tegami 0 okutta.
+Nom +crsp +Acc +trns
AGT COR PAT +lctn
'John sent a letter to the teacher. ,

(38)
John ga Mary ni Taroo ni hana 0 okuraseta.
+Nom +crsp +lctn +Acc +trns
+AGT +COR +LOC +PAT +lctn

+cstv
'John had Mary send flowers to Taroo. ,

However, the case relations which they proposed for the NPs

in non-causative and corresponding causative sentences are

not always consistent. For example, sensei ni 'to the

teacher' in (37) is [+COR], while Taroo ni in (38) is

[+LOC]. The treatment of sensei ni as [+COR] is not

appropriate, since sensei ni and Taroo ni should have the

same case relation, because both sensei and Taroo have the

same role to play, that is, the Patients tegami 'letter' and

hana 'flower' are received by sensei and Taroo,

respectively. In other words, since sensei ni in both

sentences is identical semantically and grammatically, there

is no basis for treating one as different from the other. I

propose that sensei ni should be [+LOC] rather than [+CORJ,

as shown in (37'):
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o okutta.
+trns
+lctn

teacher. '

tegami
+Acc
PAT
to the

sensei ni
+lctn
LaC

sent a letter

(37' )
John ga
+Nom
AGT
'John

similar to the Japanese examples in (37)-(38), I

analyze Mira-eykey in (36a) as having the Locus relation to

the verb. other goal-oriented triadic sentences such as

those in (39) can then be treated in a parallel way as

follows:

'Mino gave a book to Mira. '

(39)
a. Mino-ka

+N
+Nom
AGT

Mira-eykey
+N
+Lcv
LaC

chayk-ul
+N
+Acc
PAT

cwu-ess-ta.
+v
+trns
+past
+lctn

'Mino sent flowers to Mira. '

b. Mino-ka
+N
+Nom
AGT

Mira-eykey
+N
+Lcv
LOC

kkoch-ul
+N
+Acc
PAT

ponay-ss-ta.
+V
+trns
+past
+lctn

Let us now consider causative constructions. By virtue

of the unproductivity and unpredictability of the Korean

morphological causatives, which is typical of derivation in

all languages, causative verbs are introduced by the DRs and

enter into the lexicon as independent entries. The

relationships between plain verbs and causative verbs can be

represented by Derivation Rules. Causative verbs in Korean

are derived by adding to stems a causative affix of the

proper phonological shape.

By causative rule 1 in (40), a transitive (causative)

verb can be derived from an intransitive verb, and the
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derived verb carries the semantic feature [+cstv], which

differentiates it semantically from ordinary transitive

verbs. The Patient NP remains Patient and a new Agent NP is

introduced into the derived verb form, since [+trns]

'transitive' refers to a verb which has both an AGT and a

PAT case relation. The examples in (41) show a different

feature matrix.

(40) DR-5 (causative rule 1)

1

__ +v -,
-trns _

(41)
a. Mary-ka wul-ess-ta.

+N +V
+Nom -trns
actr +past
PAT

'Mary cried. '

+v
+trns
+cstv

hi]

b. John-i Mary-luI wul-li-ess-ta.
+N +N +V
+Nom +Acc +cstv
AGT PAT +past
actr +trns

'John made Mary cry.'

(42) is a list of some causative verbs which are

derived by DR-5 and fit the same case pattern as in (41b),

but this is not an exhaustive list.
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(42) examples of transitive causative verbs
nelp- 'to be wide' nelphi- 'to widen'
kil- 'to be long' killi- 'to lengthen'
us- 'to smile' uski- 'to make smile'
kkay- 'to awake' kkaywu- 'to awaken'
cay- 'to sleep' caywu- 'to make sleep'
pwul- 'to blow' pwulli- 'to make blow'
cwul- 'to decrease' cwuli- 'to make decrease'
wul- 'to cry' wulli- 'to make cry'
cop- 'to be narrow' cophi- 'to narrow'
nul- 'to increase' nulli- 'to make increase'

causative rule 2 in (43) derives triadic causative

verbs from transitive verbs. The source AGT is mapped onto

the target LOC, a new AGT is added, and the derived verb

gets the new features [+cstv] and [+lctn], as in (44b):

(43) DR-6 (Causative rule 2)

+v
+trns
-lctn

_l[+AGT]

+v
+trns
l[+LOC]
+cstv
+lctn

hi]

(44)
a. haksayng-i

+N
+Nom
AGT

'The student

chayk-ul
+N
+Acc
PAT

read a book. I

ilk-ess-ta.
+v
+trns

b. sensayng-i haksayng-eykey chayk-ul ilk-hi-ess-ta.
+N +N +N +V
+Nom +Lcv +Acc +trns
AGT LOC PAT +cstv

+lctn
'The teacher made the student read a book.'

Some causative verbs which are derived by the DR-6 in

(43) are listed in (45).
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( 45) examples of di-transitive causative verbs
pes- to take off peski- to have one take off
sin- to wear sinki- to put on
ssu- to cover ssuiu- to have one cover
ssis- to wash ssiski- to have one wash
kam- to wash kamki- to have one wash
pis- to comb piski- to have one comb
kwulm- to starve kwulmki- to have one starve
mek- to eat meki- to feed
tha- to get on thayu- to give one a ride
pwul- to blow pwulli- to have one blow
tul- to hold tulli- to have one hold
ttut- to tear ttutki- to have one tear
ilk- to read ilkhi- to have one read
kal- to plough kalli- to have one plough
kam- to wind kamki- to have one wind
nwu- to urinate nwui- to have one urinate
ppal- to wash ppalli to have one wash
phum to brood phumki to have one brood
ccic- to tear ccicki- to have something torn
mukk- to tie mukkhi- to have something tied

Now, consider double accusative causatives. In Korean,

two NPs are marked with accusative case in a clause, as in

(46) :

( 46)
Kim sensayng-i haksayng-ul chayk-ul ilk-hi-ess-ta.
+N +N +N +v
+Nom +Acc +Acc +trns
AGT COR PAT +cstv
'The teacher Kim made the student read a book. ,

I propose that double accusative causative verbs be

derived from the more basic causative verbs by exactly the

same rule that derives double-object verbs from underived

ditransitive verbs (cf. (36»). This type of derivation is a

kind of zero derivation, that is, the DR does not include a

phonological component that modifies the shape of the source

stem. Instead, this DR only maps the CRs of the source item

onto another CR configuration in the derived matrix.

--_._-_ _---_ .._ .
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(47) DR-7 LOC and COR alternation

+v +v
+trns +trns
+lctn +crsp
-crsp -lctn
l[+LOC] _I l[+COR]

DR-7 takes care of other double accusative constructions for

verb types such as cwu-ta 'to give', as well as the Ace-Lev

case form alternation described for causative verbs in the

earlier part of this chapter.

I have so far discussed Korean morphological causative

constructions. I have proposed here that morphological

causatives be derived by applying DRs and MRs, that the

derived causative verbs are independent lexical words

entering the lexicon, but that the causative suffix does not

enter the lexicon.

4.2.4.2 Periphrastic Causative Constructions

In this section, I discuss periphrastic causative

constructions. Three different types of periphrastic

causatives will be examined: -key ha-, -key mantul-, and

-key sikhi-.

4.2.4.2.1 -key ha- Causatives

As I have discussed before, syntactic causatives have a

biclausal structure. The lower clause is embedded under the

higher causative verb -ha 'to cause', and the lower clause
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is introduced by the complementizer -key. Note the

following examples:

(48 )
a. Mira-ka hakkyo-ey ka-ss -tao

-Nom school-to go-Pst-DEC
'Mira went to school.'

b. Mino-ka Mira-ka hakkyo-ey ka-key hay -ss -tao
-Nom -Nom school-to go-COMP CAUS-Pst-DEC

'Mino made Mira go to school.'

c. Mino-ka Mira-eykey hakkyo-ey ka-key hay-ss-ta.
-Oat

'Mino made Mira go to school.'

d. Mino-ka Mira-luI hakkyo-ey ka-key hay-ss-ta.
-Ace

'Mino made Mira go to school.'

The complementizer -key is always used with tenseless

verbs, but it allows the honorific suffix, as the following

example demonstrates:

(49 )
Mino-ka

-Nom
sensayngnim-i/eykey/lul
teacher -Nom/to/Ace

cip -ey
home-to

ka-si -(*ess)-key hay -ss -tao
go-HON-(Pst) -COMP CAUS-Pst-OEC

'Mino made the teacher go home. '

In (49), the honorific suffix -si appears after the verb ka-

'to go', because the embedded sUbject is the deferential

noun sensayngnim 'teacher'. The past tense morpheme does

not appear in the lower clause, though the action clearly

occurred in the past.

The syntactic causative constructions are one kind of

verbal complementation. As the examples in {48} show, when

the new causer is introduced as a matrix subject, the
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original sUbject becomes the causee. In Korean, this causee

can take various case marker -- nominative (48b), dative

(48c), or accusative (48d).

Now I discuss the appropriate syntactic structures for

each causative sentence. It is necessary to decide whether

the causee nominals that are marked with different case

forms belong to the higher or lower clause.

The adverbial test can be used as follows: One can

choose two adverbs such as ppali 'early' and kangceylo

'forcibly' to test the position of the causee nominal.

Ppalli 'quickly' can be used with the verb -ka 'to go' as in

(50a), but kangceylo 'forcefully' cannot, as the example in

(50b) shows:

(50)
a. Mira-ka ppalli hakkyo-ey ka-ss -tao

-Nom quickly school-to go-Pst-DEC
'Mira quickly went to school.'

b. *Mira-ka kangceylo hakkyo-ey ka-ss-ta.
forcibly

'Mira forcibly went to school.'

c. Mira-ka kangceylo Mino-eykey chengso -lul sikhi-ess-ta.
-ka forcibly -to cleaning-Acc order-Pst-DEC

'Mira forcibly made Mino to do the cleaning.'

(50b) is selectionally anomalous. The adverb kangceylo can

be used with the noun that exercises some power over

somebody to do something; however, the verb ka- 'to go' in

(50b) subcategorizes only two arguments, Patient and Locus.

Therefore, (50b) is anomalous as a result of the violation

of sUbcategorizational and selectional features. (50c)
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shows that when the sUbject Mira exercises some power or

force over the referent Mino, the sentence will be

acceptable.

since the adverb kangceylo must be used of an agent who

can wield some power over the other participant, sentence

(50b) is no good. In order to be grammatical, one can

change the sentence to a type of passive sentence as in

(51) :

( 51)
a. Mira-ka kangceylo hakkyo-ey ponay-ci -ess-ta.

-Nom forcibly school-to send -become-Pst-OEC
'Mira was sent to school forcibly (by somebody) .

b. Mira-ka kangceylo hakkyo-ey ka-key toy -ess-ta.
-Nom forcibly school-to go-COMP become-Pst-OEC

'Mira was forced to go to school (by somebody).'

On the other hand, when the sentence (50b) is embedded

into a causative sentence as follows, the grammaticality

changes:

(52)
a. *Mino-ka

-Nom
[s Mira-ka

-Nom
kangceylo
forcibly

hakkyo-ey
school-to

ka-key] hay -ss -tao
go-COMP CAUS-Pst-OEC

'Mino made Mira forcibly go to school.'

a'. Mino-ka kangceylo [S Mira-ka hakkyo-ey ka-key]

hay-ss-ta.
'Mino forcibly made Mira go to school.'

b. Mino-ka
-Nom

Mira-eykey
-Oat

kangceylo
forcibly

[S hakkyo-ey
school-to

ka-key] hay -ss -tao
go-COMP CAUS-Pst-OEC

'Mino forcibly made Mira go to school.'



c. Mino-ka
-Nom

Mira-luI
-Acc

kangceylo
forcibly

[5 hakkyo-ey
school-to
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ka-key] hay -ss -tao
go-COMP CAU5-Pst-DEC

'Mino forcibly made Mira go to school.'

As the examples in (52) show, kangceylo 'forcibly'

cannot intrude between the causee nominal Mira-ka and

hakkyo-ey in (52a), but it can intrude in (52b) and (52c).

50 I draw the hypothesis that, in (52a), the scope of the

adverb is the lower clause, while in (52b) and (52c) the

scope of the adverb is the higher clause. Accordingly,

(52a) is ungrammatical, since kangceylo 'forcibly' cannot be

used with the verb -ka, as I have discussed in (50b). If

the adverb kangceylo is immediately after the matrix sUbject

and before the causee nominal, then the sentence becomes

grammatical as (52a') shows. In light of this adverbial

test, I can conclude that the causee nominal in (52a)

belongs to the lower clause, while it belongs to the higher

clause in (52b) and (52c).

Notice further the following examples, where the adverb

ppali 'quickly' is used:

(53)
a. Mino-ka Mira-ka ppali hakkyo-ey ka-key hay -ss -tao

-Nom -Nom quickly school-to go-COMP CAU5-Pst-DEC
'Mino made Mira quickly go to school.'

b. Mino-ka Mira-eykey ppali hakkyo-ey ka-key hay-ss-ta.
i) 'Mino made Mira quickly go to school.'

ii) 'Mino quickly made Mira go to school.'

c. Mino-ka Mira-luI ppali hakkyo-ey ka-key hay-ss-ta.
i) 'Mino made Mira quickly go to school.'

ii) 'Mino quickly made Mira go to school.'
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Unlike (52), the sentences in (53) are grammatical, because

there is no required selectional restriction imposed on

ppali by the verb -ka. However, the sentences can have

different interpretations: (53a) is not ambiguous, while

(53b) and (53c) are ambiguous in terms of the adverbial

scope. The ambiguous interpretation of (53b) and (53c)

supports the current argument.

Another piece of evidence supporting the proposal comes

from the occurrence of a nominal in the embedded subject

position. Note the following examples:

(54)
a. Mira-ka

-Nom
Mino-eykey

-Dat
ku-ka
he-Nom

nayil yekiey
tomorrow here

o -key hay -ss -tao
come-COMP CAUS-Pst-DEC

'Mira made Mino that he will come here tomorrow.'

b. Mira-ka Mino-Iul ku-ka nayil yekiey o-key hay-ss-ta.

c. *Mira-ka Mino-ka ku-ka nayil o-key hay-ss-ta.

(54a) and (54b) allow the pronominal ku 'he', which refers

to the causee, to appear in the embedded subject position,

while (54c) does not allow this. with respect to this

grammatical difference, I conclude that nominative-marked

causee nominal should belong to the lower clause, while

dative and accusative-marked causee nominals as in (54b) and

(54C) should belong to the higher clause.

The syntactic tree structures for each -key ha

causative pattern are shown in (55). It can be noticed that

the second nominative-marked causee belongs to the embedded
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clause, while the accusative and dative-marked causee

appears under the matrix clause.

(55)
a.

-ka

Mino
-ka

Mira

-ey

hakkyo

hay-ss-ta

b.

-ka

Mino

-eykey

Mira
-ey

hakkyo

hay-ss-ta

c.

Mino

-ka -luI

Mira-
-ey

hakkyo

hay-ss-ta

I
ka-key

The examples in (48) and (56) show that the syntactic

causative constructions allow three different case markers

on the causee nominals, regardless of whether the embedded

clause is intransitive or transitive.

;.;;:::7--.;;..-::..:.. .. _~_~;..,.__· __• • . __.. .eo:.. __
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(56)
a. Mira-ka chayk-ul ilk -ess-ta.

-Nom book -Acc read-Pst-DEC
'Mira read a book.'

b. Mino-ka Mira-ka chayk-ul ilk -key hay -ss -tao
-Nom -Nom book -Acc read-COMP CAUS-Pst-DEC

'Mino made Mira read a book.'

c.

d.

Mino-ka
-Nom

Mino-ka
-Nom

Mira-eykey chayk-ul ilk -key hay -ss -tao
-Dat book -Acc read-COMP CAUS-Pst-DEC

Mira-luI chayk-ul ilk -key hay -ss -tao
-Acc book -Acc read-COMP CAUS-Pst-DEC

However, morphological causative constructions do not behave

in this way. When the input is an intransitive verb, the

causee is always realized with an accusative marker, not

with nominative or dative. On the other hand, when the

input is a transitive verb, dative and accusative marked

causees are possible, but not nominative. Using

transformations or move-alpha to relate morphological

causative constructions to periphrastic causatives would not

explain the different case markings on the causee nominal,

while lexicase can explain the difference in a simple and

straightforward way.

I assign case relations and clause boundaries to the

periphrastic causative sentences. The sentences in (56)

will be repeated below with their case features.



'Mira read a book.'

(57)
a. Mira -ka

1ndex 2ndex
+N +P
+Nom +Nom
AGT

chayk
3ndex
+N
-Nom
PAT

-ul
-4ndex

+P
+Acc

ilk-ess-ta.
5ndex
V
+trns
1 [+AGT]
2 [+Nom]
3 [+PAT]
4 [+Acc]
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'Mino made Mira read a book.'

b. Mino -ka [Mira -ka
1ndex 2ndex 3ndex 4ndex
+N +P +N +P
+Nom +Nom +Nom +Nom
PAT AGT

chayk-ul
5ndex 6ndex
+N +P
-Nom +Acc
PAT

ilk-key]
7ndex
+v
+trns
4 [+Nom]
6[+Acc]

hay-ss-ta.
8ndex
+V
+xtns
-lctn
-trns
1 [+PAT]
2 [+Nom]

c. Mino -ka Mira -eykey [chayk-ul ilk-key] hay-ss-ta
1ndex 2ndex 3ndex 4ndex 5ndex 6ndex 7ndex 8ndex
+N +P +N +P +N +P +v +v
+Nom +Nom -Nom +Lcv -Nom +Acc +trns +lctn
PAT LOC PAT 6 [+Acc] +xtns

-trns
1[+PAT]
2 [+Nom]
3 [+LOC]
4 [+Lcv]

d. Mino -ka Mira -luI [chayk-ul ilk-key] hay-ss-ta
lndex 2ndex 3ndex 4ndex 5ndex 6ndex 7ndex 8ndex
+N +P +N +P +N +P +v +v
+Nom +Nom -Nom +Acc -Nom +Acc +trns +trns
AGT PAT PAT 6[+Acc] +xtns

l[+AGT]
2 [+Nom]
3 [+PAT]
4 [+Acc]

(57a) is a simple transitive sentence which has an Agent and

a Patient nominal. (57b) is biclausal. The matrix verb -ha

is an intransitive extension verb which sUbcategorizes a

Patient subject and another sentence. (57c) is biclausal

sentence. The causative verb is an intransitive locational

_..._..-._---_._--- ... ---
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extensional verb which sUbcategorizes Patient and Locus and

another sentence. (57d) is also biclausal. The matrix verb

-ha is a transitive extension verb which sUbcategorizes

Agent, Patient, and another sentence.

In accordance with the lexicase assumption that if

verbs sUbcategorize different case relations, then they are

considered to be different lexical items, I posit the

following three different lexical entries for the syntactic

causative verbs ha-ta:

(58)
a. ha-ta1:

b. ha-ta2:

c. ha-ta3:

+v
+cstv
+xtns
-lctn
-trns
?[+Nom]

+v
+cstv
+lctn
+xtns
-trns
?[+Lcv]
?[+Nom]

+v
+trns
-lctn
+cstv
?[+Nom]
?[+Acc]
+xtns

Ha-ta1, ha-ta2, and ha-ta3 will generate the sentences in

(57b), (57c) and (57d), respectively.

The non-causative verb ha-ta that is used as an

ordinary transitive will be listed in the lexicon, as in
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(59). As the feature matrix shows, it is a transitive verb

requiring Agent and Patient, but it does not contain the

features [+xtns] or [+cstv]; thus, we can recognize that its

properties are quite different from other ha-ta verbs,

though it sounds identical to the causative verbs. Ha-ta4

and ha-ta5 are used in the sentences such as (60a-b) and

(60c-d), respectively.

(59)
ha-t a 4 :

ha-t a 5 :

+v
+trns
?[+Acc]
?[+AGT]
?[+Norn]
?[+PAT]

+v
+trns
?[+Acc]
?[+AGT]
?[+Nom]
?[+PAT]
?[+Ltv]
?[+LOC]

(60)
a. Mino-ka ku il -ul hay-ss -tao

-Nom that work-Acc do -Pst-DEC
'Mino did that work. '

b. Mino-ka swukcey -luI hay-ss -tao
-Nom homework-Ace do -Pst-DEC

'Mino did homework.'

a. Mino-ka Mira-eykey chingchan-ul hay-ss -tao
-Nom -Oat praise -Acc do -Pst-DEC

'Mino gave praise to Mira.'

b. Mino-ka ku salam -eykey yok -ul hay-ss -tao
-Nom that person-Oat bad word-Ace do -Pst-DEC

'Mino spoke bad words to that person.'
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4.2.4.2.2 -key mantul- Causatives

The verb mantul-ta can also participate in the

syntactic causative constructions. Its literal meaning is

'to make'. When this verb is used as the matrix verb in a

causative construction, it subcategorizes an embedded clause

which ends with -key. The causee nominal is marked with

either the nominative or accusative case, but not the

dative, as shown in (61). That is, the case marking on the

causee is different from case marking in a -key ha-

causative, which allows a dative-marked causee.

(61)
a. Mino-ka Mira-ka us -key

-Nom -Nom laugh-COMP
'Mino made Mira laugh.'

mantul-ess-ta.
make -Pst-DEC

b. Mino-ka
-Nom

Mira-lul us -key
-Acc laugh-COMP

mantul-ess-ta.
make -Pst-DEC

c. ?*Mino-ka
-Nom

Mira-eykey us -key mantul-ess-ta.
-Dat laugh-COMP make -Pst-DEC

If we compare -key mantul- with -key ha- causative

constructions, we can notice that both have very similar

meaning, but the former implies that the causer exercises a

stronger power/force over the causee than the latter does.

(62)
a. Mino-ka Mira-ka kongpwuha-key mantul-ess-ta.

-Nom -Nom study -COMP make -Pst-DEC
'Mino made Mira study.'

b. Mino-ka Mira-ka kongpwuha-key hay -ss -tao
-Nom -Nom study -COMP cause-Pst-DEC

'Mino had Mira study.'

Thus, (62a) implies a feeling that the causee Mira does not

like studying somehow but Mino makes Mira study by using
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force or something, no matter how Mira feels about it, while

(62b) does not have such implication, but the causer Mino

somehow arranges for Mira to study.

The verb mantul-ta 'to make' also appears in simple

sentences. In this case, it is a simple transitive verb

sUbcategorizing Agent and Patient, as shown in (63):

(63)
a. Mira-ka congi pay -luI mantul-ess-ta.

-Nom paper boat-Ace make -Pst-DEC
'Mira made a paper boat.'

b. *Mino-ka Mira-eykey congi pay-luI mantul-ess-ta.

The ungrammatical sentence (63b) indicates that the verb

mantul- does not sUbcategorize for a dative-marked Locus

nominal in a simplex sentence. This fact is consistent with

the -key mantul- causative sentence. The causative verb

does not sUbcategorize Locus NP, either, as in (61c). The

lexical entry for the verb mantul-ta will be as follows:

(64 )
a. mantul-tal:

b. mantul-ta2:

c. mantul-ta3:

+v
-trns
?[+Nom]
+xtns
+cstv

+v
+trns
?[+Nom]
?[+Acc]
+xtns
+cstv

+v
+trns
?[+Acc]
?[+Nom]
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The lexical entries in (64a) and (64b) are causative verbs,

while (64c) is non-causative simple transitive verb. The

lexical entries in (64a-c) will generate the sentences in

(61a-c), respectively.

4.2.4.2.3 -key sikhi- Causatives

I now discuss the -key sikhi- causative constructions.

The verb sikhi- can be served as an independent word as well

as a causative verb. The examples in (65) show an

independent use of the verb sikhi-. From (65), one can

notice that the verb sikhi- subcategorizes an Agent,

Patient, and Locus case relation.

(65)
a. Mino-ka congepwen-eykey nayngrnyen -ul sikhi-ess-ta.

-Nom waiter -to cold noodles-Ace order-Pst-DEC
'Mino ordered cold noodles from the waiter.'

b. Mino-ka na-eykey ku il -ul
-Nom I -to that work-Ace

'Mino ordered me to do that work.'

sikhi-ess-ta.
order-Pst-DEC

(66)
a. Mino-ka congepwen-ul nayngrnyen -ul sikhi-ess-ta.

-Nom waiter -Ace cold noodles-Ace order-Pst-DEC
'Mino ordered cold noodles from waiter.'

b. Mino-ka na-lul ku il -ul sikhi-ess-ta.
-Nom I -Ace that work-Ace order-Pst-DEC

'Mino ordered me to do that work.'

When this verb appears as a matrix verb which

subcategorizes an embedded verb followed by the

complementizer -key, the sentence becomes a PCC. Consider

the following sentences:



(67) Intransitive
a. Mira-ka Mino-ka cip -ey tolaka-key

-Nom -Nom home-to return-COMP
'Mira ordered Mino to go back home.'
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sikhi-ess-ta.
make -Pst-DEC

b. Mira-ka Mino-eykey cip -ey tolaka-key sikhi-ess-ta.
-Nom -Dat home-to return-COMP make -Pst-DEC

'Mira ordered Mino to go back home.'

c. Mira-ka Mino-lul cip -ey tolaka-key sikhi-ess-ta.
-Nom -Acc home-to return-COMP make -Pst-DEC

'Mira ordered Mino to go back home.'

(68) Transitive
a. Mira-ka Mino-ka ppallay-lul ha-key

-Nom -Nom laundry-Acc do-COMP
'Mira ordered Mino to do the laundry'

sikhi-ess-ta.
make -Pst-DEC

b. Mira-ka Mino-eykey ppallay-Iul ha-key sikhi-ess-ta.
-Nom -Dat laundry-Acc do-COMP make -Pst-DEC

'Mira ordered Mino to do the laundry'

c. Mira-ka Mino-Iul ppallay -lul ha-key sikhi-ess-ta.
-Nom -Acc laundary-Acc do-COMP make -Pst-DEC

'Mira ordered Mino to do the laundry'

As the sentences in (67) and (68) show, the sikhi- causative

can be used with both transitive and intransitive embedded

verbs, and exhibits the expected case alternation of

nominative, dative, and accusative on the causee nominals.

Parallel to our analysis of -key ha- causatives, in

order to account for the case alternations above, I posit

three different lexical entries as follows:

(69)
sikhi-t al:

~---'.'-'--'_.

+v
-trns
?[+Nom]
+xtns
+cstv



sikhi-t a2:

sikhi-t a3:

+v
-trns
+cstv
+lctn
+xtns
?[+Lcv]
?[+Nom]

+v
+trns
?[+Nom]
?[+Acc]
-lctn
+xtns
+cstv
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In order to explain the independent usage of the verb sikhi-

in (65) and (66), I need the lexical entries in (70) and

(71), respectively.

(70)
sikhi-t a4:

(71)
sikhi-tas:

+v
+cstv
+lctn
+trns
?[+Acc]
?[+Lcv]
?[+Nom]

+v
+trns
?[+Nom]
?[+Acc]
?[+Acc]
+crsp
+cstv

The verbs sikhi-tal' sikhi-ta2 and sikhi-ta3 are different

from sikhi-ta4 and sikhi-tas in that the former three verbs

have the feature [+xtns] which implies that there is an

embedded clause. The verbs sikhi-ta11 sikhi-ta2 and

---~--_.
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sikhi-ta3 differ from each other in that they have different

case features.

4.3 summary

In this chapter, I have discussed morphological

causative constructions as well as syntactic causative

constructions. I reviewed other leading theories, where

some linguists analyze morphological causatives as having a

biclausal structure at some level of grammatical

representation and syntactic causatives as having a

monoclausal structure.

In the current study, I claim that Korean has two

independent causative constructions, morphological and

syntactic, which never have the same underlying structure.

Under the lexicase approach, I have accounted for the

syntactic phenomena of each construction without positing an

abstract movement or incorporation analysis.
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CHAPTER 5

CLASSIFICATION OF VERBS IN RUSSIAN

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I classify Russian verbs in terms of

case relations as I have done for Korean. The

classification of verbs is significant because it makes us

explore basic problems in the syntax and morphology of the

language. As I proceed with verb classification of Russian,

several problematic issues will be discussed. This chapter

aims to present solutions for them.

Section 5.2 discuss the case marking system of Russian

and presents relevant lexical/syntactic rules such as SRs

and RRs for case forms, case markers, and case relations.

section 5.3 classifies verbs in Russian in accordance with

the discussion in 5.2. section 5.4 summarizes the chapter.

5.2 Case Marking System of Russian

In this section, I discuss the case system of Russian

by examining the interaction of case forms, case markers,

and case relations. Consider the examples in (1):

(1)
a. On xodil v park.

He walked to park:Acc
'He walked to the park.'

b. On xodil v parke.
He walked in park:Lcv
'He walked in the park.'
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(la) and (lb) are almost identical except for the case

inflections on the noun park: the noun park has the

accusative case form in (la), while it bears the locative

case form in (lb). The two sentences also differ in

meaning, and the meaning difference can be attributed to the

different case forms. The preposition v 'to, in' has two

usages: In (la), its complement noun must bear an

accusative case form, while in (lb), its complement must

bear a locative case form. In the first usage, the sentence

is about the moving action of the Patient nominal on 'he'

toward the Locus nominal park, whereas in the second usage,

the sentence is about the action of the Patient nominal

occurring in the bounded area of the park. Thus, the

lexicon must contain information about the two different

usages of the preposition v and properties of the verb

xodit' 'to walk'.

In the subsequent sections, I discuss how the formal

syntactic representation in lexicase can be proposed to

accomodate this kind of fact.

5.2.1 Case Forms in Russian

Russian has a relatively rich system of nominal case

forms, as compared to English and Kcrean. Russian has six

different morphological case forms, nominative, genitive,

dative, accusative, instrumental, and locative. Case forms

in this language can be realized as case inflections on
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nouns that are governed by their regents, namely, verbs,

prepositions, other nouns, and numerals.

Each noun has its own lexical gender: masculine,

feminine, or neuter. The gender of nouns is generally

predictable, with a few exceptions, from the least marked

form -- the nominative. 1 According to their gender, nouns

take different morphological case inflections. In addition

to gender, nouns are also distinguished by number. That is,

a noun may be either singular or plural. The morphological

case inflections vary according to the noun's number. In

sum, Russian nouns take different morphological case

inflections according to their gender and number. Russian

case forms often show examples of portmanteau morphemes.

The morphological inflections of gender, number, and case on

nouns are fused together, indicating that Russian is an

inflectional language.

Though there are exceptional cases, nouns in Russian

inflect according to the paradigm in (2). The accusative

case of animate masculine nouns is syncretized with the

genitive case form, but the accusative case of animate

feminine nouns is the same as that of inanimate feminine

nouns. Neuter nouns are declined the same as inanimate

masculine nouns in the Oat, Lac, and Ins cases.

1 The gender of some nouns denoting persons or animals
is determined by the sex they denote, rather than the ending
they bear, for example, muzcina 'man' and djadja 'uncle' are
masculine, even though the -a ending is usually found on
f em i n i ne nouns.
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(2) Russian noun inflections

masculine feminine neuter
----- ----------------------- ------------- ------------

SG PL SG PL SG PL
----- ----------- ----------- ------ ------ ------ -----

-anmt +anmt -anmt +anmt
----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ------ ------ ------ -----

Nom y y a y 0 a
Acc a y ov u y 0 a
Gen a a ov ov y a
Dat u u am am e am u am
Loc e e ax ax e ax e ax
Ins om om ami ami oj ami om ami

----------------------------------------------------------

Modifying elements of nouns, such as attributive

adjectives and demonstratives, must agree with their regent

nouns in terms of number, gender, and case. So modifying

elements have different morphological inflections according

to their regent's gender, number, and case.

Note the examples in (3):2

(3)
a. Ivan ljubil

Ivan:Nom loved
'Ivan loved Sonya.'

sonju.
Sonya:Acc

b. Do~d' emu pomesal poexat' za gorod.
rain:Nom him:Dat hindered drive out city:Acc
'Rain kept him from driving out of town.'

In (3), Ivan and dotd' 'rain' are the subject in their

sentences and marked with the nominative case. Sonja is an

object in (3a) and marked with accusative case form. In

(3b), emu 'him' has dative case form, since the verb

pomesat' 'to hinder' selects the dative case form of the

2 For the transliteration of Russian examples, I do not
provide glosses for detailed morphological inflectional
boundaries representing gender, number, case, or tense, when
they are not absolutely needed.
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nominal. Thus, the verb in a sentence governs particular

case forms of nouns. In (3a) Ijubil 'loved' governs Nom and

Acc, while in (3b) pomesat' 'to hinder' governs Nom and Oat.

In addition to the nominative and dative NPs, pomesat'

requires an infinitive verb as a complement and, in this

example, it is followed by the infinitive verb poexat'

'drive'. The verb poexat' selects the preposition za which

governs the accusative case. 3 The case forms are realized

by the case marker, that is, a preposition and/or a

morphological inflection on the noun, and the case forms and

case markers indicate the presence of a particular case

relation.

These morphological case forms in Russian were first

formally represented in terms of a localistic distinctive

feature system by Jakobson (1936, 1958). As most

functionalists have done, Jakobson considered case forms in

terms of forms and meanings. He introduced features such as

'marginality', 'quantificationality', and'directionality'

to represent case forms in a decomposed distinctive feature

system and arranged them into an attractive cubic diagram as

follows:

3 The preposition za governs either accusative or
instrumental case. In sentence (3b), za governs the
accusative case, denoting a directional event.
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(4) Jakobson's (1958) cube (from Chvany 1986:108)

Marginality

-

1Acc

Gen I-------------/1

Nom

Gen II

+

Loc II Loc I

Dat
:l

_~QUantification

- <----------------> +
Directionality

(5)

Marginal Quantificational Directional

Nom
Acc +
Gen1 + +
Gen2 +
Loc2 + +
Loc1 + + +
Dat + +
Ins +

Jakobson's feature system groups Nominative, Accusative, and

Genitive together as being unmarked for 'marginality' and

the others as being marked, that is, as peripheral cases. 4

Genitive and Locative are grouped together with respect to

the feature 'quantificationality', and Accusative, Dative,

Genitive1' and Locative1 have the same feature in

'directionality'.

4 The feature '±marginality' may correspond to the
division between the structural and non-structural cases in
GB theory.
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Jacobson's system is still followed in many current

studies. For example, Neidle (1988) has adopted Jakobson's

feature system with a slight revision in her analysis of

Russian case system within the framework of Lexical

Functional Grammar.

Neidle's modified feature system eliminates the feature

'marginality'. Instead of 'marginality', Neidle divides the

feature ascriptive (=directional) into locational and

directional in order to accomodate the fact that

prepositions select different case forms depending on

whether they express motion or location.

As we can see in diagram (6), Neidle's case feature

constitutes half a cube (Neidle 1988:5), because the feature

[+directional] and [+locational] are not compatible with

each other. If, in diagram (6), we associate the

three-feature axis on the left with the cube on the right,

then we can get the feature values for each of the cases.

For instance, the nominative case has the feature [-loe,

-dir, -quan], while the accusative has the feature [-loc,

+dir, -quan].

(6)

~~:_--./

.1
quan

dir

Ins Nom

Ace

Gen1

Loc1 /~
/'~---Dat ~

,/" Gen2
/Loc2
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(7)
------ ------------ ------------- ------------- ---------

Locational Quantifying Directional partial
------ ------------ ------------- _-.._---------- ---------

Nom
Ace +
Gen1 + +
Gen2 + + +
Loc2 + + +
Loc1 + +
Dat +
Ins +

------ ------------ ------------- ------------- ---------
In addition to those three features, Neidle uses one

more feature 'Partial' to capture the

physical/quantificational relationship emphasized by the

Locative2/Genitive2 cases5 (Neidle 1988:4).

I have reviewed two representations of case inflections

in different theories. Now, I show the localistic analysis

of case forms within the lexicase framework. Case forms are

classified in terms of localistic features based on

syntactic and semantic properties. The following is Acson's

(1981) localistic lexicase classification of case forms of

Russian.

5 However, these two cases exist in a very limited
number of lexical items and are being lost in Modern
Russian, so they may not be taken very seriously, as she
mentioned.
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(Acson 1981)

r
+pl

I
1 r

-Nom +Nom
I r

+sorc
1

-sorc

r-I--r
-drct +drct

II, iii
-trmn +trmn -trmn +trmn

I I I I
Nom Ins Loc Dat Acc GenGen

(8) Localistic inflection of Russian noun
[+N]

1------1- - - - ---,

-pI

1r---1-r
-Nom +Nom

1r----1- - r
-sorc +sorc

1r---1- - r
-drct +drct

II~ Iii
-trmn +trmn -trmn +trmn

I I I I
Ins Loc Dat Acc

Acson has a first branch to divide nouns into singular

and plural. Localistic features between singlar and plural

nouns are symmetrical. Next, she has a [+Nom] and a [-Nom]

division. This is the only purely grammatical feature

branch in the case inflection tree. The other branches are

established in terms of semantic and localistic features.

Thus, the instrumental case form is a localistic feature

bundle composed of [+N, -Nom, -sorc, -drct, -trmn]. The

plus sign represents possession of the specific feature and

the minus sign represents lack of the specific feature or

possession of the unmarked feature value.

The tree in (8) is based on the following SRs in (9):

(9)
SR-l [+N] ---> , -_ ±pl -_I

±Nom

SR-2
[ ~~om ] ---> [±sorc]



SR-3
1

__ +N -_I
-sorc --->

, - ±drct -I
+trmn- - -
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After syntactic rules like the above have been applied

(RRs are followed by SRs) , the nominal matrix will carry the

following localistic features as shown in (10):6

(10)
Nominative [+N, +Nom]
Accusative [+N, -Nom, -sorc, +drct, +trmn]
Genitive [+N, -Nom, +sorc]
Locative [+N, -Nom, -sorc, -drct, +trmnj
Dative [+N, -Nom, -sorc, +drct, -trmn]
Instrumental [+N, -Nom, -sorc, -drct, -trmn]

If we eliminate all predictable and redundant features, each

case form can be uniquely specified as follows:

(11)
Nom(inative)
Acc(usative)
Gen(itive)
Loc(ative)
Dat(ive)
Ins (trumental)

[+Nom]
[+drct, +trmn]
[+sorc]
[-drct, +trmn]
[+drct, -trmn]
[-drct, -trmn]

This localistic analysis captures the significant

generalization of each case form: Accusative CF is a

predication about actual or metaphorical movement to or

inside an object. Genitive is movement from an object.

Locative signifies location of an object and dative

signifies movement towards an object, but not reaching the

object. Instrumental is neither directional nor terminus,

indicating a position alongside or at the borderline of an

object (cf. Miller 1974:247).

6 I will sometimes use the conventional CF labels for
convenience, when the features are not especially required.
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5.2.2 Case Markers in Russian

Case markers in lexicase are considered to be an entity

whose function is to realize case forms (cf. chapter 2). In

Russian, case markers can be prepositions, some nouns, and

case inflections. Unlike English, Russian word order does

not play any case-marking function, though it may contribute

to semantic interpretations such as the theme and rheme

distinction (cf. Yokoyama 1980). In this section, I focus

on the prepositions and subcategorize them in terms of

localistic features.

Prepositions in Russian govern their complement nouns,

that is, they require a particular CF on their object. All

modifying elements such as adjectives must agree with the

head noun features. Between prepositions and nominals,

there is a government relationship, and there is an

agreement relationship between modifiers and head nominals.

Consider the following examples:

(12)
a. Sonja vosla v komnatu.

Sonya-Nom entered to room:Acc
'Sonya has entered the room.'

b. Sonja vysla iz komnaty
Sonya-Nom left from room:Gen
'Sonya has left from the room.

c. Napoleon otxodil ot Moskvy.
Napoleon retreat from Moscow:Gen
'Napoleon retreated from Moscow.'

In (12a), the verb vosla 'entered' occurs with the

preposition v 'to', while vysla 'left' appears with iz
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'from', satisfying the verb's subcategorization frame. Each

verb in (12) should occur with its proper preposition. In

the lexicon, the following information should be given for

the verbs voiti and vyjti:

(13)
vojti: +v

-trns
+lctn
-sore
?[-sorc] _I

vyjti: +v
-trns
+lctn
+sorc
?[+sorc]

The preposition v and iz should have the following features

in the lexicon:

(14)
v: +P

+lctn
-sore

iz: +P
+lctn
+sorc

The feature matrix for vojti indicates that it is an

intransitive verb which must cooccur with the preposition

whose feature is specified as [-sore], and vyjti is an

intransitive verb which must cooccur with the preposition

whose feature is specified as [+sorc]. Thus, the ill-formed

sentences in (15) can be explained straightforwardly:

(15)
a. *Sonja

Sonya-Nom
Index
+N
+Nom

vosla
entered
2ndex
+v
+lctn
1[+Nom]
1[+PAT]
?[-sorc]

iz
from
3ndex
+P
+sorc
?[+sorc]

komnatu
room:Acc
4ndex
+N
+drct
+trmn



b. *Sonja
Sonya-Nom
1ndex
+N
+Nom

vysla
exited
2ndex
+v
+lctn
l[+Nom]
1 [+PAT]
?[+sorc]

v
to
3ndex
+P
-sore
?[-sorc]

komnaty
room:Gen
4ndex
+N
+sorc
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(16)
a. sonja

Sonya-Nom
1ndex
+N
+Nom

b. Sonja
Sonya-Nom
1ndex
+N
+Nom

vosla v komnatu
entered to room:Acc
2ndex 3ndex 4ndex
+v +P +N
+lctn -sorc +drct
l[+Nom] 4 [+drct] +trmn
l[+PAT] 4 [+trmn]
3[-sorc]

vysla iz komnaty
exited from room:Gen
2ndex 3ndex 4ndex
+v +P +N
+lctn +sorc +sorc
l[+Nom] 4[+sorc]
l[+PAT]
3 [+sorc]

All obligatory contextual features are supposed to be

explicitly indexed in a well-formed sentence, as in (16).

If the contextual features remain unindexed as in (15j, then

the sentence will be ill-formed. When the verb occurs with

a wrong preposition and/or a noun with a wrong case from,

the sentence turns out ill-formed as in (15), because

features cannot be properly linked among verb, preposition,

and noun feature matrix. Thus, verbs and prepositions have

their own unpredictable distributions. Proper information

about verbs and prepositions should be given in the lexicon.

Let us now discuss what features are assigned to each

preposition in Russian. The tree in (17), adapted from
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Aeson 1981, is the prepositional sUbeategorization tree for

Russian.

(17) Russian preposition tree

1
-hrzn

I
[C]

r
+surf

I
[B)

[+P, -N]

1-----I- - - - --,r
-reIn +reln

1----1 I---r
-surf +hrzn

I I
[A] [D)

bez
without

I
A9

s
with

I
A8

okolo
around

I
A7

bliz
near

I
A6

-I
-eomt

II~
-eire +eirc

navstre~y

towards

I
A5

dlja
for

I
A4

r
+prol

II~
-path +path

k
to

I
A1

[A]
1

-reIn
-surf

l-------I- - - - - --,r
-assn +assn

1,--_1 I---'r
-prol +eomt

II~ II~
-sore +sore -sore +sorc

Iii
-poss +poss

I I
ot u
from at

I I
A2 A3
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B9

vne
outside

vnutri
inside

I
B10

iz
from

I
8887

s
from

1
-side

,II
-ntrr +ntrr

I
skvoz'
through

I
8685

r
+prol

,I~
-ntrr +ntrr

I
6erez
beyond

r
+ntrr

,'I
-drct +dret

I I
v1 v2
to to

I I
83 84

[B]

I
-reIn
+surf

lr-------1----r
-sore +sore

lr-----I l-y
-prol +side

lr----I ,I~
-ntrr -ntrr +ntrr

"I I-dret +dret
I I
na1 na2
on on

I I
B1 82

izza
from behind

I
C4

pered
before

I
C1

[C]
I

+reln
-hrzn

lr------1-----r
-sore +sore

lr----I----.r
-ntrr +ntrr

l---I----,r
-dret +dret

I I
zal za2
behind behind

I I
C2 C3

-------- .. --------



izpod
from under

,

05
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[0]

I
+reln
+hrzn

l-----I-----r
-sore +sore

l----I--r
-ntrr +ntrr

r-1----r r-1----r
-dret +dret -dret +dret

I I I I
nad1 nad2 pod1 pod2
above above beneath beneath

I I I I
01 02 03 04

The sUbeategorization tree ean be formulated into the

following SUbeategorization Rules in (18) :

(18)
SR-4 [+P) ---> [±reln]

SR-5 [-reIn] ---> [±surf]

SR-6 [+reln] ---> [±hrzn)

SR-7 [-surf] ---> [±assn]

SR-8 [-assn) ---> [±prol]

SR-9

1=
-assn

=1-prol ---> [±sore)

SR-10 [ -assn

=1+prol ---> [±path]

SR-11 ,- -prol ]+sore ---> [±poss)

SR-12 [+assn] ---> [±eomt)



SR-13

SR-14

SR-15

SR-16

SR-17

SR-18

SR-19

SR-20

SR-21

SR-22

1
__ +assn -_I

-eomt

1
- +assn -_I

+eomt

[+surf]

1
__ +surf -_I

-sore

1
__ -prol _-I

-sore

1
- +surf -_I

+sore

[+reln]

1
__ -hrzn _-I

-sore

1
__ -hrzn -_I

+ntrr

1
- +hrzn -I

-sore- -

--->

--->

--->

--->

--->

--->

--->

--->

--->

--->

[±eire]

[±sore]

[±sore]

1
__ ±prol -_I

±ntrr

[±dret]

,- ±side -_I
_ ±ntrr

[±sore]

[±ntrr]

[±drct]

1
- ±ntrr -I

+dret- - -
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The trees in (17) illustrate that prepositions in

Russian are divided in terms of the feature 'relational',

which characterizes prepositions referring to the speaker's

point of view.

The non-relational prepositions are divided into

surface and non-surface according to whether they ma~e

reference to dimensions such as tops, bottoms or sides.
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The non-relational non-surface prepositions are

subdivided into association and non-association according to

whether or not they are used with the sense of closeness.

The non-relational surface prepositions are subdivided into

source and non-source depending on whether or not they refer

to the starting point.

The relational prepositions are divided into horizontal

and non-horizontal according to whether they refer to the

horizontal dimension, and source and non-source according to

whether they refer to the starting point.

Both the non-relational non-association and

non-relational non-source prepositions are subdivided into

prolative and non-prolative, where the feature prolative is

used to distinguish prepositions having longitudinal and

extentional senses from other prepositions in the large

category.

The non-association prolative prepositions are divided

into path and non-path depending on whether they denote a

route.

The non-surface association prepositions are divided

with respect to the feature comitative, where this feature

denotes the sense of companion or instrument.

The non-comitative prepositions are divided in terms of

circumambiance, 'aroundness' in other words. The comitative

prepositions are divided into source and non-source.

The surface source prepostitions are divided into side

and non-side, which refers to the vertical dimension.
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There are more features which have been employed to

classify prepositions, such as interior, possession, and

direction. The feature 'interior' is used to distinguish

the notions of inside or outside, the feature 'possession'

distinguishes possession from non-possession, and the

feature 'direction' distinguishes between direction and

location.

As mentioned earlier, the trees in (17) is slightly

modified from Acson (1981). Acson does not have further

branches to characterize the facts that some prepositions in

Russian, such as na 'on' or v 'to', govern two case forms,

accusative and locative. If they govern accusative, then

the sentence denotes a moving action to the Locus NPi if

they govern locative, then the sentence denotes the action

occurring in the Locus NP. Other modification includes

strategies to simplify the tree by locating features in

different arrays.

We can combine localistic features of prepositions and

case forms of nouns to show possible cooccurrences. In

(19), the trees illustrate that the case form features on

nouns and the case marker features on postpcsitions are

compatible with each other.
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~-sore +sore

~
-~ A

-t~n +t~n -trmn +trmn
I I I I
Ins Loe Dat Ace Gen

[+P]
A1 k [-sore, -prol, -assn] xx
A2 ot [-poss, +sore, -prol] xx
A3 u [+poss, +sore, -prol] xx
A4 dlja [-path, +prol, -assn] xx
A5 navstre6y [+path, +prol, -assn] xx
A6 bliz [-eire, -eomt, +sssn] xx
A7 okolo [+eirc, -eomt, +assn] xx
AS s [-sore, +eomt, +assn] xx
A9 bez [+sore, +eomt, +assn] xx

~
-sore +sore

----------dret +dret
.~ -<>:

-trmn +trmn -trmn +trmn
I I I I

Ins Loe Dat Aee Gen
[+P]
B1 na1 [-dret, -ntrr, -sore]
B2 na2 [+dret, -ntrr, -sore]
B3 v1 [-dret, +ntrr, -sore]
B4 v2 [+dret, +ntrr, -sore]
B5 6erez [-ntrr, +prol, -sore]
B6 skvoz' [+ntrr, +prol, -sore]
B7 s [-ntrr, -side, +sore]
BS iz [+ntrr, -side, +sore]
B9 vne [-ntrr, +side, +sore]
B10 vnutri [+ntrr, +side, +sore]

xx
xx

xx
xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx
xx
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[+P]
C1 pered
C2 za1
C3 za2
C4 izza

[-ntrr,
[-drct,
[+drct,
[+sorc,

-sorc, -hrzn]
+ntrr, -sore]
+ntrr, -sore]
-hrzn, +reln]

[+N]

~-sorc +sorc

~
-drct +drct
»<. .r-.

-trmn +trmn -trmn +trmn
I I I I

Ins Loc Oat Acc Gen

xx
xx

xx
xx

~
-sorc +sorc
~

-drct +drct
»<. »<.

-trmn +trmn -trmn +trmn
I I I I

Ins Loc Oat Acc Gen
[+P]
01 nad1
02 nad2
03 pod1
04 pod2
05 izpod

[-drct,
[+drct,
[-drct,
[+drct,
[+sorc,

-ntrr,
-ntrr,
+ntrr,
+ntrr,
+hrzn,

-sore]
-sore]
-sore]
-sore]
+reln]

xx
xx

xx
xx

xx

5.2.3 Case Relations in Russian

There is a universal set of case relations in lexicase

with which we are already familiar, PAT, AGT, LOC, COR, and

MNS. Though the inventory of CRs may be universal, the

encoding of CRs to nominal may differ from language to

language. For instance, the verb top-ta 'help' as a

transitive verb sUbcategorizes AGT and PAT in Korean and

English, while in Russian the word for 'help' is an

intransitive verlb which sUbcategorizes PAT and COR.
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In Russian, there is no one-to-one correspondence

between case forms and case relations. CFs can be doubly

matched to CRs. Nominative NPs can be Patient or Agent,

depending on the transitivity of the sentence, but

accusative NPs are always Patient. Genitive NP can be COR

or LaC, instrumental NP is MNS (when it is not a predicate

nominal), dative NP is COR or LaC, and locative NP realizes

the Locus relation. The following table in (20) shows the

possible encoding between CRs and CFs. Predicate nominals

in Russian are realized with instrumental or nominative CF.

However, these predicate nominals do not have any CR.

(20)

AGT PAT LaC COR MNS prdc

Nominative
Accusative
Genitive
Instrumental
Dative
Locative

xxx xxx xxx
xxx

xxx
xxx xxx

xxx xxx
xxx

5.3 Classification of Verbs in Terms of Complement
Case Relations

5.3.1 Personal Verbs

In this section, I classify Russian non-impersonal

verbs according to their case frames. Russian verbs are

subcategorized as shown in (21). The tre~s in (21) classify

verbs in terms of complement case relations and show
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possible logical verb classes in Russian. However, there

can be accidental or systematic gaps. For example, the verb

class [C8] is empty.

since the universal sets of CRs are identical in

lexicase, the tree of Russian verb sUbcategorization in

terms of case relations is very much like the Korean

classification discussed in the previous chapter. However,

we may expect that it is necessary to employ other different

features if we want to classify verbs further, because of

the different syntactic/morphological facts of verbs in the

two languages. For example, Russian may use the feature for

'aspectuality' to distinguish perfective verbs from

imperfective, but Korean may not, because Korean, though it

has tense, does not have a distinction of perfectivity.

(21) Verb sUbcategorization in terms of case relations

I
+lctn

I
[D]

1
-lctn

I
[C]

r
+lctn

I
[B]

[+V]

1r------I- - - - ----,r
-trns +trns

1..----1 1---.-
-lctn

I
[A]



r
+mode

r-I~
-xtns +xtns

I I
A3 A4

r
+mode

r-I~
-xtns +xtns

I I
B3 B4

r
+mode

r-I~
-xtns +xtns

I I
C3 C4

1
-mode

,'i
-xtns +xtns

I I
A5 A6

1
-mode

II~
-xtns . +xtns

I I
B5 B6

l
-mode

II~
-xtns +xtns

I I
C5 C6

230
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1
-mode

rl--r
-xtns +xtns

I I
D5 D6

I"
+mode

r-1--r
-xtns +xtns

I I
D3 D4

[D]
I

+V
+trns
+lctn

1r------'------,r
-crsp +crsp

1..----1 I---r
-mode +mode

r-'i r-1--r
-xtns +xtns -xtns +xtns

I I I I
D1 D2 D7 D8

The trees in (21) based on the following subcategorization

rules in (22):

(22)

SR-23 [+V] --->
±trns
±lctn
±crsp
±mode
±xtns

SR-24 [+xtns] ---> [?[±fact]]

SR-25 [+fact] ---> [?[+fint]]

SR-26 [-fact] ---> [? [-fint] ]

SR-23 says that verbs have either a minus or plus sign in

terms of the feature transitive, locational, correspondence,

and mode. SR-24 states that extension verbs are either

factive or non-factive. In SR-25, factive verbs appear with

finite clauses. Non-factive verbs require non-finite clause

complements in SR-26. The lexical entry of verbs can be

simplified because of the following redundancy rules in

( 23) :

(23)
RR-1 [+V] ---> [?[+PAT]]



RR-2

RR-3

RR-4

RR-5

[+trns]

[+lctn]

[+crsp]

[+mode]

--->

--->

--->

--->

[? [+AGT] ]

[?[+LOC]]

[? [+COR] ]

[? [+MNS] ]
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In the next subsections, I discuss the verb classes and

properties of them.

5.3.1.1 Patient

In lexicase theory, it is assumed that every sentence

has a central participant, and that the Patient NP plays a

central role in it. Therefore, whether the verb is

transitive or not, a Patient NP must exist in a sentence, if

it is not impersonal. I discuss the Agent separately in

section 5.3.1.2. Since verbs taking the Agent CR imply the

existence of a Patient object NP, I do not consider

transitive Patient verbs in this section, but consider only

intransitive Patient verbs, which take only one dependent

PAT.

The verbs in (24) are one place argument verbs and

subcategorize a Patient nominal. They belong to the

category [A1] in the tree in (21).

(24)
plavat'
plakat'
ulybat'sja
tancevat'
tajat'
svetit'
ustavat'

-:; .•..;....-:...._.--...;..--"--"_...- ..._---

, swim'
'cry'
, smile'
'dance'
'melt'
, shine'
'get tired with'
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(25)

On
1ndex
+N
+Nom
PAT
'He swims

plavaet
2ndex
+V
-trns
l[+Nom]
l[+PAT]

excellently.'

otli~no
3ndex
+Adv

There are more intransitive Patient verbs taking two or

three arguments, but the verbs that have complement LOC,

COR, and/or MNS CR are discussed in later sections, and

therefore they are not discussed further here in order to

avoid overlapping.

5.3.1.2 Agent

Verbs that have the Agent case relation are necessarily

transitive verbs. They have at least both an Agent and a

Patient complement CR. So, these verbs belong to the

category [C] or [D] in the sUbcategorization tree in (21).

In addition to an AG'r and a PAT nominal, it is possible for

these verbs to have LOC, COR, and/or MNS complement case

relations, but in this section, I consider only two place

argument predicates, sUbcategorizing AGT and PAT. Typical

verbs which take complement Agent and Patient case relations

belong to the category [C1] and include the following:

(26 )
~itat'

ljubit'
ubit'
zdat'
videt'
slusat'
stroit'

'to read'
, to love',
'to kill',
'to wait for'
'to see'
'to listen'
'to build'
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The typical two-place argument verbs having AGT and PAT

are exemplified in (27), where the crucial features are

specified under the lexical items.

(27)
a. Ja kupila

I:Nom bought
+Nom
AGT
'I bought this

etu knigu.
this book:Acc

+Acc
PAT

book. '

[Cl]

a'
~
I

kupila
2ndex

Ja +V
lndex +trns
+N l[+Nom]
+Nom l[+AGT]
AGT 4[+Acc]
actr 4[+PAT]

l[+actr]

I
etu
3ndex
+Det

knigu
4ndex
+N
+Acc
PAT
3 ([+Det])

b. Doktor proanaliziroval krov' bol'nogo. [Cl]
doctor:Nom analyzed blood:Acc patient:Gen
lndex 2ndex 3ndex 4ndex
+Nom +Acc +sorc
AGT PAT COR

4 ([+COR])
'The doctor analyzed the patient's blood.'

b'
~
I

proanaliziroval
2ndex

Doktor +V
Index +trns
+N l[+actr]
+Nom l[+AGT]
AGT l[+Nom]
actr 3[+Acc]

3 [+PAT]

kr:--------
3~~~~ I
+N bol'nogo
+Acc 4ndex
4 ([+COR]) +N
4 ( [ +sorc] ) COR
PAT +sorc

The sentences in (27) have both subject and object as

their complements. The syntactic evidence for the

sUbjecthood and objecthood of nominals comes from the case
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forms they bear. Ja 'I' and doktor 'doctor' in (27a) and

(27b), respectively, bear as sUbjects the nominative case

form and the Agent case relation. SUbjects are universally

nominative, and since in Russian the verb always agrees with

the nominative NP (if there is any), the verb agrees with

the subject. Since only subjects in this language trigger

agreement on verbs in terms of person, number, and gender,

the verb is morphologically marked for agreement with the

sUbject.

5.3.1.3 Locus

Verbs that cooccur with complement Locus NPs are

exemplified in (28). Nouns that occur with prepositions

that govern the locative case form bear the Locus case

relation. The verbs that denote location, destination,

direction, or departure of the Patient belong to this group.

Thus, locomotion verbs such as xodit' 'to walk', exat' 'to

drive', idti 'to walk', etc. and prefixed locomotion verbs

such as uxodit' 'to leave', poexat' 'to drive', vojti 'to

enter', etc. all have a Locus CR. These verbs belong to the

category [B1] in tree in (21).



+Nom
PAT
'Ivan drove to

(28)
a. Ivan poexal

drove
v kolxoz.
to farm:Acc

+Acc
LaC

the farm.'

[B1]
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I
Ivan
1ndex
+N
+Nom
PAT
actr

poexal
2ndex
+v
+lctn
-trns
l[+actr]
l[+Nom]
l[+PAT]
3[-sorc]
4[+LOC]

v
3ndex
+P
-sore
4[+Acc]

kolxoz
4ndex
+N
farm
+Acc
LaC

Natasa vosla v
entered into

b.

+Nom
PAT
'Natasha entered the

komnatu.
room:Acc
+Acc
LaC

room. '

[B2]

These verbs subcategorize a nominative Patient NP and an

accusative LaC NP. Though the LaC NP shows accusative CF,

it is not a 'direct object', because a 'direct object' is an

accusative marked Patient. The CFs of these locative PPs as

seen by the regent verb are determined by the P rather than

the N. Therefore, there is no accusative Locus in the table

(20) .

In (29) , the verb byt' 'to be' takes a nominative PAT

NP and a genitive LaC NP. The LaC phrase u Petra 'to Peter'

is a location of the Patient vintovka 'rifle'. This

copular/existential construction in (29a) is similar to

Korean sentence (29b), where PAT and LaC phrase are present.



(29)
a. U

to
Petra byla
Peter:Gen was
+sorc
LOC

'Peter had a rifle.'

vintovka.
rifle:Nom
+Nom
PAT
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b. Mino-eykey
I-to
LOC
'Mino had a

chong-i
gun-Nom
PAT
gun. '

iss-ess-ta.
have-Pst-DEC

In addition to the locomotion verbs, there are more

verbs which have LOC CR realized by the Dative CF as

follows:

(30)
ulybat'sja
u6it'sja
xotet'sja
gotovit'
pokazyvat'

'smile'
'learn'
'want'
'prepare'
'show'

In Korean, I have analyzed dative case-marked NPs as

having LOC CR in some instances. In Russian, I also analyze

them as having a LOC CR, because in many cases the dative

case marked NP is related to the Patient NP by serving as a

location or destination of the latter, whether it is

abstract or not (cf. starosta 1988:132-3). In (31), the

Patient sUbjects ja 'I' and sud'ba 'fortune' approach the

Locus NP russkomu jazyku 'Russian language' and emu 'him',

respectively.

(31 )
a. Ja ucus' russkomu jazyku. [B1]

I learn Russian language:Dat
+Nom +drct
PAT -trmn

LOC
'I am learning Russian.'
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[B1]ulybalas' .
smiled

him. '

emu
him: Oat
+drct
-trmn
LOC

smiled upon

Sud'ba
fortune: Nom
+Nom
PAT

'Fortune

b.

In the sentences in (32), the verbs take AGT, PAT, and

LOC CRs. An Agent nominal is realized with nominative CF

and functions as sUbject, a Patient nominal is realized with

accusative CF and functions as an object, and LOC is

realized with the dative CF. These verbs belong to the

category [01].

'The artillery shell ear.' (Babby 1986: 205)

uxo.
ear:Acc
+Acc
PAT

(32)
a. Snarjad

shell:Nom
+Nom
AGT

otorval
tore off

emu
he:Oat
+drct
-trmn
LOC
tore off his

[01]

b. Ja
I
+Nom
AGT

u~u

teach
mal'6ika
boy:Acc
+Acc
PAT

russkomu
Russian

jazyku. [01]
language: Oat
+drct
-trmn
LOC

'I teach the boy Russian.'

c. Nalivajte mne taj. [01]
pour I:Dat tea:Acc

+drct +Acc
-trmn PAT
LOC

'Pour me the tea. ,

However, Russian has expressions like (32c') below; a

sentence identical to (32c) except that taj 'tea' takes

genitive CF rather than accusative. I classify the verb in

(32C') as belonging to the category [B5] .

..:- ....".:__ .-_._------_.._---_... _..._---.........-.-
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(32)
c' . Nalivajte mne ~aju.

pour I:Dat tea:Gen
LOC COR

'Pour me some tea.' (Franks 1986:230)

[B5]

In a si~uation-based grammar like Fillmorean case

grammar, both 32(c) and (32c') would be considered to have

identical CRs. However, lexicase classifies the verb

nalivat' 'to pour' as having two different CRs on the

grounds that the patterns in (32C) and (32c') are

grammatically significant environments. Not every

transitive verb can occur in both environments, so a root

that occurs in both environments must be listed as two

distinct lexical items. The verb selects different CFs and

the meanings of the sentences differ; (32c) has a definite

reading, while (32c') has an indefinite reading. Therefore,

I list the verb nalivat' 'to pour' as two separate entries.

One is a transitive verb taking AGT, LOC, and PAT, and the

other is an intransitive verb taking PAT, LOC and COR.

Other Locus CRs can appear in the following sentences,

where Locus NPs appear with different prepositions, such as

k 'to', na 'on', ot 'from', za 'for', etc. Consider

examples in (33) which have been taken from Pronin (1971):

of wine to the tea.'

tri lozki vina.
three spoon:Gen wine:Gen

dve,
two,
+Acc
PAT

'J •
caJu
tea:Dat
+drct
-trmn
LOC

two or three spoons'He used to add

(33)
a. On dobavljal k

he add into
+Nom

'AGT

-_ ......... _ .._~-----'-- •.. __._. --- .._---- _..._-=.._-
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b. Ka~dyj god on tratil sotnju dollarov na knigi.
every year he spend 100:Acc dollar:Gen on book:Acc

+Nom +Acc -drct
AGT PAT +trmn

LaC
'Every year he spent $100 on books. ,

c. U~itel' fiziki treboval ot nas o~en' mnogo.
teacher physics demand from us:Gen very much:Acc
+Nom +sorc +drct
AGT LaC +trmn

PAT
'The teacher of physics demanded a lot from us.'

d. Milicioner
policeman
+Nom
AGT

arestoval
arrested

studenta
student:Acc
+drct
+trmn
PAT

za to, 6to on ne
for that that he not

ostanovilsja na krasnyj signal v svetofore.
stop on red signal in light

'The policeman arrested the student because he did
not stop at the red light.'

In (33a), the verb dobavljat' 'to add' selects AGT, PAT, and

LaC CRs. In this sentence, on 'he' is AGT because it is

nominative marked, and taju 'tea-Oat' is LaC because it is

governed by the goal preposition k and it is the location or

destination of the Patient nominal dYe, tri 'two I three'.

In (33a), I analyze the numeral dYe, tri 'two, three' as a

Patient that bears the accusative case form.

Following Miller's (1989:4) proposal, I analyze the

numeral phrase 'dye, tri' as a head of the construction in

(33a)7. These numerals belong to the grammatical category

noun, while others are adjectives. These numbers will be

specified as follows:

7 See Neidle (1988:92) for a similar analysis.
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(34) 2-4 5 and above

+N +N
?([+N]) ? ([+N])
? ([+sorc]) ? ([+sorc])
? ([+COR]) ? ([+COR])
? ([-plrl]) ? ([+plrl])

The feature matrix in (34) says that the numerals are nouns

that optionally take a dependent singular genitive noun.

However, in Russian, although the numerals dva 'two', tri

'three', and tetyre 'four' take genitive singular case forms

for their dependent nominals, the numeral odin 'one' takes

nominative singular form, and numerals other than 2, 3, and

4 take genitive plural case forms for nominals, when these

numerals occur in the sUbject and object position. This

information should be accomodated in the lexical entry in

terms of contextual features, as in (34).

Thus, the noun loZki 'spoon:Gen' after dve, tri 'two,

three' is the dependent sister of the noun dve, tri 'two,

three' and it has genitive singular case inflection,

regardless of whether dve and tri are logically plural.

Vina 'wine-Gen' is an attribute of lozka 'spoon' having a

COR CR with respect to the head noun. The dependency

relations for the sentence in (33a) are represented in the

tree below:
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(35)

-l
vina
7ndex
+N
+sorc
COR

r
On
lndex
+N
+Nom
AGT
actr

dobavljal
2ndex
+v
l[+actr]
l[+AGT]
l[+Nom]
3[-surf]
3[-sorc]
4[+LOC]
5[+Acc]
5[+PAT]

k
3ndex
+P
-surf
-sorc
4 [+drct]
4 [-trmn]

6aju
4ndex
+N
+drct
-trmn

dve, tri
5ndex
+N
+Acc
PAT
6 ([+COR])
6 ([+sorc])

lo~ki

6ndex
+N
COR
+sorc
7 ([+COR])
7 ([+sorc])

5.3.1.4 Correspondent

In Russian, there are verbs that govern the genitive

case. Class B5 discussed above is an example. Verbs that

denote d8sire, aim, request, or achievement tend to take a

genitive NP. The verbs listed in (36) typically select a

genitive case NP.

(36)
dobivat'sja
dostigat'
~elat'
do:Hdat'sja
xotet'
~dat'

iskat'
prosit'
trebovat'

'to achieve'
'to attain or reach'
'to wish'
'to wait for'
'to want'
'to wait'
'to look for'
'to ask for'
'to demand'

I assign COR to NPs that have genitive case form. A

genitive NP cannot be sUbject or object, because sUbject and

object should universally bear nominative and accusative

case forms, respectively. It is unlikely to be a MNS or

LOC, because verbs which take genitive NP do not have

semantic features such as [+lctn] or [+mode]. Therefore,
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the COR CR is assigned to these genitive NPs. Verbs like

the one in (37a) belong to the category [A5], and verbs like

the one in (37b) belong to the category [B5].

dobilsja
achieved

(37)
a. Ivan

Ivan: Nom
+Nom
PAT
'Ivan achieved some

uspexa.
success:Gen
+sorc
COR

success.'

'He wishes you

b. On
he:Nom
+Nom
PAT

2!elaet
wish

vam
you:Dat
+drct
-trmn
LOC

happiness.'

scast'ja.
happiness:Gen
+sorc
COR

In Russian, there are verbs which always govern the

genitive case form, denoting part of an object or an

indefinite number of objects (Pulkina and Zakhava-Nekrasova

1980:59-60). These verbs are formed by attaching the prefix

na- to certain transitive verbs. Attaching the prefix na-

decreases the degree of transitivity. The action performed

by the verb is transferred to or carried out in such a way

that the genitive NP is only partially affected (cf. Hopper

and Thompson 1980). Consider the examples in (38):

(38)
rubit'
pee'
nosit'
rvat'

narubit'
nape~'

nanosit'
narvat'

'to chop'
'to bake'
'to bring'
'to pick'

In (38), verbs in the left column occur with an accusative

NP and belong to the class [Cl], while verbs in the right
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column appear with a genitive NP and belong to the class

[A5] .8

The verbs that select the genitive case may also occur

with accusative NPs. When the alternation between

accusative and genitive case occurs, the accusative NP

indicates a specific or generic object, while the genitive

indicates an indefinite object (cf. Neidle 1988:31 and also

section 5.3.1.3). Note the following exampl~s, of which (a)

and (b) are taken from Neidle:

(39)
a. On ~det podrugu. [C1]

he:Nom waits for friend:Acc
+Nom +Acc
AGT PAT
'He is waiting for a (specific) friend.'

na vopros [A5]
to question:acc

+Acc
LaC

to the question.'

~det otveta
waits for answer:Gen

+sorc
COR

for an answer

On
he:Nom
+Nom
PAT
'He is waiting

b.

na vopros [C1]
to question:acc

+Acc
LOC

to the question.

c. On
he:Nom
+Nom
AGT
'He is

~det otvet
waits for answer:Acc

+Acc
PAT

waiting for the answer

In (39a), the person whom he is waiting for is a definite

person. The accusative-marked NP is a specific and

8 According to A. Lyovin (p.c.), verbs with the na
prefix are more likely to have their second argument
expressed overtly than the verbs they are derived from.
This seems to be due to the fact that this prefix implies a
special marked relation between the verb and its second
argument. This phenomenon can be explained automatically in
my analysis by virtue of the indefiniteness of the genitive
marked NP: An indefinite NP carries new information, and
therefore it cannot be omitted, because the information is
not recoverable.
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particularized nominal. On the other hand, in (39b) he is

waiting for an answer, whatever it may be: The answer is an

indefinite. This indefinite NP is marked by the genitive

case. In (39c), the noun answer is expressed by the

accusative form and has a reading of definiteness.

Morphosyntactic alternations such as different case

forms may lead to differences in meaning, as exemplified in

(39). On the basis of these differences -- form,

distribution, and meaning, the triune sign criterion

requires that separate lexical entries be posited for the

verbs in the two sentences. I will accordingly assign

different CRs to the nominals that have different case forms

in (39).

A nominal that bears the genitive case form as in (39b)

bears a Correspondent case relation with respect to its

regent verb. The form zdat' 'to wait for' can be either a

transitive or an intransitive verb. When it has an

accusative NP, it is a transitive verb taking AGT and PAT

CRsi when it has a genitive NP, it is an intransitive verb

bearing PAT and COR CRs. Thus, the verb ~dat' 'to wait for'

appears in grammatically significant environments that

allows us to identify it as having separate entries in the

lexicon: one is [-trns, +crsp), and the other [+trns,

-crsp), but each set is subject to derivation into the other

set, in the process acquiring a somewhat different meaning

such as definiteness. The relationship between these
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homophonous verbs can be captured by an analogical

derivational rule as follows:

(40 )
+V
-trns
+crsp
m[+PAT]
n[+COR]

+V
+trns
m[+AGT]
n[+PAT]

This grammatical analysis that assigns genitive NP as

COR and accusative NP as PAT tends to match the semantic

transitivity analysis proposed by Hopper and Thompson (1980,

hereafter H & T). According to H & T (1980:251), semantic

transitivity can be understood as a global property of an

entire clause, such that an activity is 'carried-over' or

'transferred' from an agent to a patient. Thus, the

necessary conditions for transitivity are an action and more

than two participants, though these are not sufficient

conditions.

In order to characterize transitivity explicitly, H & T

(1980:252) propose the following parameters of transitivity

in (41). Each set of parameters can be used as a scale in

ranking the degree of transitivity of clauses.

(41) H & T's transitivity parameter
A Participants
B Kinesis
C Aspect
D Punctuality
E Volitionality
F Affirmation
G Mode
H Agency
I Affectedness of Object
J Individuation of Object
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H & T (1980) pointed out that each component of

transitivity is involved in transferring an action from

agent to patient in different ways. For example, the action

cannot be transferable when there is only one participant

(A). The action can hardly be transferable in stative

description (B). A telic (perfective) rather than an atelic

(imperfect) action is better transferred to a patient (C).

On-going actions are less effective than punctual actions

(D). A volitional agent can have a greater effect on a

patient than a non-volitional one (E). Affirmative action

has a greater effect on a patient than negative action (F).

Action occurring in the real world is more effective than in

a non-real world (G). An Agent having potential power can

be more effective than an agent without potential power (H).

semantic transitivity can be determined in terms of the

affectedness of a patient. That is, the action is highly

transferred when the patient is completely and totally

affected (I). Individuation is related to the distinctness

of the patient from the agent and its background (J). Thus,

nouns which have the following properties in the left column

in (42) (H & T 1980:253) are more individuated, and action

is transferred better to such patients.

(42)
proper
human, animate
concrete
singular
count
referential, definite

common
inanimate
abstract
plural
mass
non-refer"mtial
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Thus, definite nominals can be considered more

completely affected and individuated than indefinite

nominals. If the nominal is more affected and individuated,

then the action is transferred better.

The semantic transitivity criteria summarized above

support the analysis of sentences in (39a) and (39c) as

transitive clauses, because their nominals are interpreted

as definite. (39b) is an intransitive, because the nominal

is indefinite. Consequently, the verb ~dat' 'to wait' in

(39) should be regarded as having two entries. Each entry

has a different sUbcategorization frame, and the different

sUbcategorization frames bring different readings to the

sentences. In all cases of an Acc-Gen alternation, a

similar situation is identifiable. The Gen alternative is

less transitive according to one or more of H & T's

criteria, and two distinct lexical entries will be proposed

to account for the semantic as well as the grammatical

differences.

5.3.1.5 Means

A verb taking a MNS complement along with Agent and

Patient is exemplified in (43), which is taken from Pronin

(1971). This verb belongs to the category [C3].



(43)
On prevzosel
he excell
AGT
'He excelled

vsex
all
PAT
over

v klasse
in class

everyone

svoej texnikoj
self technique

MNS
in class in his
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na rojale. [C3]
on piano

piano technique.'

na
8ndex
+P rojale

9ndex
+N
-drct
+trrnn
LOC

On
lndex
AGT

prevzosel I
2ndex
+V vsex
+rnode 3ndex
+trns +N
1 [+AGT] PAT
3 [+PAT]
5 ([+LOC] )
7[+MNS]

v
4ndex
+P klasse

5ndex
+trmn
-drct
LaC

svoej
6ndex

texnikoj
7ndex
+N
-drct
-trrnn
9 ([ +LOC])
9 ( [ +trrnn] )
9 ([ -drct])
MNS

The tree structure in (43) illustrates clearly the

dependency relationships between constituents in that

dependent norninals are attached as dependents of their

regent nodes. So, na rojale 'on piano-Lev' is not directly

hanging on the verb prevzosel 'excelled', because it is not

a dependent of the verb, but a dependent sister of the noun

texnikoj 'technique-Ins'. The fact that na rojale 'on

piano-Lev' is a dependent of the noun svoej texnikoj 'self's

technique-Ins', rather than of the verb prevzosel

'expelled', can be seen if constituent order is changed.

Consider the examples in (44):

(44)
a. V klasse on prevzosel vsex svoej texnikoj na rojale.

in class he excelled all self technique on piano

b. *Na rojale on prevzosel vsex v klasse svoej texnikoj.
on piano he excelled all in class self technique
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One can easily move the Locus constituent to the front of

the sentence if it is a dependent of the matrix verb as in

(44a) , in which Y klasse 'in class' is moved to the front of

the sentence. But, as shown in (44b), one cannot move the

Locus phrase na rojale 'on piano-Lev' to the front.

Instead, sYoej texnikoj na rojale behaves like one

constituent.

This is an evidence against regarding na rojale 'on

piano' as a dependent of the verb. It is a dependent of the

preceding noun texnika. Thus, some nouns in Russian such as

te~nika 'technique' should be assigned their own argument

structure. The argument structure of texnika 'technique' is

as follows:

(45)

te>enika: +N
? ([+lctn) ]
? ( [+LOC) ]

Some Russian verbs have Means NPs as their complements.

Those Means NPs are mostly realized through instrumental

case narking. The verbs in (46) govern instrumental case,

where the instrumental NP can indicate means, instrument,

power, some kinds of mode, and material.

(46)
vladet'
obiiat'
interesovat'sja
bolet'
paxnut'
rukovodit'
upravljat'
zavedovat'
gordit'sja

'to know'
'to offend'
'to be interested in'
'to be sick'
'to smell'
'to lead'
'to rule'
'to be in charge of'
'to be proud of'
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Consider the examples in (47):

(47)
a. ani

They
+Nom
PAT

vladejut
know

pjat'ju
five:Ins

inostrannymi
foreign: Ins

jazykami. [A3]
languages: Ins
-drct
-trmn
MNS

/1----------_
I vladejut~

2ndex
ani +V
Index +mode I I jazykami
+N -trns 5ndex
+Nom l[+Nom] pjat'ju inostrannymi +N

l[+PAT] 3ndex 4ndex -drct
5[+MNS] +Adj +Adj -trmn
5[-drct] -drct -drct
5 [-trmn] -trmn -trmn

'They know five foreign languages.' (Babby 1986:196)

b. Ja interesujus'
I interested
+Nom
PAT

'I'm interested

tem,
that:Ins
-drct
-trmn
MNS
in where

otkuda vy priexali. [A3]
where you arrived

you came from.'
(Pearce 1983:365)

In (47a) the noun jazykami , languages: Ins' is

morphologically marked with the instrumental case form. The

numeral modifier pjat'ju 'five:Ins' and adjective

inostrdnnymi 'foreign:Ins' agree with the head noun in

number, gender, and case. In (47b), the verb

interesovat'sja governs the instrumental case, so to 'that'

is inflected in the instrumental case form tem 'that-Ins'.

This verb belongs to the category [A3].

The Means NP can be realized as instrumental case with

or without a preposition, depending on the regent verb.

When prepositions are required, the typical preposition is s
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'with, by'. The examples in (48) require the preposition s

and s governs the instrumental case form.

(48)
a. Ja pozdravljaju vas s uspexom. [C3]

I congratulate you with success
AGT PAT MNS
'I congratulate you for your success. ,

vystupat'
come out

b.

'to make

s protestom
with protest

MNS
a protest'

[A3 ]

The Means case relations may appear in other

constructions, such as passives. Note the following

examples:

'He was received by

(49 )
a. On

he
+Nom
PAT

byl
was

prinjat
received

sestroj.
sister:Ins
-drct
-trmn
MNS
(his) sister.'

b. Ego sestra prinjala ego.
his sister received him.

AGT PAT
+Nom +Acc

'His sister received him. '

In (49), a passive sentence has a corresponding active one.

Prinjat is a passive participle which has a lexical

specification [+pssv] in its feature matrix. Passive verbs

are specified as having the feature [+mode] i~~lying the

presence of Means NP. The feature [+mode] says that the

verb has implied complement Means case relation, which will

be introduced by a redundancy rule.
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Let us consider the following pair of sentences, which

are taken from Kilby (1986):

(50)
a. C:toby

so-as-to
probit'
breach

stenu,
wall

oni
they
PAT

svyrjali
threw

[B3]

'To

v nee
to it

LaC
breach the

kamnjami.
stones: Ins
MNS
wall, they threw stones at it.'

b. On
he
AGT
'He

bescel'no
aimlessly

aimlessly

svyrjal kamni v vody.
threw stone:Acc into water:Acc

PAT LaC
threw stones into the water.'

[01]

I classify the verb in (50a) as taking PAT, LaC, and MNS,

while (50b) takes AGT, PAT, and LaC. They belong to the

categories [B3] and [01], respectively.

Kilby (1986) states that the sentence in (50a) is a

purposeful action, and the role of the NP kamnjami

'stones:Ins' is secondary. The instrumental NP is used to

help to perform an action which does not primarily relate to

it. In (50b), on the other hand, kamni 'stones:Acc' is the

point of action. It is used not as a secondary participant

in some purposeful activity, but as a primary one.

Kilby's observation is plausible. Lexicase shares

similar ideas: The central participant (Patient) is

realized by the accusative CF in a transitive clause.

Therefore, the accusative NP 'stone' in (50b) is regarded as

a central NP, while instrumental NP kamen' 'stone' in (50a)
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is not. The sentence in (50a) becomes an intransitive

clause.

In order to accomodate the difference between these two

sentences, I list the verb 5vyrjat' 'to throw' in two

different entries having two different case frames. One is

intransitive and the other is transitive. Only the

intransitive one belongs to the Means group. The

relationship between the two verbs is analogically captured

by the derivational rules as follows:

(51)
+v
+lctn
+mode
-trns
m[+PAT]
n[+MNS]

+v
+lctn
+trns
-mode
m[+AGT]
n[+PAT]

The so-called 'loading' verbs also show the alternation

between instrumental and accusative case forms as in (52):

(52)
OJ

a. oni gruzili drova na barzu.
they loaded wood:Acc on barge:Acc
AGT PAT LOC
'They loaded wood onto the barge. r

b. Oni gruzili
they loaded
AGT
'They loaded

barzu drovami.
barge:Acc wood:Ins
PAT MNS

the barge with wood.' (Kilby 1986:327)

with respect to this alternation, Kilby (1986:331) observes:
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Wierzbicka (1980) is arguing that the instrumental
noun phrase typically has a peripheral role,
either from the speaker's point of view, or from
that of the agent of the action; Veyrenc (1971)
and Kilby (1977) are based on the suggestion that
the instrumental emerges as a by-product of
syntactic operations which assign it a role
outside the predicative core of the sentence, and
finally Kilby (1982) can be said to see the
instrumental as peripheral in that it 'tidies up'
the loose ends of the u~e of cases -- it includes
a whole range of uses which would in some sense
'interfere' with the major uses of other cases.

The observations made by Jakobson (1958), Wierzbicka

(1980), Veyrenc (1971), and Kilby (1986) support the

analysis of the above sentences in the current theory. In

lexicase, the central participant has the Patient role and

the Patient is realized by accusative case in transitive

sentences. In (52a) above, drova 'wood:Acc', which is

marked with the accusative case, is a central participant

because it bears the PAT case relation. The 'wood' is

viewed as being primarily affected by being transported to

the 'barge', its destination. In (52b) , however, drovami

'wood:Ins' is marked with instrumental. The word drovami

'wood:Ins' in (52b) would not be central anymore. It

becomes peripheral in Jakobson's sense, because it is the

'barge' that is the Patient, viewed as being affected by

being loaded. Thus, drova 'wood:Acc' in (52a) is a Patient,

while in (52b), bar~u 'barge:Acc' is a Patient.

In English, there are similar sentences which show case

relation alternations. Note the following sentences, taken

from starosta (1988:123):
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(53)
a. John hit his stick against the fence.

AGT PAT LOC

b. John sprayed white paint on 'L.e hen coop.
AGT PAT LOC

(54)
a. John hit the fence with his stick.

AGT PAT MNS

b. John sprayed the hen coop with white paint.
AGT PAT MNS

For these sentences, Starosta (1988:122-3) states that these

sentences represent different perspectives on the same

situation. (53a), for example, is about an Agent moving to

a Locus, while (54a) is about an Agent affecting a Patient

using a Means. Thus, the same analysis for the different

languages is available in lexicase.

5.3.1.6 Extension

5.3.1.6.1 [+xtns, -fint]

Extension verbs take a clause as an inner complement,

as we have seen for Korean in chapter 2. There are two

types of extension verbs. Verbs that select infinitive

clauses, and verbs that select finite clause. The following

Russian verbs select an infinitive clause as an inner

complement.



(55)
Ijubit'
mo~'
na6inat'
obesCat'
pozvoljat'
predpo6itat'
prikazat'
prosit'
razresat'sja
resit'
sovetovat'
ugovarivat'
umet'
uspet '
velet'
xotet'
zastavljat'

'to like'
'to be able to'
'to begin'
'to promise'
'to allow '
'to prefer'
'to order'
'to ask'
'to be allowed'
'to decide'
'to advise'
'to persuade'
'to know how'
'to have time to'
'to order'
'to want'
'to force'
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Let us consider the following examples which cooccur

with an infinitive clause. The sentences in (56), (57), and

(58) belong to the category [B2], [A2], and [C2],

respectively.

on time.'

[8 prijti
corne

(Rappaport 1984:11)

(56)
a. On

he
PAT
'He

obes6al nam
promised us:Dat

LOC
promised us to come

vovremja].
on time

[B2]

on
1ndex
+N
+Nom
actr
PAT

obes6al
2ndex
+v
-trns
1[+actr]
1[+Nom]
1[+PAT]
3[+LOC]
4[-fint]

nam
3ndex
LOC

p~4~~l~i I
+v vovremja
-fint 5ndex
-trns +Adv
1[+actr]
1 [+Nom]
1[+PAT]



b. On
he
PAT
'He

prikazal nam
ordered us:Dat

LOC
ordered us to corne

[8 prijti vovremja].
corne on time

on time.'
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[B2]

on
lndex
+N
+Nom
actr
PAT

I.
pr~kazal

2ndex
+V
+mnpl
-trns
l[+actr]
l[+Nom]
l[+PAT]
3 [+LOC]

nam
3ndex
+N
LOC

prijti
4ndex
+V
-fint
-trns
3 [+actr]
3 [+Nom]
3 [+PAT]

vovremja
5ndex
+Adv

see you once more.'

(57)
a. Ja xocu

I want
PAT
'I want to

[8 vstretit'
meet

vas es6e
you more

raz].
once

[A2 ]

b. Ja ljublju [8 plavat'].
I like swim
PAT
'I like to swim.'

(58)
a. Ja prosu vas [8 pomo6' mne]. [C2]

I ask you help me
AGT PAT
'I ask you to help me.'

[A2]

b. Ivan zastavil nas [8 ostat'sja doma] . [C2]
make us stay horne

AGT PAT
'Ivan forced us to stay at horne. ,

~astaVil
2ndex

Ivan +V nas ostat'sja
lndex +trns 3ndex 4ndex
+N l[+actr] +N +V doma
+Nom l[+AGT] +Acc -fint 5ndex
actr l[+Nom] PAT -trns +ADV
AGT 3[+Acc] l[+actr]

3 [+PAT] l[+Nom]
l[+PAT]
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The matrix verbs in (56-58) occur with complement

infinitive verbs. In lexicase, an infinitive is defined as

a verb which does not allow an overt sUbject as a sister.

This definition is quite different from the notion in other

theories which used to define infinitives as tenseless

verbs. The lexicase definition of infinitives can

accomodate the fact that some languagas, such as Portuguese

and Classical Greek, have infinitives inflected for tense,

and that languages such as Thai have infinitives even though

they do not have a grammatical category of tense.

In order to account for the sentences in (56-58), I

propose additional syntactic rules in (59):

(59)
RR-6 [+V] ---> [±fint]

SR-24 [+xtns] ---> [±fact]

SR-25 [@fact] ---> [?[@fint]]

RR-7 [+fint] ---> [?[+Nom]]

RR-6 says that verbs are either finite or non-finite. In

SR-24, extension verbs are divided into the sUbcategories of

fact and non-fact verbs. SR-25 states that a fact verb

cooccurs with a finite dependent verb, while a non-fact verb

cooccurs with a non-finite dependent verb. RR-7 says that a

finite verb expects a nominative dependent sister.

The missing nominal of the lower clause in (56a), (57),

and (58) corresponds to either the sUbject PAT or object PAT

in the higher clause, whereas in (56b) it matches the Locus
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NP of the higher clause. In order to account for this fact,

I formulate the following Chaining rules:

(60)

CR-l

CR-2

?[+actr]
-fint
mndex

?[+actr]
-fint
mndex

---> [n( +actr] ]

---> [n[+actr]]

\ 1-_ m[-fint] -_I
n[+PAT]

\ m[-fint]
n[+LOC]
-trns
+mnpl

By CR-l, an implied actor will have an index identical with

that of the Patient of the higher clause. This is a common

and perhaps universal Chaining rule, one which can be stated

in this simple form as a direct consequence of the lexicase

Patient centrality hypothesis. CR-2 says that an implied

actor will have the same index as the Locus NP of the higher

clause. This rule is not as general a rule as CR-l, because

it is supposed to apply to intransitive extension verbs that

contain a feature [+mnpl] (manipulative). This implies that

the higher verb describes the power to manipulate the LOC

nominal. Following general principles of linguistic theory,

the specific rule applies before the general rule in the

grammar. CR-l links the implied index properly to make

well-formed sentences such as (56a), (57), and (58). CR-2

accounts for sentences like (56b).
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5.3.1.6.2 [+xtns, +fint]

I now discuss cases in which verbs select a finite

clause as their complement. In this ~ase, the complement

clause is a full sentence which has a subject and a tensed

verb. The following verbs may take finite clauses as inner

complements.

( 61)
znat'
somnevat'sja
uvidet'
govorit'
slusat'
dumat'
verit'
predpolagat'
predstavljat'
pomnit'
ponjat'
skazat'

'to know'
'to doubt'
'to see'
'to talk'
'to listen'
'to think'
'to believe'
'to suppose'
'to present'
'to remember'
'to understand'
'to say'

Consider the examples in (62). Verbs such as znat' 'to

know' and zaverit' 'to assure' select a verbal complement

headed by the complementizer preposition eto 'that'. The

clause introduced by the word 6to 'that' is a full sentence

having overt sUbject and tense inflection.

(62)
a. Ja znaju, eto on u~e rasskazal vam vse 0 sebe.

I know that he already told you all about self
PAT
'I kncw that he already told you all about himself.'



a' . (laiu
ja cto

on

rasskazal

vam vse o
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sebe

b. On zaveril
he assured
AGT

menja, ~to on pomo~et mne
me that he help I:Dat
PAT

uexat' za granicu.
leave for abroad

'He assured me that he would help me to go abroad.

dumaju, ~to on
think that he

c. Ja
I
PAT
'I think that he will

pridet.
come

come. '

In (62a'), the embedded clause forms an exocentric

construction that has two heads, namely, the complementizer

6to 'that' and verb rasskazal 'told'. The word eto 'that'

appears in front of the embedded clause to connect the

higher and lower clauses.

5.3.2 Impersonal Verbs

In this section, impersonal constructions are

discussed. Consider the examples in (63), which have been

taken from Franks (1986:230).



(63)
a. Ljudi

people: Nom
'The people

sobralis,.9
gathered
gathered.'

[AI]
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b. Ljudej sobralos,.10 [B5]
people:Gen gathered
'Many people gathered.'

In (63), the sentences consist of a predicate and one

nominal. since each sentence has only one nominal, we may

think that the only nominal is a subject of the sentence.

This is true in (63a), but not in (63b). (63a) belongs to

the class [AI], but (63b) belongs to the class [B5]. The

differences between (63a) and (63b) are that the case forms

of each noun are different. (63a) bears the Patient CR and

the nominative CF, while (63b) has the Correspondent CR and

the genitive CF. The verb agrees with the features of the

noun in (63a), but it does not agree with the features of

the noun in (63b). Thus, the above two sentences have a

different case frame and should be treated as different

verbs.

In Russian, the past tense is realized by the suffix on

verbs. In the case of non-impersonal verbs, the distinction

of the person is reflected by verbal suffixes in present

9 According to Pulkina (1978:104), -sja is the old
short form of the accusative of the reflexive pronoun sebja.
But now -sja has merged with the verb into one word,
retaining a reflexive meaning only in some verbs. -sja
occurs after consonants, while -s' appears after vowels.
The past tense marker appears before the -sja.

10 A native speaker of Russian told me that this
sentence is acceptable but not natural (Dr. Anatole Lyovin
p.c.). Franks (1986:230) notes that this sentence is
grammatical, has the meaning of a large number, and is often
accompanied by an expressive intonation.
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tense, but it is neutralized in past tense. In past tense,

the number is indicated by different suffixes and the gender

is differentiated only in the singular, being neutralized

in the plural. The table in (64) shows this asymmetry

between singular and plural past tense inflections of

personal verbs.

(64) Verbal suffixes in the past tense
------ ------ -------

M 1
sg F la

N 10
------ ------ -------

pl li
------ ------ -------

Verbs in impersonal constructions, however, do not fit

this system. with respect to the sentences in (63), the

noun ljudi 'people' is always used in the plural. In (63a),

the verb sobrat'sja 'to gather' bears the plural past tense

inflection -Ii. However, in (63b), the verb does not have

the plural past tense -Ii, rather it has -10, which is the

singular neuter past tense suffix.

The verb in (63a) agrees with the feature of the only

nominal 'people', but in (63b) it does not agree with the

nominal. In other words, the nominal ljudi 'people' in

(63a) is the sUbject of the sentence, but in (63b),

according to lexicase theory, it is not the subject of the

sentence. (63b) does not have any sUbject. Sentences such

as (63b) are treated as impersonal sentences in the

literature (cf. I. Lee 1984) and this is the lexicase
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analysis as well. The tree structures for (63) are as

follows:

(65)
a.

b.

Ljudi
lndex
+N
+Nom
PAT
actr

Ljudej
lndex
+N
+sorc
COR

sobralis'
2ndex
+V
-trns
l[+Nom]
l[+PAT]
l[+actr]

sobralos'
2ndex
+V
+crsp
+mprs
-trns
O[+actr]
O[+Nom]
O[+PAT]
l[+COR]
l[+sorc]

(63a) belongs to the category [Al], while (63b) belongs to

the category [B5].

since Russian exhibits two alternative sentences as in

(63), we have to have a division between personal and

impersonal verbs, as in (63), in order to capture

generalizations about the alternation between sentences.

( 66)
SR-27

RR-8

[+V] --->

--->

[±mprs]
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SR-27 divides verbs into the subcategories of personal and

impersonal verbs. RR-8 states that impersonal verbs imply a

dependent non-referential actor nominal, which must be a

sUbject in an accusative language such as Russian.

since Russian has no non-referential pleonastic

pronoun, this requirement cannot be met by an overt sUbject.

Instead, the following linking rule in (67) supplies the

indices required to satisfy the indexing requirement.

(67)
LR-l [+mprs] ----> [O[+Nom]

The indexing rule in (67) links the contextual feature to an

implied non-referential nominal by supplying a zero index,

which means that there is no overt nominal that can be

matched with these features (Lee 1989:251-4).

5.4 summary

In this chapter, I classified Russian verbs in terms of

case relations. In order to classify verbs, I analyzed the

Russian case marking system. Case forms and case markers

were discussed and formally represented in terms of a

localistic feature system based on the previous analysis by

Acson (1981).

As I classified verbs, I discussed Russian impersonal

verbs, partitive genitive constructions, indefinite genitive

constructions, spray or loading verb types, and other types.

I covered these well-known syntactic phenomena using a

localistic dependency analysis within a lexicase framework.
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The localistic dependency approach employed in this

study combines case markers, case forms, and case relations

to account for the syntactic and semantic facts of the

language. This is a major difference from the theories

which depend on configurational structures, meanings, or

situations.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this dissertation was two-fold. One

goal was to present a formal and explicit localistic

dependency analysis for Korean and Russian basic clause

structure within thE' theoretical framewor~!; of lexicase,

which is a strongly constrained approach to generative

grammar. The other was to test the adequacy and validity of

the theory of lexicase with respect to syntactic phenomena

in Korean and Russian. The analysis presented in this

thesis confirms that the theory of lexicase is able to

describe the facts of these two typologicaliy quite

different languages without significant modification.

To achieve our purpose, I carried out the dependency

analysis by examining the valency of verbs in Korean and

Russian. The valency of verbs was explored mainly in terms

of their complement case relations and their complement

clauses. In what follows, I will summarize what was

discussed and explored in this dissertation: what were the

issues and problems, and what were our solutions,

contributions, and advantages over other studies.

Chapter 2 discussed what kind of case mechanisms the

Korean language possesses. The sUbcategorization of case

markers, case forms, and case relations was presented. On

the basis of this localistic analysis of case mechanisms

employed in Korean, a classification of Korean verbs was
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arrived at. It was pointed out that the previous case

matrix analyses, for example, Lee's (1984) analysis, which

was based on a situational perspective, would not adequately

and consistently account for the morphosyntactic phenomena

of Korean. Since lexicase theory assumes that every verb

has a Patient case relation (the Patient centrality

hypothesis), that is, that the Patient is interpreted as the

perceptual center in a sentence, the theory can capture

generalizations about languages which would not be possible

in case-matrix analyses.

In chapter 2, I also showed that the affirmative copula

i-ta 'be-DEC' and the negative ani-ta 'not be' construction

should be analyzed as an extension verb which takes a

predicate-nominal.

The affirmative copular N-i-ta 'N-be-DEC' constructions

can appear with modifiers, therefore Kim (1991) claims that

this structure is an incorporation of a noun phrase and the

copula i-. This analysis, however, is not available in

lexicase, which adheres to a strong version of the

lexicalist hypothesis. The current predicate-nominal

analysis can account for the fact that modifiers can appear

with copular constructions: Predicate nominals can be

modified because they are nominals.

Psychological predicates are classified into verbs

taking the Correspondent rather than Locus CR, even though

they take locative-marked nominals, because their behavior
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is different from the ordinary Locus nominal marked with

-eykey.

with respect to the extension verbs, we presented two

sUbcategorization trees which are actually further

expansions of the tree (29). The sUbcategorization of

extension verbs was accomplished in terms of what verb takes

what kind of complement clause, in other words, what was

takes what kind of inflectional complementizers.

In order to ensure that the matrix verb picks up the

proper complement clause, I needed to further cross-classify

the embedded verbs that are inflected with respect to

complementizers. The subcategorization of complement

clauses was presented in (78).

with respect to the extension verb toy-ta 'to become',

I proposed that this verb is an impersonal verb based on the

fact that it is different from other extension verbs in

terms of honorification of the verb. In case of the verb

toy-ta, the embedded verb should have the honorific suffix

-si when the subject is a deferential NP, while the matrix

verb may not have the suffix -si. Therefore, I analyzed the

extension verb toy-ta as an impersonal verb that does not

have a referential subject.

In chapter 3, multiple case form constructions were

discussed. In the beginning of the discussion, I presented

a review of how the previous analyses attempted to account

for the multiple case form constructions in Korean. Several
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reasons were pointed out showing why the current study could

not adopt their proposals and had to modify them.

In this chapter, I took the position that all multiple

identically case-marked nominals originally exist in situ.

They are not derived from other constructions. This

position is, in some aspect, similar to Sohn's (1986) base

generation analysis. Among multiple identically marked

nominals, I proposed that the rightmost NP, that is, the

closest nominal to the predicate, be analyzed as a

complement and the others be analyzed as adjuncts.

The analysis of MCCs presented in this dissertation

shows that MCCs are in fact not a violation of the lexicase

One per Sent constraint. This analysis does not create

extra power by adopting transformations or mUltiple X-bar

projections, as Kang (1985) did, or unconstrained NP - S

recursion, as required by Kuno and Sohn. Furthermore,

unlike previous analyses, this analysis can account for the

other kinds of MCCs, in addition to multiple nominatives

using exactly the same formal mechanism.

In chapter 4, case relation-changing processes in

Korean were explored, especially in causative constructions.

In this chapter, I discussed different syntactic properties

of two types of causative constructions -- morphological and

periphrastic causatives. I pointed out why bi-clausal

analyses for the Korean morphological causative

constructions, such as Incorporation theory (Baker 1988) or

Merger theory (Marantz 1984 and Park 1986), would be

-... J- __ .. _ ......_----10-__ . ....• . --- •• -....-.
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inadequate, and why a clause-union analysis for Korean

periphrastic causative constructions such as the one

proposed by Gerdts (1986, 1990) would not be appropriate.

The two causative constructions in Korean differ in

that morphological causatives are less productive than

periphrastic causatives. Morphological causatives show

idiosyncratic meaning changes, for example, as in palk-ta

'to be bright' and palk-hi-ta 'to identify'. Therefore one

must list morphological causative verbs in the lexicon.

Morphological causatives are derivationally related to the

non-derived ones, while periphrastic causatives are not.

Instead periphrastic causatives are formed by verbal

complementation. Therefore they are totally transparent in

meaning, and completely productive.

For morphological causative constructions, I presented

Derivational rules that relate the derived lexical items to

the non-derived ones and show the valency change between

input and output items.

The alternate case markings on causee nominals in

periphrastic causatives were accounted for in a simple and

non-arbitrary way. The locative or accusative-marked

causees were analyzed as belonging to the matrix clause,

while the nominative-marked causees were analyzed as

belonging to the lower clause. Thus, in accordance with the

lexicase triune sign criterion, by which lexical units

differing in either meaning, form, or distribution are

separate lexical entries, I proposed to list homophonous
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causative verbs as entries separate from their derivational

sources.

In chapter 5, I discussed the Russian verbal clause

structure. First, localistic analysis for case markers,

including case inflections and prepositions and case

relations, was carried out based on an earlier lexicase

analysis. The current analysis modified the previous one

and added more localistic features. In accordance with

these localistic analyses of case markers and case

relations, the valency of verbs in Russian was explored.

There are six different morphological case inflections

in Russian, and each preposition governs a particular

morphological case on its dependent noun. In this chapter,

the correlation between case inflections and prepositions

was captured by overlapping sUbcategorization trees for case

inflections and prepositions.

Russian exhibits case form alternations such as

accusative versus genitive and accusative versus

instrumental. I analyzed those verbs which show case

alternations to be different verbs lexically, since they

appear in distinct grammatically significant environments.

This analysis was confirmed by the semantic transitivity

hypothesis proposed by Hopper and Thompson (1980).

Through this study, I emphasized the point that morpho

syntactic phenomena in Korean and Russian, which are very

different and unrelated languages, could be accounted for

conveniently within the tightly constrained and formally
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explicit lexicase theory. I used the same kind of analysis

to account for the formal properties of verb classification

and case marking in both languages, which supports lexicase

claims to universal validity and points out the fact that

the two languages (and, in fact, languages in general) are

not as different as they might appear to be when analyzed in

terms of more powerful theories.

This dissertation may be useful to people who are

interested in teaching and learning Russian and/or Korean,

because it contains comparable case frames of verbs in both

languages. Though I did not attempt to do a contrastive and

comparative analysis of the two languages in detail, the

reader naturally will notice some contrasts between the two

languages in addition to the many similarities.

This dissertation would be a contribution to Korean and

Russian linguistic study and also to the development of the

theory in that it is the first attempt to describe Korean

and Russian grammars within the theoretical framework of

lexicase. Though I admit that this dissertation is not a

perfect analysis, I feel confident that better future

lexicase studies will emerge based on this dissertation.
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